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This consent order prohibits , among other things , an advertiser , seller and distributor

of Mazola Corn Oil and ::azola Margarine from misrepresentjng the effects of
such oiJ or margarine products on serum cholesterol levels , and from making
claims concerning such products '

ability to reduce the risk of developing heart
disease , or to reduce serum cholesterol levels , unless at the time such
representations are made , they are substantiated with competent and reliable
scientific evidence.
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CO),IPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that CPC

International Inc. (" CPC" or " respondent" ),

a corporation , has

violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof

would be in the public interest ,

alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. CPC is a Delaware corporation with its offices and
principal place of business at International Plaza , Englewood Cliffs
New Jersey.

PAR. 2. cpe has advertised , offered for sale , sold and distributed
Mazola Corn Oil and Mazola Margarine (collectively referred to as
Mazola ) and other " foods " within the meaning of Section 12 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAIL 3. epc has disseminated or caused to be disseminated
advertisements for Mazola. These advertisements have been dissemi-
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nated by various means in or affecting commerce , including magazines distributed across state lines , for the purpose
members of the public.

of inducing

purchases of such foods by

PAR. 4. The acts and practices of CPC alleged in this complaint have

been in or affecting commerce as " commerce "

is defined in the

Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 5. Typical of respondent' s advertisements , but not necessarily
inclusive thereof , are the advertisements attached hereto as Exhibits

A and B. Specifically, the aforesaid advertisements contain the
following statements and depictions:
(a) (A depiction of a raw chicken leg with skin and a fried chicken leg with skinJ
reduce cholesterol (in boldface headlineJ
Mazola,
LA depiction of a bottle of :\Iazoia Corn Oil , a box of )lazola Margarine , and a can of

Add

Mazola No- StickJ

Medica! studies prove it! :-ot only are Mazola products cholesterol- free , but Mazola

corn oj! and margarine also help reduce your existing serum cholesterol level. Yes
reduce your cholesteroL Because the 100% pure corn oil in Mazola acts to help remove

cholesterol from your systerr.
Start using Mazo!a as part of your family s healthy diet , and you can see significant
progress in as litte as three weeKs. And as you can see by the luscious fried chicken
you don t exartly have to suffer c.oing it.

So enjoy Mazola 100% corn oil , ::Iazo:a margarine and Mazola Ko- Stick

cooking

spray to your heart s content.

Adding Mazola is a great- tasting way to reduce your cholesterol. LExhibit AJ
(b) LA depiction of a mar. with what appears to be his granddaughterJ " Mazola
til my
it could turn hack my cholesterol. I didn t believe it
does what? They said
level dropped 17%.
CI!OLESTERO:, PRO FlU:

BEFORE l\!A?OLA DIET: LJ:"\/EL 225
AFTf:R \lAZOLA DIET: LEVEL 187

m stubbor:1. It took me a while to start doing something about cho;esterol. Like
me
to start exercising and stick to a diet iow ir,

listening to my doctor. lIe to;d

saturated fat. But when he told me that clinical studies proved that by replacing some
of those saturated fats with l\Jazola *

I could cut my ch01esterol level even more , you
better beJieve I was skeptical.
Vntil I tried it. In ail kinds of salacls and my wife s great biscuits. I even went for a
fried chicken leg or two. (l Know it' s O. K. to have foods fried with Mazola corn oil
sometimes. And not just ' cause .:-1azola has DO cholesterol. But because the pure
Mazola corn oil helps get cholesterol down.
laz()la and my cholesterol \vent from
About a month or so of healthy diet with
225 to 187. It backed off 17%. Which is great by me. ' Cause I've got too many good
tJJings ahead of me- more good meals , more granc:children....
IA depietion of bot:le of f'dazola Corn Oil , a box of Mazol& l\'largarinc , and a can of

11azola :\o- StiekJ TOGETHl:R WE CA:" BEAT CHOLESTEROL. LExhibit B
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PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictions referred
to in paragraph five and others in advertisements and promotional

materials not specifically set forth herein ,
directly or by implication ,

CPC has represented

that consumption of chicken legs fried in

Mazola wil reduce serum cholesterol levels.
PAR. 7, In truth and in fact ,

consumption of chicken legs fried in
Mazola will not cause a reduction in serum cholesterol levels when
compared to foods containing no fat or cholesterol. Therefore , the

representation set forth in paragraph six was , and is ,

false and

misleading.

PAIl. 8. Through the use of the statements and depictions referred
to in paragraph five and others in advertisements and promotional

materials not specifically set forth herein ,

CPC has represented

directly or by implication , that adding Mazola to the diet without other

dietary changes will cause a 17% reduction in serum cholesterol levels.
PAR. 9. Through the use of statements and depictions referred to in
paragraph five , and other statements and depictions not specifically
set forth herein , CPC has represented , directly or by implication , that

at the time of making the representations set forth in paragraph six
and eight , CPC possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for such
representations.

PAR. 10. In truth and in fact ,

at the time of making the

representations set forth in paragraphs six and eight , respondent did
not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis for such representations.
Therefore , CPC' s representation set forth in paragraph nine was , and
, false and misleading.

PAR. 11. The acts and practices of CPC as alleged in this complaint

constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting
commerce and the making of false advertisements in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Commissioner Owen concurring in part and dissenting in part , and
Commissioner Starck not participating.
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DEeIsION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a

copy of a draft complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration

and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft complaint , a statement that the signing of said

agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34

of its Rules , the Commission

hereby makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters
following order:

the

1. Respondent CPC International Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Delaware , with its office and principal place of business

located at International Plaza , in the City of Englewood Cliffs , State
of i'ew Jersey.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
OliVER

Il 'is onlerell That respondent CPC International Inc. ,

a corpora-
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tion ,

its successors and assigns , and its officers , representatives

agents and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,
division or other device ,

in connection with the advertising, offering

sale or distribution of Mazola Corn Oil , :iazola Margarine or
any other edible oil or margarine product , in or affecting commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do

for sale ,

forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting,

directly or by

implication:

(a) That consumption of chicken fried in any such oil or margarine

product will reduce serum cholesterol levels;
(b) That adding any such oil or margarine product to the diet
without other dietary changes will cause a

17% reduction in serum

cholesterol levels; or

(c) The effect of any such oil or margarine product on cholesterol
levels.
II.

It is furtheT ordered

That respondent ,

its successors and assigns

and its officers , representatives , agents and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or distribution
of :Mazola Corn Oil , Mazola Margarine or any other edible oil or
margarine product , in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and
desist from representing, directly or by implication , that any such

or help reduce , the risk of developing or
or that any such product can or may
reduce , or otherwise affect serum cholesterol levels

product can or may reduce ,

otherwise affect heart disease ,

reduce ,

or help

unless at the time of making such representation respondent

possesses and relies upon competent and reliable scientific evidence
that substantiates such

representation. For any test .

analysis

research , study or other evidence to be " competent and reliable " for
purposes of this order , such test , analysis , research , study or other
evidence must he conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by
persons qualified to do so , using procedures generally accepted by

others in the profession to yield accurate and reliable results.
III.

Nothing in this order shall prevent respondent from representing
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truthfully, for example , that any product covered by this order can be
part of or compatible with a diet low in saturated fats and cholesterol
and that such diet can be used to reduce serum cholesterol or the risk
of heart disease.

IV.

It is further ordered That for three (3) years from the date that the
respondent shall maintain and upon request make available to the Federal
representations to which they pertain are last disseminated ,

Trade Commission for inspection and copying:

A. All materials relied upon to substantiate
covered by this order; and
B. All test reports , studies ,

any representation

surveys or other materials in its

possession or control that contradict , qualify or call into question such

representation or the basis upon which respondent relied for such
representation.

It is further ordered That respondent shall distribute a copy of this
order to each of its operating divisions and to each of its officers
agents , representatives or employees engaged in the preparation and
placement of advertisements or other such sales materials covered by
this order.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
corporation such as a dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations under this order.
VII.

It is furlher ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order upon it , and at such other times as the
Commission may require , file with the Commission a report , in
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writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
Commissioner Owen concurring in part and dissenting in part , and
Commissioner Starek not participating.
STATEMENT OF Cmn!ISSIONER DEBORAH K. OWEN
CONCURRI:-'

PART AND DISSE1\TI;.1G

1)\

PART

In recent years , growing public awareness about the relationship of
diet to health has led to an increase in advertising claims regarding

the beneficial effects of various foods. I applaud Chairman Janet
Steiger s policy initiatives in the area of health claims , and her
commitment to ensuring that

consumer interest in health

and

nutrition is met with truthful and non- deceptive advertising. 1 I fully
support the Chairman s goal of pursuing a national advertising policy
that promotes clear guidance to advertisers-a goal that has been

widely supported by Congress , consumer groups , and state law
enforcement officials , as well as by the business and advertising

communities.

While a clear national advertising policy is an important priority, I
agree with Chairman Steiger that an equally important corollary is the
principle that truthful , non- deceptive claims should not be chilled.

Policies that discourage truthful , non deceptive claims can prevent
dissemination of legitimate , beneficial information to a wide popula-

tion of consumers who might not otherwise receive it. For instance , a
landmark study of health claims in the cereal market by our Bureau of
Economics found that consumer awareness of the potential nutritional
benefits of fiber increased significantly as a result of advertising and
labeling claims about the relation of fiber to health. 2 Because

significant nutritional information through
advertising, it is important that we prohibit only those claims that

consumers can gain

sound evidence shows to be false or

deceptive.

The Commission may charge a violation of the FTC Act when it has
reason to believe " that a claim is

false or deceptive and that a

proceeding to determine the existence of such a violation would be "
quantity and type of

the interest of the public. '" Exactly what
. SrI' Rell:lt" ks

0: ChairmCl;. Janet D. S:eigcl" bdore tlie Arceriran Arlvert:sing Federation Spring
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evidence is necessary for the Commission to have a " reason to
believe " has not been clearly articulated by the judiciary, and
therefore appears to be largely within the judgment of each individual
Commissioner. However , where the Commission s complaint will not
be subject to a full adjudication of the facts , thc Commission might
reasonably wish to base its charges on a higher quantum of evidence
when it agrees to accept a consent agreement , rather than just issuing
a complaint.

As a practical matter , consent orders make law. This is particularly

true among the cognoscenti

who follow closely the Commission

decisions and look for trends and clues in every public document ,

in

order to advise persons subject to our jurisdiction. It is therefore
critical to the conscientious exercise of authority that the Commission
provide as much information as possible about the bases for these
decisions , 4 and that the Commission s ultimate decision not be
primarily due to the willingness of private parties and their counsel , no
matter how competent or sophisticated they might be , to sign off.
Consent agreements , because they eliminate the significant costs
adverse publicity, and other burdens of adjudication , can be motivated

by reasons other than guilt or innocence. As the Supreme Court noted

FTC v. Standard Oil Co.

in

of Cal.

The adjudicatory proceedings whieh follow the issuance of a complaint may last for

months or years. They result in substantia) expense to the respondent ami may
divert management personnel from their administrative and productive duties to the
corporation. 6

Thus , consent by the respondent to the issuance of an order should
not alone justify the Commission s issuance of the complaint and

acceptance of the consent. The Commission should require evidence
based as much as possible on objective , cmpirical data , rather than
subjective beliefs , and should require evidcnce beyond what would

satisfy us in the decision to initially issue a complaint and commence
adjudicatory proceedings.

A greater degree of objective evidence is necessary in this sort of
case because of the nature of the implied claims at issue. I view
: Fo ' examjJLe , in tf:e p!e en: case. the con p:"int iI"ser:" that the r:ai:;1s wcrc wadt' "II(: tll,l\ t I:e); WPI' p false
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implied claims as ranging over a continuum from those , on one end
that are almost express ,

to those on the other end ,

that are highly

vague and almost non- existent. When a potentially deceptive claim is
not clear on the face of an advertisement , the Commission prefers

extrinsic evidence to inform its judgment. 7 The quantum of evidence
demanded should be directly propOltional to the level of vaguenessthe closer a claim is to the express end of the continuum , the less need
there may be for extrinsic evidence. In those instances , reliance on the
Commission s expertise is more appropriate than in cases of vaguer

claims. As uncertainty rises over what implications are likely to be
drawn from advertisements , so too should the type and quantum of
evidence to establish a " reason to believe " and to accept a consent

agreement.
As a general rule , when there is a reasonable difference of opinion
concerning the existence of implied claims , I would require that the

Commission be provided with greater extrinsic evidence than was
originally apparent to me when this case was first presented. It simply
has not been clear to me , from a bare reading of the advertisements at
issue , that consumers would reasonably infer a deceptive message
rather than a non- deceptive message , of which there are several. The
uncertainty over what inferences are reasonably drawn is illustrated
by a variety of interpretations within my own office and elsewhere.
In considering whether to vote in favor of issuing this consent

agreement for public comment ,

I consulted a

number of scholarly

references in the area of marketing and consumer research to seek
some quantum of extrinsic evidence that would be probative of the
existence of the allegedly deceptive claims. After reviewing various
mticles in the areas of advertising interpretation , consumer behavior
psycholinguistics and general marketing principles , particulariy those

discussing the impact of headlines , I concluded that at least some

reasonahle consumers could infer from each of the two Mazola
T/lfJil; PS()i/ ..hrii(" li
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advertisements the deceptive claims that are alleged in the Commission s complaint. 9 Based on the evidence available at that point , in
both advertisements , it appeared reasonable to conclude that the

textual passages and images did not qualify the headlines

with

sufficient clarity for certain reasonable readers. This encouraged me
issue its
complaint in this matter , along with the proffered consent agreement

to find reason to believe that the Commission should

for public comment. However , I indicated at that time that my final
decision would be based on the entire record , including any probative
evidence submitted during the comment period.

As anticipated , the public comments in this case proved particularly
helpful in the Commission s efforts to articulate advertising guidelines

in this sensitive area and ,

in particular , with respect to how these

advertisements are reasonably interpreted. Based on these comments
I have concluded that I cannot agree with paragraphs 5(a), 6 , and 7 of

the complaint (including Appendix A), and paragraph I(a) of the
order. I therefore dissent from the final issuance of those portions of
the complaint and order, For the reasons explained below ,

however , I

concur in the remainder of both,

comments that were
submitted , I concluded that the outcry from the scientific community
mandated a closer look at the two advertisements , because it provided
further evidence that non- deceptive messages may be discouraged , to
After carefully considering all of the public

the detriment of consumers, For example , Dr, D, IV!. Hegsted
Professor of Nutrition Emeritus of Harvard Medical School

;o wrote

that he was concerned

that the consent order " might prevent
advertisers from saying that consumption of a polyunsaturated fat

like corn oil , can lower serum cholesterol levels, " 11 Professor Hegsted
further commented:
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Statement
be achieved by the incremental , but favorab!e , contributions of the appropriate

individual foods and food products. The consumer must be ab!e to identify those
foods which contribute to the desired diet. )'lost of this information comes from food
jf the limitations on advertising are so severe
advertising. It wi! be a great mistake
that the consumer cannot make appropriate food selections.

In light of these comments , and the others that were submitted , I
reevaluated both advertisements.

The " Chicken " Ad
In this advcrtisement , the headline stated

Add :'azola , Reduce

Cholesterol." These words must be read in
picturcs that prominently accompany them. The imperative " Add
Mazola " causes one to question , even if subconsciously, " Add Mazola

conjunction with thc

to what ?" The answer must logically be to the raw chicken leg which
is pictured" and not to anything not pictured. By adding Mazola to
the raw chicken leg and gettng a fried chicken leg, consumers could
achieve a net reduction in serum cholesterol , over an alternative

preparation , for example , of microwaving the chicken leg without
Mazola. This is the type of information that is beneficial to consumers
as emphasized by the scientists who commented.
In light of the lack of hard empirical evidence regarding consumer
interpretation of this particular advertisement , and the scholarly
criticism of a purely subjective determination that the advertisement is
deceptive '3 I believe that the Commission should lean toward
encouraging dissemination of the beneficial information. My conclu-

sion might be different if there were better extrinsic evidence that a
12
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reasonable number of consumers took the allegedly deceptive message. However , although it is possible that some consumers might
infer a deceptive message , I believe this fact is too uncertain , and the
number of potentially deceived consumers is also too uncertain !4 to
justify discouraging the truthful and beneficial information within the

advertisement.

The " Grandfather " Ad

Analysis of this advertisement proved more difficult due to the
many competing elements within it , but I find more than enough
evidence to conclude that there is reason to believe that the ad is likely
hased on two factors.
First , the overall effect of the headline in this advertisement is not
as ambiguous as in the " chicken " ad. The headline explicitly refers
only to the role of Mazola in reducing cholesterol by 17%. Headlines of
this nature , which may not require the reader to look further , can have
to mislead ,

a significant impact that may not be sufficiently qualified by
subsequent smaller- type

disclaimers. 15 Of course , this is not to

suggest that the Commission does not look at the whole ad , but

headlines should he used carefully.
Furthermore , my judgment that the headline may lead to the overall
merely to emphasize that

deceptiveness of the advertisement is a close

call because the

accompanying picture may somewhat convey the fact that

exercise

also contributed to cholesterol reduction. The picture shows an older
man attired in sportswear , complete with headband and a raquetball
cholesterol
Diet " and " After
reduction are presented in terms of " Before Mazola
Diet " (emphasis added), which indicates that a particular
!vazola
raquet in his hand. Also , the numbers representing the

diet" may have been involved , not necessarily just the addition of

unlike the chicken ad , these particulars are not
needed to fill in any blanks left by the explicit 17% headline.
Mazola. Nevertheless ,

The second factor weighing in my decision is evidence that the 17%
II
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cholesterol reduction stated in the ad is not a representative loss. The
Commission has found that the failure to include information in an
advertisement to qualify an unrepresentative quantity is deceptive. 17 I
have also relied on some empirical evidence for the assumption that
consumers wil infer typicality from express quantitative statement.
In the present case , it is my understanding that the study on which the
17% figure was based does not support a conclusion that the average
or typical consumer would also be able to achieve a full 17% reduction

in serum cholesterol , and that the average reduction could be
significantly lower than 17%. For consumers who made no dietary
changes other than switching to Mazola (perhaps because they are

misled by the

advertisement), the reduction could be even lower.

While I have reason to believe that , taken as a whole ,

this

advertisement is likely to mislead , it is easy to envision how with just a
the ad would not be deceptive. Thus , information
beneficial to consumers , as emphasized by the scientific community,
few changes ,

could stil be disseminated at little extra cost to business. Furthermore , I want to make clear that , aside from the portions of the
Complaint and the Order from which I have dissented , I have accepted
the remaining portions in part because of the language of Part II of

the order and in particular , the inclusion of the phrase

for example.

states:

Part II

othing in this order shall prevent respondent from representing truthfully, for
example , that any product covered by this order can be part of or compatible with a
diet low in saturated fats and cho!estero: ,

serum cholesteroJ or the risk of heali

The caveat

for example

and that such diet can be used to reduce

disease.

" means that the stated claim is not the

only

Ii -,-
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type of claim that may be truthful under the order. Thus ,

truthful

claims about the ability of polyunsaturated fats , such as that found in
corn oil , to reduce serum cholesterol independent of the replacement
of saturated fats- the

tists

claim emphasized by the commenting scien-

would also be allowed , as I read the order.

For this reason , I did not dissent from the inclusion of Paragraph
I(c) in the order. I interpret that provision to prohibit respondent , as it
states from misrepresenting ... the effect of rMazola or other edibleJ

oil or margarine product on cholesterol levels. " (emphasis added).
Clearly, claims that misstate , rather than truthfully state , the actual
effect of an oil on cholesterol levels should be prohibited. Truthful

claims should be encouraged , as urged by the scientists who publicly
commented , and as supported by previous research by our Bureau of
Economics.

, j!

HA VERI!LLS , ET AL

Complaint
IN TIlL :YIATTER OF

HA VERHILLS , ET AL.
CONSE:,1T ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATlO:\ OF

SEeS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FFOERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3:'J22.

Complaint ,

1.991- LJecIsi(Ji , .lUll.

Jan.

, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , a California mail order company
and its owners from ! 1aki!1g certain misrepresentations and unsubstantiated
the sale of mtif

health and safety claims

cia! tanning devicE's or any other

device , and from making unsubstantiated fuel economy claims , with respect to

any engine oil additive , automobile gasoline additive ,

or automobile

retrofit

device. Ir, addition , rcspondents wou:d 0e required to dIstribute a copy of the
order to officers. rmpioyccs , and representatives involved in sales OJ' advertising.

Appermmces
Joel

For the Commission:

C.

Winston

Lee Peele,'

and C.

Joffe , Presidenl San Francisco CA.

For the respondents: Cemnlo

CO:"PLAI"T

believe that
and Priscilla Joffe

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to

Haverhills ,

a corporation . and Gerardo . Joffe

individually and as officers of Haverhilis , hereinafter sometimes
referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of the Fedcral
Trade Commission Act ,

and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in

the

public interest

alleges:
PAJL\GKAI'H 1, Respondent Haverhills is a California corporation

with its office and principal place of business located at 131 Townsend
Street , San Francisco , California,

Respondents Gerardo Joffe and Priscilla Joffe are officers
directors of

the

corporate respondent. They formulate ,

and

direct and

control the acts and practices of said corporate respondent. Gerardo
Joffe s and Priscilia Joffe s addresses are the same as that of
respondent Havcrhils.
PAR, 2. Respondents have advertised ,

offered for saie

sold and

distrihuted tanning devices for the artificial tanning of humans

FE:DE:RAL TRADE emIMISSIO:\ DEeISIONS
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Complaint

including tabletop units and overhead canopy lamp systems , through
advertising in respondents

' catalog. These tanning

marketed under the trade name Solar Gold

devices are

Tanners. Solar Gold

Tanners are " devices " within the meaning of that term in Section 12
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 3. Respondents have advertised , offered for sale , sold and
distributed a product known as the Fuel Magnetizer , which product is

advertised as a means of improving fuel economy in automobiles
through advertising in respondents '

catalog. This product is an

automobile retrofit device as " automobile retrofit device " is defined in
Section 511 of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act
15 V.

C. 201l.

PAH. 4. Respondents have disseminated or caused to be disseminat-

ed advertisements for Solar Gold Tanners and Fuel Magnetizers.
These advertisements have been disseminated by various means in or

affecting commerce , including catalogs distributed across state lines
for the purpose of inducing purchases of such devices by members of
the public.

practices of respondents alleged in this
or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is

PAR. 5. The acts and
complaint have been in

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
P AH. 6. Typical of respondents ' advertisements , but not necessarily
all- inclusive thereof , are the attached Exhibits A and B. The aforesaid
advertisements contain the following statements or

1. " Too much exposure to the sun
leading La blotches ,

depictions:

s rays dries and ages the skin prematurely,

wrinkles- ever. skin cancer. Solar Gold Home Tanners help to

solve tnat problem. " (Exhibit A)

tans
eVE
2. " Sunlight eontains three types of ultraviolet radiation: UVA tans you.
but a1so burns. And UVC causes nothing but harm. These units produce 99. 7% eVA
only 0. 3% DVB , and no UVC at al!." (Exhibit A)
3. The mode! in the advertisement is shown using the Solar Gold Facia1 Tanner and
Tanning Canopy without wearing proteetivc eye wear. (Exhibit A)
4. " Save up to 25% on your gas mileage with this ingenious device.... You jj notice

better gas mileage right away because the Fuel Magnetizer changes the molecular
structure of fuel- negatively charged fuel and oxygen molecules attract for
com bustion efficiency. Your fuel and money savings wi\! pay for the Magnetizer in no
tlme at all." (Exhibit B)

PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements and depictions referred

to in paragraph six , and others in advertisements not specifically set
forth herein , respondents have represented , directly or by implication
that:

HA VERHILLS , ET AL.

Comp!aint

1. Use of the Solar Gold Tanner does not pose a risk of the harmful

side effects associated with exposure to the sun

s radiation.

2. Use of the Solar Gold Tanner does not increase the risk of

developing skin cancer.
3. Use of the Solar Gold Tanner does not contribute to skin aging.

4, The sun emits uve radiation

that penetrates the earth'

atmosphere and therefore causes the harmful side effects associated
with exposure to the sun s radiation.

5. The Solar Gold Tanner can be used safely without protective
eyewear.

6. Under normal driving conditions , a typical driver can usually
obtain a fuel economy improvement of up to 25% when the Fuel
Magnetizer is installed in his or her automobile.
PAR. 8. In truth and in

fact:

J, Use of the Solar Gold Tanner does pose a risk of the harmful side

effects associated with cxposure to the sun

s radiation.

2. Use of thc Solar Gold Tanner does increase the risk of developing
skin cancer.

3. Use of the Solar Gold Tanner does contribute to skin aging.

4. While the sun does emit UVC , these rays do not penetrate the
earth' s atmosphere and therefore do not cause the harmful side

effects associated with exposure to the sun

s radiation.

5. The Solar Gold Tanner cannot be used safely without protective

eyewear.
6. Under normal conditions , a typical driver cannot usually obtain a
fuel economy improvement of up to 25% when the Fuel Magnetizer is
installed in his or her automobile.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph sevcn were , and
are , false and misleading.
PAR. 9. Through the use of the statements and depictions set forth

in paragraph six ,

and others not specifically set forth herein

respondents havc represented , directly or by implication , that at the

time respondents made the representations set forth in paragraph
seven , respondents possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for
said representations.

PAR. 10. In truth and in fact , at thc time respondents made said
statements and depictions , respondents did not possess and rely upon

a reasonable basis for making the representations

set forth in

paragraph seven. Therefore , respondents ' representation as set forth
in paragraph nine was ,

and is ,

false and misleading.

FEDERAL TRADE eOMMISSIOK DEeISIONS
CompJaint

II4 F.

PAR. 11. In the advertising and sale of the Solar Gold Tanner

respondents have failed to disclose that the use of the device poses the
risks of skin cancer , skin aging and eye injury, and that the use of the
device without protective eye wear poses a risk of eye damage. These
facts would be material to consumers in their purchase and use of the
Solar Gold Tanner. The failure to disclose these facts , in light of the
representations made as alleged in paragraph six was , and is , a
deceptive act or practice.
PAR. 12. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce and the dissemination of false advertisements in
violation of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Commissioner Starek was recorded as not participating.
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HA VERHILLS. ET AL.

Decision and Order

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration

and

which , if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of said agreement is
for settement purposes only and does not

constitute an admission by

respondents that the law has heen violated as alleged in such

complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules.
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34

of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issues its complaint , makes the

following jurisdictional

findings and enters the following order:
1. Haverhills is a California corporation;

2. The above corporate respondent has its principal office and place

Townsend Street , San Francisco , California;
3. Gerardo Joffe and Priscilla Joffe are officers and directors of the
corporate respondent. They formulate , direct and control the acts and
practices of the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices
alleged in this complaint. Their principal office and place of business
of husiness at 131

are the same as that of the corporation;
4. The aforementioned respondents cooperate and act together in
carrying out the acts and practices alleged in this complaint;
". The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is

in the publiC' interest.
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ORDER
FINITIONS

For the purpose of this order ,

the following definition shall apply:

Tanning device means any product designed to incorporate one
or more ultraviolet lamps and intended for irradiation of any part of
the living human body by ultraviolet radiation to induce skin tanning.
Health or safety representation means any general or specific
oral or written representation that relates or refers to the mainte-

nance , preservation , or improvement of a consumer
physical safety.

s health or

That respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its
and its officers and directors; and Gerardo
,
Joffc and Priscilla Joffe individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly
It is OJ' dered

successors and assigns ,

or through any corporation ,
tor or other device ,

subsidiary, division , independent contrac-

in connection with the advertising, offering for

sale , sale or distribution of any tanning device , in or affecting
commerce . as " commerce " is defined in the Fedcral Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting, directly
or by implication , that:

A. Use of any such device does not pose a risk of the harmful side

effects associated with exposure to the sun

s radiation;

B. U sr of any such device does not increase the risk of developing

skin cancer;

C. Use of any such device does not contribute to skin aging; and
D. The sun emits uve radiation that penetrates the earth'
atmosphere and therefore causes the harmful side effects associated
with exposure to the sun s radiation.

II.

It is fm' ther ordered That respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its
and its officers and directors; and Gerardo
Joffe and Priscilla Joffe , individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , reprcsentatives and employees , directly
successors and assigns ,

HA VERHILLS .
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or through any corporation ,
tor or other device ,

suhsidiary, division , indcpendent contrac-

in connection with the advertising, offering for

sale , sale or distribution of any tanning device , in or affccting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from misrepresenting, directly
or by implication , that use of any such dcvice without protective

eyewear is safe.
Provided lhat for the purposes of this order , any advertisement or
promotional material depicting models using tanning devices without

appropriate protectivc eyewear will be deemed to be a representation

covered by this section , unless the advertisement or promotional
material clearly and conspicuously, and in close proximity to such
depiction , discloses (i) that protcctivc eyewear is needed to prevent

eye injury, and (ii) if such promotional material depicts models
wearing what might appear to be ordinary sunglasses , that ordinary
sunglasses do not offer adequate

protection.

It is further ordered That , for one (1) year after thc date of service
of this order , respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its successors and
assigns , and its officers and directors; and Gcrardo Joffe and Priscilla
Joffe , individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents
agents , representatives and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , independent contractor or other
device , in conncction with the advertising, offering for sale , sale or
distribution of any tanning device , in or affecting commerce , as

commerce "

is defined in the Federal Trade

Commission Act ,

forthwith cease and desist from failing to disclose

do

in any advertise-

ment or any other promotional material the following statement:
NOTICE- Read the mandatory FDA warning label found on every
tanning machine for important information on potential eye injury,
skin cancer ,

skin aging and photosensitivc reactions.

The above- required

language shall be included in printed material

printed in a typeface and color that are clear and conspicuous; and

shall be included in any television , radio , film , video tape , or slide
promotional material either orally or visually in a manner designed to
ensure clarity and prominence. Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with

or in mitigation of the above-required statcment shall be used in any
advertising or promotional materials.
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IV.

It is further ordered That , commencing one (1) year after the date
of service of this order , respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its

and its officers and directors; and Gerardo
Joffe and Priscila Joffe , individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly
or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , independent contractor or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for
successors and assigns ,

sale , sale or distribution of any tanning device , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or
by implication , that the tanning device is safe or safer than any other

method of tanning, that the device has any health benefit , or that the
device may be safely used without wearing protective eyewear , unless
the following statement is disclosed as specified below:
!\OTICE Read the mandatory FDA warning label found on every
tanning machine for important information on potential eye injury,
skin cancer

, skin aging and photosensitive reactions.

The above-required language shall be included in printed material
printed in a typeface and color that are clear and conspicuous; and

shall be included in any television , radio , film , video tape , or slide
promotional material either orally or visually in a manner designed to
ensure clarity and prominence. Nothing contrary to , inconsistent with
or in mitigation of the above- required statement shall be used in any

advertising or promotional materials.

It is further ordered That respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its
and its officers and directors; and Gerardo
Joffe and Priscilla Joffe , individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly
successors and assigns ,

or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , independent contractor or other device ,

in connection with the advertising, offering for
as " device " is defined in the
Act in or affecting commerce , as
Federal Trade Commission
commerce " is defined in that Act , do forthwith cease and desist from
making, directly or by implication , any health or safety representasale , sale ,

or distribution of any device ,

IIA VERHILLS , ET AI,.
Decision and
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tion , unless , at the time of such representation , respondents possess
and rely upon a reasonable basis for such representation , consisting of
reliable and competent scientific evidence that substantiates such
provided , however that to the extent such evidence
representation;
consists of scientific or professional tests , analyses , research , studies
or any other evidence hased on expertise of professionals in the

relevant area , such evidence shall be " competent and reliable " only if

those tests ,

analyses , research , studies , or other evidence are

conducted and evaluated in an objcctivc manncr by pcrsons qualified
and using procedures generally accepted in the profession to

to do so ,

yield accurate and reliable results.
VI.

It is furtheT oTdeTed That respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its
and its officcrs and directors; and Gerardo
,
Joffe and Priscilla Joffe individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representativcs and employees , dircctly
successors and assigns ,

or through any corporation ,

subsidiary, division , independent contrac-

tor or other device ,

in connection with the advertising, offcring for
sale , sale , or distribution of the automobile retrofit dcvicc known as

the Fuel Magnetizer , or any other automobile retrofit device (as

automohile retrofit device " is defined in Section
Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act , 15 L.

511 of the :vator

C. 2011) having

commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Fcdcral Tradc Commission Act , ceasc and
desist from representing, directly, or by implication . that such retrofit
substantially similar propertics , in or affecting

device will or may result in fuel economy improvement when installed
in an automobile , truck , recreational vehicle , or other motor vehicle.
VII.

It is furtheT onlereri That respondent Haverhills , a corporation , its
and its officers and direc:ors; and Gerardo
,
Joffe and Priscilla Joffe individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly
successors and assigns ,

or through any corporation , subsidiary, division , independent contractor or other device ,

in conneetion with the advertising, offering for
sale . sale , or distribution of any automobile gasoline additive , engine
oil additive , or automobile retrofit device (as " automobile retrofit
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device " is defined in Section 511 of the Motor Vehicle Information and
Cost Savings Act , 15 V. C. 2011), in or affecting commcrce as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do

forthwith cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication , that such device will or may result in fuel economy improvement
when installed in an automobilc , truck , recreational vehicle , or other
motor vehicle unless , and only to the cxtent , respondents possess and

rely upon a reasonable basis for such representation. This reasonable

basis shall consist of competent and reliable tests , such as:
a. Chassis dynamometer tcsts done according to procedurcs that
simulatc typical urban and highway driving patterns , such as the then

current urban and highway driving test schedules established

by thc

Environmental Protection Agency; or
b. Track or road tcsts done according to procedures that simulate

urban and highway driving pattcrns , such as those established by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
competent and reliable test

means one conducted and evaluated in

an objcctive manner hy persons qualified to do so using procedures
generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and reliable
results.
Respondents shall , when using the rcsults of any tests required by

this part , clearly and conspicuously disclose the limitations upon the
applicability of the results to any automobile , truck . recreational

vehicle , or othcr motor vehiclc. Where the results of such tests are

used in connection with a rcprcsentation of fuel economy improvcment
expressed in miles per

gallon (or liter), miles pcr tankful ,

or

percentage , or whcre the representation of the benefit is expressed as
a monetary saving in dollars or percentages , all advertising and othcr
salcs promotional materials that contain the representation must also
clearly and conspicuously disclose the following disclaimer: " REMINDER: Your actual saving may vary. It depends on the kind of
driving you do , how you drive and the condition of your car.

VII
That rcspondents shall distribute a copy of
this order to each current officer , cmployee , agent and/or represcntative having sales , advertising or promotional responsibilitics with
It is fitrther ordered

respect to the subjcct matter of this order and shall obtain from each
such person a signcd stat.ement acknowledging receipt of the order.
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IX.

It ,:s further ordered That for three (3) years from the date of the

last dissemination of each representation which is subject to this
order ,

rcspondents and their successors and assigns shall maintain

and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:

a. All materials relied upon to substantiate any representation
covered by this order; and
b. All test reports , studies , surveys , or other materials in
possession or control that contradict ,

its

qualify, or call into question such

representation or thc basis upon which respondent relied for such
representation , including complaints from consumers.

It is further ordered That rcspondents and their successors and
assigns shall notify the Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to
any proposed change in the corporatc respondent such as dissolution
assignment or salc resulting in the emergence of a

successor

thc creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other
change in the corporation which may affect compliance obligations
arising under this order. Respondents shall require , as a condition

corporation ,

precedent to the closing of any sale or other disposition of all or a
substantial part of their assets ,

Commission ,

that the acquiring party file with the

prior to the closing of such sale or other disposition , a

written agreement to be bound by the provisions

of thc order.

XI.

It is further orrlered That for a period of ten (10) years from the
date of service of this ordcr , each of the individual respondents named
herein shall promptly notify the Commission in thc event of the
discontinuancc of his/her present business or employment and of each
affiliation with a new husiness or employment. Each such notice shall
include the individual rcspondent' s

new

business address and a

statement of the nature of the business or employment in which said
respondent is newly engaged as well as

description of said

respondent' s duties and rcsponsibilities in connection with the
business or employment. The expiration of the notice provision of this
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paragraph shall not affect any other obligation ansmg under this
order.
XII.

It is further ordered That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order upon it , and at such other times as the
Commission may require , file with thc Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manncr and form in which they
have complied with this order.
Commissioner Starck was recorded as not participating.

MILES Ixe.
Complaint

IN THE MATTER OF
:IILES INC.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , I:- REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO:- OF
SEeS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 3828. C01npla'int ,

1991- Decision , Jan.

Jan.

, 1991

This consent order prohibits , among other things , an Indiana corporation from
making any benefit claims relating to the consumption of any vitamin or mineral
supplement , and from making any representation concerning the need for , or
benefit from , consumption of any One- Day vitamin product , unless respondent
possesses competent and reliable scientific evidence to substantiate the representation.

Appearances
Brinley H. Williams

For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Washington ,

D. C.

and

and

Mark D. Kindt.

James M. Johnstone Wiley, Rein
Brian
S.
Schuster Elkhart , I!\.

Felding,

COMPLAI

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Miles
Inc. , a corporation (" respondent" ), has violated the provisions of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission

that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public
interest ,

alleges:

PARAGRAPH I. Respondent is an Indiana corporation , with its office

or principal place of business located at 1127 Myrtle Street , Elkhart
Indiana.
PAR. 2. Respondent has advertised ,

offered for sale , sold or

distributed vitamin and mineral supplements , including One- Day
Maximum Formula , One- Day Stressgard , One- Day Essential
One-

Day Plus Extra C , and OneDay

Day Within (hereinafter referred

to collectively as " One-

PAR. 3. The acts and

practices of respondent alleged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce.

PAR. 4. Respondent has disseminated or caused to be disseminated
Day, a product subject to the provisions of

advertisements for One-

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION IJECISIO:\S
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Section 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 V.

C. 52. These
advertisements have been disseminated by various means in or
affecting commerce , including magazines distributed across state
lines , and radio and television broadcasts transmitted across state
lines , for the purpose of inducing the purchase of such product by
members of the public.
PAR. 5. Typical of respondent' s advertisemcnts , but not necessarily
all- inclusive

thereof , are the advertisements attached hereto as

Exhibits A through D. The aforesaid advertisements ,
contain the following statements and depictions:
(A) Taday

and others

s world can take a lot out of you. Defending your lungs against air

pollution requires vitamins A , E , and C. Daily stress can chip away at your B vitamins.

And rigorous physical training can actua!!y knock essential minerals right out of your
system. That' s why Onc- Day vitamins arc unique!y formulated to help put back
what your world takes away. So eat a balanced diet and take One- Day, everyday.
Did you take your Onc-

Day today?

(Exhibit A.

(B) Strenuous exercise can actuaHy knock essential minerals right out of your
Day vit.amins are uniquely formulated to help put haek what your
(Exhibit H)
your
One- Day today?
The stress of living in
T\',
o
hoUls!
rrpOJi on my desk in two hours.

system. But One-

world takes away. Did you take
(C)

I need that

today s world can take a lot out of you. Whaddya mean the flight' s cancelled? r have a
tcn o

clock rr, ceting. Your B vitamins ,

for examplc , are being chipped away by

everyday problems ana presSUles. Bu One- Day puts them back. One- Day
vitamins are uniquely formulated to put back what your stressful world takes away..
(Exhibit

G.)

(D) With any rigorous physical excrcise , your body can lose :ts supply of essential
(Exhib't D.)
minerals. But One- Day puts them baek.

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements referred to in paragraph
five , and accompanying depictions and other statements and depictions in advertisements and promotional materials not specifically set
forth herein , respondent has represented , directly or by implication

that:
(A) Consumption of vitamins A , C and E in the form and amount
Day protects human lungs against the adverse
contained in Oneeffects caused by typical air pollution;
(B) The stress of daily living depletes vitamin B in the body so that
consumption of a daily vitamin supplement , such as One-

Day, is

necessary or beneficia!;

Ordinary rigorous physical exercise depletes essential mincrals
(C)
in the body so that consumption of a daily vitamin supplement , such as
One-

Day, is necessary or beneficial.

:IILES INC.

Complaint

PAR. 7. Through the use of the statements set forth in paragraph
five , and accompanying depictions and other statements and depictions not specifically set forth herein , respondent has represented

directly or by implication , that at the time it made the representations

set forth in paragraph six , respondent possessed and relied upon a
reasonable basis for each such representation.
PAR. 8. In truth and in fact , at the time respondent made the

representations set forth in paragraph six , it did not possess and rely
upon a

reasonable basis for making each such representation.

Therefore ,

respondent's representations as set forth in paragraph

seven were and are false and misleading.
PAR. 9. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair and deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce and the dissemination of false advertisements in
violation of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
Commissioner Starek did not participate.
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EXHIBIT B

(CLOSED CAPTIONED)

OPE:- 0:- WmlA:- RCKKIKG 1:PLACE.

TO WOMEN 1:- AEROBICS CLASS.
c 1989 MILF:S ,

(:-IUSIC UP)
ANKCR (VO): Fad:
Strenuous exercise can SUPER:
aetuany knock

I"IC.

CONSU!IER HEALTH CARE
DIVISIOK.

TO MAK LlFTIKG WEIGHTS.

essentia! minera!s

CUT TO CU OF Wm!A:- ON
EXERCISE MAeHIKE.

right out of yoUI system.

TO CU HAND TAKIKG PRODUCT
FRm! LOCKER.

But One-

CUT TO O:-E-

are uniqueJy formu!ated

DAY ART CARD

Day vitamins

SLIDE LEFT.

TO A:-IMATEI LIST OF VITA:IIKS
ZIPPI:-G

ONTO

SCREEN.

to he!p put baek what your
wor!d takes away.

CUT TO :-!A:- WALKING . HE HAS
JUST BEEK RU:-NI)iG.
SUPER. DID YOU TAKE YOUR
ONE- DAY TODAY'
IORTISE PRODUCT SECT

Did you take your One-

Day

today

EXHIBIT C

MUSIC:
SFX:
BOSS:

(CNDER THROUGHOUT)
(OFI'CE)

AN"ICR

The stress of Lving ir: today s wor!d can take a !ot out of you.

SFX:
WOMAN:

\Vhaddya mean ,

AK:-CR.

I need that repOlt on my desk in two hours.

Two--

(AIRPORT)

the flight
Your B vitamins , for exam

s canceJied? I have a 10:00 meeting.
pie , arc being chipped a\vay by everyday

prob!ems and pressurcs. But One-

Day puts them back. One-

Day

vitamins are unique!y formulated La help put back \vhat your stressfu!
world taKes away.

SFX:
MAK:

(TRAFFIC)
(ON PlIOI\' E)

A:-NCR

Did you take

Listen ,

I need a tow truck. Yeah , my fan beJt broke , and..
Day today?

vour Onc-

EXHIDIT D

IUSIC:

(l:KDER THROUGHOUT)
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SFX,

(FOOTSTEPS RUN;-ING ON PAVEMENT)

ANNCR

\Vhcn you run... you lose.
(AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR BARKING CmJ:IANDS)
Whcr: you workout.. you lose.

SFX,
ANNCR:
SFX,
ANNCR:
SFX:
ANNCR:

(PUNCI!NG OF SPEED BAG)
When you train , hard and fast... you lose.

(ALL ABOVE SFX CmmIKED)
With any rigorous physical excrcise , your body (' an

Jose its supply of

essential minerals.

MeSIC:
AKKCR:

(BClLDS TO REPLACE SFX)
But One-

Day puts them baek. Ol1o-

Day vitamins are uniquely

formulated to help put back what your world takes away.

SFX,
ANKCR:

(GRUNT , THEK CLAKG OF BARBELLS)
Did you take your Onc-

Day tc)(lay':

DECISIOc; AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof , and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Cleveland Regional Office

proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and

which , if issued by the Commission . would charge rcspondent with

violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondent , its attorneys , and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in thc aforesaid draft of complaint , a statcment that the signing of
said agrcement is for settlemcnt purposes only and does not constitute
an admission by respondent that the law has bcen violated as alleged
in such complaint , and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission

s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason (0 believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act , and that complaint should issue stating its

charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days ,

now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 31

of its Rules , the Commission

hereby issucs its complaint , makes the

findings ,

following jurisdictional

and enters the following order:

1. Respondent is a corporation organized , existing and doing

MILES INC.
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business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Indiana , with
its office and principal place of business located at

Post Office Box 40 , Elkhart ,

1127

Myrtle Street

Indiana.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding is
in the pu blic interest.

ORDER

That respondent Miles Inc. , a corporation , its
successors and assigns , and its officers , agents , representatives and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale
or distribution of vitamin and/or mineral supplements , do forthwith
cease and desist from representing, directly or by implication , that
consumption of any such product:
It is order-ed

(A) Affords any protection or benefit to human lungs;

beneficial in replacing any vitamin and/or
mineral lost through physical cxercise;
(B) Is necessary or

(C)
Is necessary or beneficial in replacing any vitamins and/or
minerals lost as a result of , or provides any benefit with regard to , the
stress of daily living;

unless , at the time such representation is made , respondent possesses
and relies upon a reasonable basis consisting of competcnt and reliable
scientific evidcnce to substantiate the representation; competent and

reliable scientific evidence shall mean those tests , analyses , research
studies or other evidence ,

conducted and evaluated in an objective

manner by persons qualified to do so using procedures generally
accepted hy others in the profession or science to yield accurate and
reliable results.
II.

It is furlheT ordered That respondent Miles Inc. , a corporation , its
and its officers , agents , reprcsentatives and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with thc advertising, offering for sale , sale
successors and assigns ,

or distribution of One-

Day brand vitamins , including specifically,

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION DECISIO:\S
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but not limited to , One-
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Day Maximum Formula ,

One- Day
Day Plus Extra C , and One-

Stressgard , One- Day Essential , OneDay Within , do forthwith cease and desist from making any
representation , directly or by implication , concerning the need for or
benefits to be derived from consumption of such product unless , at the
time such representation is made , respondent possesses and relies
upon a reasonable hasis consisting of competent and reliable scientific
evidence to substantiate the representation; competent and reliable
scientific evidence shall mean those tests , analyses , research , studies
or other evidence , conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by

persons qualified to do so using procedures generally accepted
others in the profession or science to yield accurate and

rcliable

results.

II.
,rtheT ordered That , for three (3) years from the date that

It 'is fi.

the representations are last disseminated ,

respondent shall maintain
and upon request make available to the Commission for inspection and
copymg:
(A)

All materials relied upon to substantiate any claim or represen-

tation covered by this order; and

(B) All tests , reports , studies , surveys or other materials in its
possession or control that contradict , qualify or call into question such
representation or the basis upon which rcspondent relied for such
reprcsentation.
IV.

It is filrther ordeTed That respondent shall distrihute a copy of this
order to each offcer and other person rcsponsible for the preparation

or review of advertising material for products subject to this order.

It is j,,,rtheT ordeTed That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of any proposed
change in the corporate rcspondent such as dissolution , assignment or
sale resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , the
creation or dissolution of subsidiaries , or any other change in the

MILES IKe.
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corporation which may affect compliance obligations ansmg out of
this order.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order

, file with the Commission a report ,

writing, setting forth in detail the manner in which
with this order.

Commissioner Starck did not palticipate.

in

it has complied
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THE MATTER OF

KRAFT ,
FINAL ORDEI( , ETC.

IN

INC.

REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLAT1O:\ OF

SEes. 5 AKD 12 OF THE FEDEnAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket .9208. Complaint ,
This final order prohibits ,

1,98/- Final Orrin' ,

JUlie

Jan. 80 ,

among other things , a Delaware

1.9.91

corporation from

misrepresenting the calcium or any other nutrient content of any cheese
substitute cheese ,

or imitation cheese !Jl' oduct in the future ,

and prohibits any

such absolute or C'on:parative nutrient or calcium-content eJaim that is

not

substantiated by competent and rcliab!e scientific evidence.

Appearances
For the Commission:

For the respondent:

Washington ,

Robert

C.

Cheek.

Hngh Latimer , Pepper , Hamilton

Scheelz

D.

COMI'LAI

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Kraft
Inc. , a corporation (" respondent" ), has violated the provisions of the
Federal Trade Commission Act , and it appearing to the Commission
the
public
that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in

interest ,

alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a Delaware corporation , with its office
or principal place of husiness located at Kraft Court , Glenview

I1inois.
PAR. 2. Respondent has adverlised ,

offered for sale. sold and

distrihuted cheese and related cheese products including Kraft Singles

American Pasteurized Process Cheese Food (" Kraft

Singles

PAR. 3. Respondent has disseminated or caused to be disseminated
advertisements for " Kraft Singles " and various other foods , as " food"

is defined in Section J 2 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. These

advertisements have been disseminated by various means in or
affecting commerce , including magazines distribuled across state
lines ,

and radio and television broadcasls transmitted across stat.e

...

...
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lines , for the purpose of inducing purchase of such foods by members
of the public.

PAIL 4. The acts and practiccs of J' espondent

alleged in this

complaint have been in or affecting commerce.
PAIL 5. Typical of respondent' s advertisements , hut not necessarily
inclusive thereof , are the adveltisements attached hereto as Exhibits
A through D. Specifically, the aforesaid advertisements and others
contain the following statements and depictions:
a. " lIow coulrl I shortchange my shoJtstop'!

Kraft

Singles have five ounces of miJk

pCI' slice; so I don t have to. Because Kraft Singles give my kids great nutrition like

calcjul1 and protein. Sure , I couJd buy imitation sEecs. But some use hardly any milk.
CoulcJ I shortchange my litte shOltstop?
No
\vay. " (Exhibit
A);
b.
lIow could I hOld back from my qua!terback?
Kraft SingJcs are made from five
ounces of milk per sliee; so I never would. Sure I could buy imitation sJiccs. But some
use harclJy any milk Kraft Singles are made from five ounces. Plus , my kids get great
nLitrition like calcium to help their bones grow up strong. Hold baek from my
qum-:. erback? !\o way. " (Exhibit B);
c.

Imitation slices hardly use any milk , but Kraft fSinglesJ has 5 ounces pel' sliee , 5
Kraft Singles. 2\'1ore milk

ounces. So her jitt;e bones get calcium they need to grO\v
makes them

More mil;' makes them good. " (Exhibit C); and

d. " ImItation slices use hardly any milk. But , Kraft Singles are made from five
ounces per sJice. So his bones get ra!ciur:l they need to

milk maKes ' em

good.

Kl'afl Sir.gles. Mane

grow...

Skimp on my superstar? :\o way. "

(Exhibit D).

PAR. 6. Through the use of the statements and depictions referred
statements and depictions in

to in paragraph five , and other

advertisements not specifically set forth herein ,

respondent has

materially reprcsented , directly or by implication , that a slice of Kraft
Singles contains the same amount of calcium as five ounces of milk.
PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , a slice of Kraft Singles does not contain
the same amount of calcium as five ounccs of milk. Therefore , the

reprcsentation as set fOJth in paragraph six was and is false and
misleading.
PAIL 8. Through thc use of the statements and depictions referred
to in paragraph five (c) and (d), and other statcments and depictions

in advertiscments , respondent has material1y represented , directly or
by implication , that Kraft Singles contain more calcium than do most
imitation checse slices.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact , Kraft. Singles do not contain more
calcium than do most imitation cheese slices. Therefore the represen-

tation as set forth in paragraph eight was and is false and misleading.
PAIL 10. Through the use of statcments and depictions refcrred to
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in paragraph five , and other statements and depictions not specifically

respondent has represented , directly or by implication , that at the time of making the representations set forth in
paragraphs six and eight respondent possessed and rclied upon a
reasonable basis for such representations.
set forth herein ,

PAR. 11. In truth and in fact ,

at the time of making the

representations set forth in paragraphs six and eight , respondent did

not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis for making such
representations. Therefore , respondent' s representations set forth in

paragraph ten were and are false and misleading.
PAR. 12. The acts or practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce in violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal
Trade Commission

Act.
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INITAL DEelsION By
LEWIS F. PARKER , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JCDGF

APRIL 3 , 1989
1. HISTORY OF' THE l'HOCEEDT).T

On June 17 ,

1987 , the Commission issued a eomplaint charging that

Kraft , Inc. (" Kraft" ) had violated Sections 5 and 12 of the Fedcral
Trade Commission Act (" FTC Act" ). The complaint allegcs that Kraft
has advertised and sold cheese and related cheese products including

Kraft Singles American Pasteurized Process Cheese Food (" Kraft
Singles

) and that the advertisements which have been disseminated

by various means in or affecting commerce matcrially represented
directly or by implication (1) that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the
same amount of calcium as five ounces of milk (Paragraph 6); and (2)
that Kraft Singles contain morc calcium than do most imitation cheese
slices (Paragraph 8). (2J

The complaint alleges that , in truth and in fact (1) a slice of Kraft

Singles does not contain thc same amount of caleium as five ounces of
milk; and (2) Kraft Singles do not contain more caleium than do most
imitation

cheese

slices.

Since Kraft allegedly stated in its advertisements, either directly or
by implication , that it possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for
the challenged rcpresentations when in fact it did not , the complaint
charges that those representations werc and are false and misleading,

and constitute unfair or deceptive practices in 01' affecting commerce
in violation of Sections 5 and 12 of the FTC Act.
After extensive pretrial discovery, trlai began on July 5 , 1988. It
ended on .\ovember 17 ,

1988. The record was closed on November 29

1988. The parties filed their proposed findings of fact and conclusions
of law on January 10 ,

1989. Answcrs were filed on February 10
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1989. At my request , the Commission granted me an extension of
timc to April 10 , 1989 to file this decision.
This decision is based on the transcript of testimony, the exhibits

which I rcceived in evidence , and the proposed findings of faeL and
answers thereto filed by the parties. I have adopted several proposed
findings verbatim. Others have been adopted in substance. All other
findings are rejected either because they are not supported by the
record or because they are irrelevant.
n. FINDI'iCS OF FACT
A.

Kmjl's B1. 1.sine88

Acti' vities

1. Kraft is a corporation organized , existing and doing business

under and by viltue of the laws of the State of Delaware with its
offices and principal
Glenview ,

place of business located at Kraft Court

Ilinois (Ans.

"; 1). I

(3)

2. Kraft is one of the nation s largest food companies , with sales of
88. 7 billion and a net income of $413 million in 1986. Besides Kraft
Singles ,

the product involved in this case , Kraft manufactures such

food products as Philadelphia Brand Cream Cheese , Velveeta Pasteurized Process Cheese Spread and Cracker Barrel Cheddar Cheese (CX
271 , pp. 1 6).
B.

hlterstate CommeTce

3. The acts and practices of Kraft challenged in the complaint have
been in or have affected commerce during the time period referred to
in this decision (Ans. "l 4).

4. Kraft has disseminated , or caused to be disseminated , adve!tisements for Kraft Singles and various other foods , as " food" is defined

in Section 12 of the FTC Act. Thcse advertisements

have been

disseminated by various means in or affecting commercc

, including

magazines distributed across state lines , and radio and tclevision
broadcasts transmitted across state lines , for the purpose of inducing
purchases of these foods by
Ai)I)I''

idt:O:

':llllis":o:

cpr

members of the public (Ans. '\ 3).

" \lSe8 in thi, r. erision nc:
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C.

5. Kraft Singles are
process cheese food ,

Krajl Singles

individually wrapped slices of pasteurized

and are subject to a Food and Drug Administra-

tion (" FDA" standard of identity " requiring a certain level of
mandatory ingredients and permitting specified optional ingredients
(Tr. 2250).

6. Kraft Singles are made from , among other ingredients , a blend of
whey, skim milk , and whey protein

cheddar or Swiss cheese ,

concentrate, A slice of Kraft Singles is approximately 67 to 68%
natural cheese and therefore exceeds the percentage of natural cheese
required by federal regulation (51%) for a pasteurized process cheese

food (21 CFR 133. 173(a)(5); CX 329 , p. 21; Tr. 607).
7. All of the calcium in Kraft Singles is derived from three dairy
sources: natural cheese , whey, and skim milk. The largest percentage
of the calcium comes from the natural cheese component (CX 329
26- 27). There are two other products- imitation and substitute
cheese slices- which compete with Kraft Singles (CX 342 , pp. 97100; CX

44A- C;

CX 166).

(4)

8. Unlike Kraft Singles , imitation cheese food slices are not subject

to an FDA standard of identity and can be any combination of
ingredients which resemble and can be substituted for pasteurized
process cheese food. Those presently on the market are

made

predominantly from a combination of water , vegetable oil , flavoring
agents and fortifying ingredients (Tr. 2250- 53; RX 125).
9. Imitation cheese food slices are , hy FDA definition nutritionally
inferior " to pasteurized process cheese food slices such as Kraft
Singles although they may not , in fact , be so (F. 218), )/utritional
inferiority is defined as any reduction in the content of any " essential
nutrient " of which calcium is one , that is present in a measurable
amount in the food being imitated (21 CFR 101.3(e)(1)(4); Tr. 2251;

RX J3A).
10. Substitute cheese food slices are those that resemble and can be
substituted for pasteurized process cheese food slices but are not
nutritionally inferior " to those slices and are not required to be
laheled as an imitation (21 CFR J01.3(e); Tr. 2251- 52; RX 13A).
11. Kraft Singles are sold in both 3/4 ounce and 2/3 ounce slices.

Fifty- five to sixty percent of Kraft Singles ' sales is 3/4 ounce slices
with the remaining 40 to 45% being 2/3 ounce slices (CX 329 ,

pp. 37-

38).

J2. By Kraft' s OWE anaiysis .

a 3/4 ounce slice of Kraft Singles
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contains 68. 2%

of the calcium of five ounces of whole milk (CX 100).

Since low- fat and skim milk have slightly more calcium than does
whole milk , a 3/4 ouncc slice of Kraft Singles has less than 68. 2% of
the calcium of five ounces of low- fat or skim milk (CX- 327 , pp. 156-

57; CX 100). The 2/3 ounce slice contains proportionally less calcium
than does the 3/4 ounce slice.

J 3. Kraft Singles are sold nationally and are the largest selling
product in the individually wrapped process slices category, which
includes imitation (also referred to as " analog ) slices , as well as
process cheese food slices like Kraft Singles (CX

44C).

Kraft Singles

sales are approximately 200 million pounds
$300 million (CX 44D; Tr. 1723). Approximately half of all American

annually, or well over

households purchase Kraft Singles (Tr. 1723- 24). l5J
D.

Kraft' s De,.elopmenl Of The " Five

Ounces Or Milk" Ads

1. Introduction

J 4. Most of the challenged ads wcre part of Kraft's " five ounces of
milk" campaign. Prior to the development of these ads , Kraft Singles

increasing numher of low cost
imitation and substitute cheese food slices appearing on the market
were losing market share to the
(Tr. J 502-

, J 796).

15. Imitations and substitutes were being advertised as both less
expensive and more nutritious than dairy slices such as Kraft Singles.
Fisher s Sandwich Mates slices , for example , were advertised in 1983

and 1981 as:
han Ameriran cheese. Tastes J;fie Amerir&n cheese d mchs the same. But
lore llu7ritious. J\Jore v;tamins , more minerals , less fat. Made
119A).
with \vho:csom€ vegctdb e oi!, ar d it costs less (HX
Better

Sand\vic':l I\Iate is r

16. Most of the Sandwich Mate ads were print ads , none of which
mentioned that the product was made with vegetable oil. None of the
ads , television or print , stated that Sandwich Mate was a non- dairy
. 1802- 03).
product (RX 14gB; Tr. 150817. Imitations and substitutes are priced significantly lower than
Kraft Singles because the dairy ingredients used to make Singles are
more expensive than the vegetable oil used to make imitations (Tr.
1727 , 1754). These products are virtually identical to Kraft Singles in
appearance and are sold next to them in the supermarket (Tl'. 1502O:J , 1796; CX 320 , pp. 35- 36).

" "
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Walter Thompson (" JWT"
developed the " five ounces of milk" ads because they were concerned
that consumers were unaware that the price differential between
J.

18. Kraft and its advertising agency,

Singles and imitation and substitute slices was due to the fact that

Singles are a dairy product and imitation and substitute slices are not
dairy products. The intent of the ads was to educate consumers about
the difference in milk content between Singles and competing analog
slices (Tr. 1503- 05, 1797; CX 317, p. 86; CX 320, pp. 35- 36). (6)

2. " Shopping Dad" and " Tell Me When
19. The first two " five ounces of milk" television ads were
Shopping Dad" (CX 278Z- 49 through Z- 52)

(CX 278Z- 53

through Z- 56).

and " Tell Me When

Both ads emphasized the difference in

dairy ingredients between Singles and imitation and substitute slices.
While some slices were made from a small amount of milk , the ads
stated , Kraft puts five ounces of milk into every slice.

20. " Shopping

Dad" ran from January to

February 1985 , and " Tell

Me

April 1984 and in

When " ran from April 1984 to the

beginning of 1985 (CX 278Z- 47; Tr. 1798 , 1501). "either " Shopping

Dad" nor " Tell Me When "

mentioned calcium ,

challenged ad (CX 278Z- 49

through Z- 56).

and neither is a

3. " Things That Look Alike

21. " Things That Look Alike "

(CX 62V- Y), which is not a

challenged ad ,

was developed from the same creative strategy as
Shopping Dad" and " Tell Me When " but specifically mentioned that

analog slices are made from vegetable oil and water rather than mi1k.

This ad was developed as a part of Kraft' s competitive response to ads
s Sandwich Mate , a brand of substitute cheese slices (CX
, 1799- 800 , 1860 , 1946- 47). The strategy of the
202C; Tr. 1507ads was to convey the " benefit/promise " or " reason why " one should

for Fisher

purchase Kraft Singles: because they provide great cheese taste and
nutrition and are made from five ounces of milk while imitations use
, 1792- 93).
less (Tr. 1495Things That Look
22. Like " Shopping Dad" and " Tell Me When
Alike " compared the milk content of Singles and analog slices but did
not mention calcium (CX 62V- Y). " Things That Look A1ike " was

broadcast in certain markets from December 1984 to :vay 1985 and
from July 1986 to the present (CX 62Z- 2 through Z- 3).

" "

" "

" "
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E.

The Challenged Ads

1. " Skimp
23. The challenged ads were disseminated in a nationwide campaign
from early 1985 to mid. 1987 (CX 62I; CX 331B , Stip. 4; CX 332G
Stip. 45 46). The campaign cost over 816 million in 1985 (CX 44; CX
212). In 1986 , Kraft spent almost $15. 5 million for Kraft Singles

advertising, and it planned to spend another (7) $15 million in 1987
(lcl.).
The ads ran on television , radio , and in print (CX 331). The

ehallenged ads fall into two groups: a series of broadcast and print ads
called the " Skimp Campaign " and broadcast and print ads entitled
Class Picture/5 Ounce.

24. The ads were first disseminated in February 1985 , when the
H) and
62C
broadcast ads entitled " Skimp/Blue Eyes
" (CX

Skimp/Brown

Eyes " (CX 62L. P),

began running on national and

local television networks (CX 62I , T. T.; CX 331A. C). These ads were
broadcast on national and regional television from February through
December 1985. " Skimp Blue Eyes , novo I" (Revision I) and " Skimp
Brown Eyes , Rev. I" were broadcast on national television from

January through March 1986 (CX 331B. C).
25. " Skimp/Brown Eyes " and " Skimp/Blue Eyes " were followed by
Daredevil " and
television ads entitled " Major League Material
Smile. " Also beginning in February 1985 , Kraft disscminated a
Bunny,
series of print ads entitled " ShorLstop, Qualtcrback
Halfpint " and " Guard. " Kraft referred to thesc broadcast and print
ads , and all of their variations , as the " Skimp Campaign " (Tr. 1501
1560 , 1589 , 1792).

26. Although each of these television and print executions was
somewhat different , and most were disseminated with a number of

variations ,

the advertising claims challenged in this proceeding are

contained primarily in the following illustrative language:
Imitatiol

s;iccs use

1ard!y allY n ilk. But KrOlL has fve OLlJCCS pcr sree. Five

OLlJ1' es. So her little bones

i:kiLlr l

tiwy

LPeci to grow (CX 62C, " Skirrp/Bll,e

Eyes
27. Caleium was mentioned in the ads as an cxample of the

nutrition provided Kraft by Singles because they arc a dairy product.
Calcium was chosen because of apparent consumcr interest in it. and
because other adveltisers were promoting the calcium content of their
products at the time ('11'. 1513.

1611 1806- 07;

ex :J20 ,

p. 12). For
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example , Tums antacids , breakfast cereals , orange juice , calcium
supplements and individually wrapped cheese slices were all being
promoted as good sources of calcium , in both television and print
media. Fisher s Sandwich Mate was promoted as having " more
calcium " than American cheese , and Borden Lite- line was advertised
as having " all the protein and calcium of process cheese " (RX 127D
H; Tr. 1512-

, 1807- 08).

(8)

28. Two changes were made in the text of the challenged ads during
the approximately two-and-one- half years that they were disseminated. In January 1986 , the language " Kraft has five ounces pcr slice

was changed to " Kraft is made from five ounces per slice

(e.

62Q), Also , in March 1987 , near the end of the challenged campaign
the disclosurc that " one 3/4 ounce slice has 70% of the caleium of five

oz. of milk" was added as a superscript

in the television advertise-

(e.
CX 275J; CX
62Z- 55).
29. " Major League Material" (CX 278T) was broadcast on national
and regional television from October 1985 to January 1986 (CX 278Y;

ments and as a footnotc in the print advertisements

Major League Material , Rev, I" (the first revision of that
CX
331C).
ad) (CX 275H; CX 278W) was broadcast on national , regional and
local television from March 1986 through January 1987 (CX 278Y;
CX
331C).
:lhjor League Material/Rev. II" (CX 275J) began airing

on national television in ;,Iarch 1987 and continued until June 1987
(CX 331G ,

Stip. 45).

30. " Daredevil" and " Smile " werc each aired in both 15 and 30
second versions (CX 62Z- , Z- 16 lDaredevil" J; CX 62Z- , ZSmile J). Thcse ads were broadcast on national and local television
from
ovember 1986 throuiTh February 1987 (CX 62Z- I 8 , Z- 23; ex
331D- , Stip. 20 , 22). " Daredevil , Rev. I" (CX 275K- L) and " Smile
Rev. I" (CX 275M- :\) hegan airiniT on national television in March

1987 and continued until June 1987 (CX 331G , Stip. 45).
31. The " Skimp " campaiiTn also included five print ads entitled
Shortstop "

(CX 62Z- 33 through Z- 36), " Quarterback" (CX 62Z" Bunny " (CX 62Z- 41 through Z- 43), " Halfpint" (CX

throuiTh Z- 39),

62Z- 45 through Z- 46), and " Guard" (CX 62Z- 48).
languagc similar to the Skimp television ads (F. 83 ,

These ads used
99; Ir. 122- 26).

32. " Shortstop " appeared in major national publications such as
Hette)' Homes
Porents

Ga)'dens , Good IIousekeeping, McCalls , People and
from February 1985 throuiTh March 1987 (CX 62Z- 37; CX

331 E , Stip. 24).
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33. " Quarterback" appeared in major national publications such as
People
from
Good Housekeeping, Parents and
September 1985 through February 1987 (CX 62Z- 40; CX 331E , Stip.
27).
Better
34. " Bunny " appeared in major national publications such as

Family Circle ,

IJomes

Parents ,

Gardens ,
People

Family Circle , Good Housekeeping, McCall'

and

from June 1985 through

National Enquirer

November 1986 (CX 62Z- 44; CX 331F , Stip. 30).

(9)

35. " Halfpint" appeared in major national puhlications such as
Gardens , Ladies Home Journal , Reader s Digest

Better Homes
TV Guide

and

SoutheTn Livinq

(CX 62Z- 47; CX 331F ,
36. " Guard" appeared in

from February through April 1987

Stip. 33).

Woman

s Day

in May 1987 (CX 62Z-

through Z- 49;

CX 331F , Stip. 37).
37. Kraft also disseminated both broadcast and print versions of an
advertisement entitled " Class Picture/5 ounce " or " Class Picture/I"
(CX 62Z- 10 through Z- 11 (television); CX 62Z- 55 (print)). These

advertisements were not part of the " Skimp " campaign (CX- 203Y;

Tr. 1589- 90).

2. " Class Picture
38. The " Class Picture " ads were developed from a different
creative strategy than the " Skimp " ads: that Kraft Singles are an
excellent source of calcium. " The ads were not expressly compara-

tive , stating only that Kraft Singles were " made from five ounces of

milk per slice. So they

re concentrated with calcium. " These ads did

not mention imitations or substitutes (Tr. 1519- , 1847).
39. Kraft developed its calcium strategy from which the " Class
Picture " ads were created because of the continued consumer interest
in calcium and the increasing number of products , including competitive analog cheese products , being advertised as good sources of

calcium. In February 1985 and June 1985 ads , Fisher s Sandwich
:Vlate was promoted as having " more calcium (than American
cheese)" and " as much calcium as a 6 2/3 ounce glass of milk. " Fisher

also introduced a " calcium rich" cheese slice brand , with the claim
more calcium than eight ounces of milk" on the label , just below a
picture of' a pitcher filled with milk (CX 193B; RX 126A; Tr. 1519- 20).
40. The " Class Picture/5 ounce " television ads aired on national
television from June 1986 through January 1987 (CX 62Z- 13; CX
331D , Stip. 17). The " Class Picture/5 ounce " print ad appeared in
in April 1987 (CX 62Z- . Z- 58; CX 331F , Stip. 35).
Fcwl1ly Circle
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41. Kraft also disseminated three radio ads , entitied " Splash" (CX
62Z- 24), " Milk Chorus " (CX 62Z- 29), and " Moo " (CX 62Z- 32),

containing language similar to the challenged television and print ads

in the " Skimp " campaign (Tr, 149- 57),
42. " Splash"

aired in Lexington , Louisville , Seatte and Tacoma

from March 1985 through October

1985 and in Nashville from

December 1986 through :Ylay 1987 (10) (CX 62Z- 26; CX 331G , Stip.
40). " :VIilk Chorus " aired in Lexington , Louisville , Seatte and Tacoma
from Novemher 1984 through August 1985 (CX 62Z- 29; CX 331G
Stip, 42). " Moo " aired in Lexington , Louisville , Seatte and Tacoma
from Novembcr 1984 through November J 985 (CX 62Z- 32; CX 331G
Stip. 44).
F.

The Mes,ocges

Conveyed By The Challenged Arls

J, Interpretation Of The Ads ' Language

43. The complaint alleges that Kraft' s ads rcprcsented: (1) that a
slice of Kraft Singles contains the same amount of calcium as five
ounces of milk (the " milk equivalency claim ); (2) that Kraft Singles

contain more calcium than most imitation slices

(the " imitation

superiority claim ); and (3) that Kraft had a rcasonable basis for

those claims at the time they were made,

44. The challenged ads do not expressly make the alleged claims

but complaint counsel argue that the following ads- as an example of
thc challenged ads-can , without extrinsic evidence , be interprcted as
conveying those claims:
Skimp/Brown Eyes
AJdio
Lad\, (VOl : I though of skir 1p;ng. 1 admit it. Hut could YOll look in those big brown
eyes and skimp on her? So I buy KRAFT S;ngles. Imitation slices use harn:y any
milk. But KRAFT has five OUJl' CS per s:icc. FIve ounces. So r, er lit:le oones get
calcium they need to grow.
, she cioesn

: bow \vhat that big KRAFT mea!1s. Good thing I du.

Singers : KRAFT Singles. ::Ior!? n: lk r1".a:'(es 'em. . . n ore mi:k makes ' em gooe:.
Ladv (VO); Skimp on her ' :-ot me (CX 62L), III

Sh0l1stop
IIo\v ('oulci I shorlC'har:ge my silortstop?

KRAFT Singles have :ive ounces of J1-:i.k pCI' slicc ,

so I dor;

l havc to.

Because Kraft Sjnglt s g\' (' my kids great ) \ltrition like cc-,e)um and protei;1. Sure
('ould buy im;tation sllces. Bl; some ' )S(' hz,rdly an Y r 1ir.c Could I sho '" ('hc,ngf
ilte shOJtstop'! 1\0 way

Kl'af; "

S

ngles. ;.'1()n milK '118kes ' em good

,"
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Copies of these and additional representative ads appear in Appendix
1 of complaint counsel' s proposed findings.

45. The " Skimp " ads state that: " Imitation slices use hardly any

milk. But Kraft has five ounces per slice. So her little bones get
calcium they need to grow. " The ads ' reference to the precise amount
of milk in a Kraft Single , and their referencc to milk and calcium can
be interpreted as implying that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the

same amount of calcium as five ounces of milk , and that- because
there is no mcntion that calcium is lost in the processing of cheesethe ads convey the milk equivalency claim.

46. Mariann Feldmann , a Kraft category manager who is responsi-

ble for the marketing of Kraft Singles (Tr.

1483), agreed that one

logical conclusion which consumers could make from these ads was

that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the same amount of calcium as
five ounces of milk (Tr. 1705).

47. The words in the " Skimp "

ads

Imitation slices use hardly any

milk. But Kraft has five ounces per slice. So her little bones get
calcium they need to grow " can be interpreted , since they refer to
calcium and milk , and emphasize the amount of milk in a slice of Kraft
Singles , as implying that imitation slices which , they state , use hardly
any milk , contain less calcium than Kraft Singles. The ads do not

contradict this since they do not indicate that imitation slices may
contain calcium from sources other than milk. Again , Ms. Feldmann
agreed that the imitation superiority claim was one logical interpreta-

tion of the ads (Tr.

1706), as did Dr. Jacoby, one of complaint

(12)

counsel's expert witnesses (Tr. 3685).

2. Extrinsic Evidence
a.

Compla1:nt Counsel' s Experts

48. Dr. David Stewart ,

who testified about the :'!arket Opinion

Research (" MOR" ) copy test he designed for the Commission (F. 99),
has a Ph. D.

in psychology, is a full professor of marketing at the

L'niversity of California (Tr. 1063), teaches several graduate and

undergraduate level marketing and consumer research courses (CX

274A- B), has authored or co-authored four books , three of which deal
with consumer behavior (Tr. 1071), has written scores of articles on
consumer research in peer- reviewed academic Journals (Tr. 1072- 73)
and has himself served as a peer reviewer for academic Journals (Tr.

1069- 70).

Dr. Stewart was also

employed for two years as the
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research manager for a major advertising agency where he was
personally involved in the design of about 100 consumcr surveys (Tr.
1065- 66).
49. Dr. John McDonald , who testified for complaint counsel about
the execution and analysis of the
WR
copy test , is a vice president of

that company, a polling research firm which does survey research for
a variety of clients (Tr. 765-

, 771).

50. Dr. McDonald has a Ph. D. in business administration and has
worked for MOR since 1984. His responsihilities include the design of
research studies , questionnaire development , sample selection ,

over-

sceing project management , analyzing and interpreting data ,

and

preparing descriptive analyses of these studies (Tr. 766 , 770- 71).

51. Dr. McDonald is experienced in the design and execution of

consumer surveys which use mall intercept interviews

and other

techniques for eliciting consumcr responses. He is responsible for 50
to 70 consumer research projects annually at

10R. Approximately 15

to 20% of these consumer research surveys have involved advertisingrclated issucs (Tr. 771- 72).

1cDonald also has experience as an academic in the field of
marketing and marketing research. He was an assistant professor of
marketing at Arizona State University for two years , teaching courses
in marketing management and marketing communications. He was
52. Dr.

also an assistant professor of marketing at Wayne StateL:niversity
teaching various graduate and undergraduate ievel
courses in marketing, including consumer research , and he has
written a number of articles which have been published m peer
reviewed academic journals (Tr. 768- 70). (I3)
53. Dr. Deborah MacInnis , who testified for complaint counsel
for two years ,

regarding the claims conveyed by the challenged advertisements , as

well as the design of consumer research surveys , is an assistant

professor of marketing at the Cniversity of Arizona (Tr. 48), teaching
courses in consumer behavior and in advertising and promotion

management (Tr. 48 , 62).
54. Dr. :v!acInnis has published numerous professional journal
articles as well as a book chapter addressing,
1:nte;' alia various

aspects of marketing, advertising and consumer research , and has
presented papers at numerous professional confcrences. Shc has
written scveral papers , inciuding her doctoral dissertation , that
address the effects of various aspects of advertising on consumer
comprehension , and she is currently working on a number of other
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tion from advertising. Dr. MacInnis is also experienced in developing

questionnaires for consumer research designed to study how consumers process information from advertisements (Tr. 57 - 61). Her conclusion as to the meaning of the challenged ads is based upon:

(A1 considerable body of research \vhich on its own provides valid infor nation

about

aavertisemeds that would lead us to quite
confident!y conclude \vhat kinds of inferences they are going to take away. . (T1'.
272).
how eonsurnel'S process information from

b.

Expert Analysis Of The Challenged Ads
(1) The Milk Equivalency Claim
(a)

The Television Ads

55. Dr. :Iaclnnis testified that the passage in the televised Skimp
campaign ads which conveys the milk equivalency claim is: " Imitation

slices use hardly any milk. But Kraft has five ounces per slice. So her
litte bones get calcium they need to grow " for if a slice of Kraft

Singles contains five ounces of milk , it is reasonable to expect it to
contain all of the ingredients , including all of the nutrients , of five

ounces of milk , including calcium ,

which the ad specifically names.

Since there is no indication in the ads that nutrients are lost in

(14)

processing, the ads imply that a slice of Kraft Singles contains as

much calcium as the five ounces of milk from which it is made (Tr. 88,
119 , 199; CX 62L).

56. Dr. Macinnis pointed to several visual elements in the ads that
reinforce the milk equivalency claim. The juxtaposition of the glass
containing five ounces of milk with the package of Kraft Singles , at
the same timc calcium is discussed , leads consumers to equate the
cheese with the glass of milk ,

and all of its nutritional

benefits

specifically calcium , the only nutrient mentioncd in the ads (Tr. 89).
57. Changes which were made in the chalienged ads did not , in Dr.
laclnnis ' opinion , eliminate the equivalency claim. Around January
1986 , the word " has " in the phrase " Kraft has five ounces " was

replaced in some of the ads with the words " is made from (e.
62Q), but the words " made from " convey the same impression as the
word " has " (Tr. 91- 92; see also
CX 324 , pp. 58- 59).
58. Around March 1987 , a superscript was added to some of the ads
stating that " one
of milk"

(e.

3/4 ounce slice has 70% of the calcium of five ounces
CX 275J- '\), but Dr. MacInnis testified that it did not

" "
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correct the milk equivalency implication because , while the superscript
was played , there was a good deal of movement in the ad which would
distract the viewer from the disclosure ,

it was not on the screen long

enough for consumers to process the information it supposedly

conveyed , and its complicated quantitative message would be difficult
for consumcrs to process (Tr. 109- 13). Dr. MacInnis also referred to
consumer information research which indicates that even when
consumers are given adequate time to read an ad , its qualifications are

not effective in changing their beliefs

(Tr. 109- 10).

Picture/5 ounce " television ad states that " Kraft

is
made from five ounces of milk. So they re concentrated with calcium
(CX 62Z- 10 through Z- I1). Dr. MacInnis ' analysis of the " Skimp " ads
and the superscript which was added later applies to the " Class
Picture " ads and their superscript (Tr. 119- 21).
59. The " Class

(b)

The Print And Radio Ads

60. Dr. .\Iaclnnis testified that the challenged print ads (" Shortstop " (CX 62Z- 33 through Z- 34); " Quarterback" (CX 622- 32 through
39); " Halfpint" (CX 62Z- 45 through Z- 48); " Bunny " (CX 62Zthrough Z- 42)),

which employed the same copy

strategy as the

Skimp " ads conveyed the same milk equivalency claim

(15)

(Tr. 127-

, 141- 42), as did the three challenged radio ads (" Splash

Chorus " and " Moo " (CX 62Z-

, Z-

Milk

, Z- 30)) because they

emphasize the five ounces of milk in Kraft Singles and establish a
causal connection between their milk and calcium content (Tr. 152156- 57).
61. In some of the later print ads (CX 62Z-

, Z- , Z- 48), as in the
later television ads , Kraft changed the copy from " Kraft Singles have
five ounces of milk" to " Kraft Singles are made from five ounces of
milk " and added the 70% disclosure in a small print footnote. As with
the television ads ,

Dr. :V!acInnis stated that these alterations did not

affect the communication of the milk equivalency

claim (Tr. 130-

133- 34).
(2) The Imitation Superiority Claim
(a)

The Television Ads

62. The " Skimp " ads state

I admit it. I thought of skimping.

But , could you look in those big brown eyes and skimp on her ? So I
buy Kraft Singles. Imitation slices use hardly any milk. But Kraft has
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five ounces per slice. Five ounces. So her little bones get calcium they
need to grow " (CX 62L).
63. This language . according to Dr. :vacInnis , represents that

imitation slices arc inferior to Kraft Singles and implies that because
they have " hardly any " milk , imitation slices have " hardly any
calcium (Tr. 75- 79) because of its " pragmatic implication " which
automatically causes listeners to hear more than was actually
asserted in the ad" (Tr.

64. The " Skimp "

78).

ads , as viewed by Dr. :vacInnis , contain visual

elements which interact with the script and reinforce the imitation
supcriority claim. During the audio pOltion of this ad , a glass
containing very litte milk

representing imitation cheese slices ' milk

content- is first shown. Then the glass is filled to the five ounce mark
to represent Kraft Singles '

milk content. The filling of the glass

corresponds with the audio reference " LSJO

her little

bones get calcium

they need to grow " (Tr. 82- 83).

65. The mention of " calcium " at this point in the ad encourages
consumers to think about milk in terms of calcium. Thc intcraction of
these visual elements and the causal relationship established

in the

ads between milk and caleium encourages the conelusion that calcium

content is directly related to milk content and that imitation slices , in
comparison

(Tr. 82-

fl6)

to Kraft Singles , must therefore have less calcium

83). This analysis applies to all of the challenged " Skimp

television ads (Tr. 91- 109 , 115- 17).

66. According to Dr. :vadnnis , the " Class Picture/5 oun"e

television ad (CX 62 Z- 10 through Z- l1) also impJies that Kraft
Singles have more cakiurn than all competing cheese slices , including
imitation slices , for although the ad is not expressly comparative , the
passage " Kraft is made from five ounces of milk per slice. So they
concentrated with caleium " implies that competitors ' products are not
as concentrated with calcium (Tr. 117- 19).

67. Dr. MacInnis

testified that " Shopping

Dad" and " Tell

Me

When " which are not challenged ads , and neither of which mentioned
calcium , were deceptive because consumers could imply a calcium
superiority claim from the milk comparison made in thosc ads (Tr.
346- 49).
(b)

The PY"inl And Radcio Ads

68. Dr. :YlaeInnis applied her analysis of the " Skimp " ads to the

challenged print ads that employ the samc copy strategy (CX 62/-
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through Z-

, Z- 38 through Z-

, Z- 41

through Z-

, Z- 48) and

concluded that they convey the imitation superiority claim (Tr. 122, 141- 42) as do the challenged radio ads (CX 62Z-

, Z- 30)

, Z-

which emphasize that Kraft puts in five ounces of milk per slice , and
then establish the causal connection between the amount of milk in
Kraft Singles and the " nutrition like calcium and protein " they
provide. This is followed by statements about the small amount of
milk in imitation slices and the tagline " more milk makes ' em good"
(Tr. 151).

69. Dr. MacInnis testified that CX 62Z-

, the print version of the

Class Picture/5 ounce " advertisement , also implies that a

slice of

Kraft Singles contains more calcium than competing slices through
essentially the same elements as the television version of this ad (CX
62Z- 10 through Z- l1; Tr. 117- , 148).
70. Dr. YIaclnnis ' interpretation of the ads assumes that , as to the
milk equivalency claim ,

consumers believe that none of the nutrients
including calcium , in five ounces of milk are lost when it is processed

into cheese (Tr. 336). As to the imitation

superiority claim , she

conceded that her interpretation of consumer beliefs assumes that
consumers also believe that imitation cheeses are not fortified with
calcium , and that they
Singles (Tr. 305- 06), (17)

must therefore have less calcium than Kraft

and she testified that she could not rule out
the possibility that consumers know that imitation cheese slices
contain calcium by fortification (Tr. 317).
71. Dr. Stewart

also analyzed the language of some of the

challenged ads and came to the conclusion that they could potentially
mislead some subset of consumers (Tr. 1078- 85).
G.

Kraft' s

Knowledge That The

Mille Eq'u'ivalency

And

Challenged Ads Conveyed The

Imitation Superiority Claims

72. Kraft' s

legal department reviews all proposed ads prior to their
dissemination , and all ads that make nutritional references must also
be reviewed and substantiated by scientists in both Kraft' s research
and development department and its nutrition advisory board which is
staffed by outside nutrition experts (Tr. 1491 , 1493-

, 1527- 28).

73. Kraft uses two consumer survey organizations , ASI Market

Research (" ASI" ) and Communication Workshop Incorporated
CWI" ), to copy- test its proposed ads. " Class Picture/5 ounce " was
copy- tested by both ASI and CWI; " Skimp " was copy- tested only by
ASI (Tr. 1518 , 1667-

, 1991; CX 324 ,

pp. 44 , 46).
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74. ASI is probably the leading supplier of copy testing services in

200 copy tests every year for its
adveltising clients , which include many of the top 50 national
advertisers (Tr. 2162). Although the test performed by ASI is a
recall" test , it is designed both to measure recall of an ad and to
determine the messages that consumers take from the ad (Tr. 2167, 2203 , 2236; CX 324 , p. 44; CX 319 , pp. 31- 32).

the nation , conducting 1 000 to 1

75. ASI followed its standard procedure in copy testing the " Skimp

ad: Potential respondents werc contacted by tclephone and asked a
few screening qucstions to determinc if they qualified for the survey.
Survey palticipants were required to be women between the ages of
18 and 65 ycars old who were connected to the local cable television

system , not employed in the market research 01' advertising industry,
and who had not previously palticipated in an ASI survey (Tr. 2160;

RX 139; CX 323 , pp. 19- , 30 , 33).
76. Those women who qualified for and agreed to palticipate were
asked to watch a 30 minute program on cable television that evening.

Participants were telephoned thc following day and asked whether
they had actually watched the program. A total of 181 persons
the survey by having watched the
qualified for the remainder of
(18)
first 15 minutes of the program , when the " Skimp " ad was broadcast

(RX 7L; Tr. 2161; ex 323 ,

pp. 19-

, 26-

, 29).

77. Those respondents who stated that they saw an ad for Singles
either on their own 01' in response to an aided recall question , were
asked four unaided open- ended

(F. 102) questions about what they

rcmcmbered from the ad (RX 7Z- 15).
78. The verbatim responses to these

questions were coded into

categories representing the ad messages being played back by
respondents (Tr. 216-

68; RX 139;

ex 323 , pp. 69- 70).

ASI also

calculated a " relatcd recall" score , which is the percentage of the

respondents who were determined , based upon their answers , to have
meaningfully rccalled the " Skimp " ad 24 hours after viewing it. The
related recall score for " Skimp " was 29% , which slightly exceeded the
average percentage for food product advertising of 28% (Tr. 2167; CX

79J; CX 323 , pp. 67- , ex 324 , p. 44).
79. ASI conducts a " refocus " intcrview for those clients who wish
to have additional questions asked after respondents view their ad a
second time. Respondents view the ad again by turning on their
television set and are immediately asked several questions (RX 55; Tr.

2174- 75).

The refocus pOltion of the intervicw is not designed to
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measure the message consumers take away from ads (Tr. 2177- 78;
RX 5A- B; CX 323 ,

pp. 39- 40).

80. The verbatim responses from the " Skimp " copy test were

reviewed by Mariann Feldmann , Kraft' s category manager for Singles

before they became an issue " after CSP1 contacted Kraft (F. 88),
and " since the FTC issue has arisen. " Mr. Myron Lyskanycz of JWT
also reviewed them. "'either one believed , after their reviews

, that

respondents to the ASI copy test took away the messages alleged in
the complaint (Tr. 1514-

, 1526-

, 1809).

81. Ms. Feldmann also tcstified that she found no evidence of

consumers taking away either alleged implication from " Class
Picture/5 ounce " when she reviewed the ASI consumer verbatims
relating to this ad (Tr. 1525).

82. CWI followed its standard methodology when copy- testing

the

Class Picture/5 ounce " ad. It conducted a screening interview by

telephone for potential respondents, Those persons who qualified for
and agreed to participate in the survey were subsequently brought in
CWI' s test facility (CX 58B- G; CX 326 , pp. 27- 28). Each respondent
viewed the ad once in isolation , without additional " clutter " ads (RX

73; CX 326 ,
open- ended

pp. 28-

, 40), The respondents were then asked five
remembered from the ad as

questions about what they

well as their thoughts upon viewing it (RX 8J , R- V). According to
Kraft' (19) witnesses these- and not other open-ended , closed- ended
(F, 103) and scaled " diagnostic " questions- were the only questions

that measured what messages respondents took away from the ad
(CX 58H- 5; CX 326 , pp. 30- , 54 , 71- , 100- , 109- 10; RX 73;
RX 141 , pp. 36 , 47 , 50- , 57- 59; RX 148 , pp. 34- 35; Tr. 1540 , 1544, 1681-

2011-

, 1767-

, 2021-

, 1906-

, 2029 , 2047-

, 1990 , 1996, 2105-

, 2001-

, 2009

, 2121),

83. Eight percent of the responses to the first four questions were

coded by CW1 as responding " Kraft

Singles contain more calcium

than other checses. "

None said " Kraft Singles contain more calcium
than Lor the same amount of calcium) as milk" (RX 128R).
84. However , Ms. Feldmann testified that her own analysis of the
verbatims revealed that none of them mentions imitations or any other
competing product , and she assigned one ambiguous verbatim as
arguably supporting the milk equivalency claim (Tr. 1761- 63).

85. In response to the fifth question about the main idea of the ad

15% were coded as responding that Kraft Singles contain " morc
calcium. " None of the rcspondents was coded as saying " Kraft

" "

g"
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Singles contain more calcium than (or the same amount of calcium asJ
milk" (RX 128Z- 2).
86. In 1983 ,

Kraft conducted consumer research to test various

advertising concepts , including the concept that Kraft Singles have

five ounces of milk , more than some other slices. Although these
concepts made no express reference to caleium , the test results

showed that they conveyed the belief that Kraft Singles

contain

extra calcium " (CX 282Z- 93), In 1984 , as a result of this concept

campaign focusing on the
ounces of milk , while substitute

testing, Kraft ran a national adveltising

theme that Kraft Singles have five

slices do not. While these ads did not expressly mention calcium and
(e.
CX 278Z- 50),
have not been challenged in this proceeding
Kraft' s consumer research on them showed that some people stated
that a benefit of having five ounces of milk in an individually wrapped
cheese slice was " more calcium " (CX 132Z- 5).

87. In February 1985 , Kraft began the Skimp campaign , whose ads
are challenged here, The " Skimp " campaign was designed to
communicate tile nutrition benefit of Kraft Singles by referring to

calcium as the key nutrition element (Tr, 1881- , 1886- 87; CX 122A;
CX 317 , pp. 50- 51; CX 322 , p. 50; CX 44F),
88. In November 1985 , the Center for Science in the Public Interest
CSPI" ), a consumer group, informed Kraft that it believed the
Skimp ads conveyed the message that a slice of Kraft Singles had the
same amount of calcium and other nutrients as five ounces of milk and
asked that those ads be changed (CX 63). (20) In January 1986 , the

FTC initiated an investigation to determine inter al1:a if Kraft' s ads
(see
CX 166). In February 1986
the Califomia Attorney General's office notified Kraft that it planned
to file suit against Kraft on the grounds 1:nter alia that Kraft. s ads
conveyed the milk equivalency claim

made that same representation (CX 286),
89. In July 1986 , in response to these actions ,

JWT ,

at Kraft'

request , developed several copy alternatives that it believed would not
convey the milk equivalency claim (CX 45B- C; CX 322 , pp, 45- 48).
However , Kraft did not adopt any of those copy alternatives at that
CX 62),
time
(e,
90. A Kraft document dated :'larch 1986 and entitled " Kraft
Singles Calcium Copy ASI/CWI Testing Class Picture " stated that
while the " Class Picture I 4(X) and Class Picture II" (502) ads were
intended to communicate that Kraft Singles are good tasting and a
goor! source of calcium , the latter ad " directly links calcium claim to
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five ounces of milk claim of the current national campaign " (CX 54C;
CX 8A).
91. Kraft intended that the Skimp campaign convey a superiority to

see also

imitation slices message (CX 4K; CX 120; CX 122A). A .JWT proposed

copy strategy states that the " copy will convince low- loyal users that
Kraft Singles deliver great cheese taste and have a high nutritional

value (good source of daily calcium needs), because they are made
with ' 5 oz.'s of milk' per slice (imitation slices use less)" (CX 4S).
Although he denied that this copy strategy was used to develop

ads

which related calcium and imitation slices , the account director of
.JWT' s Kraft Singles account testified that this proposed copy strategy
suggests advertising which compares calcium amounts between Kraft
Singles and imitation slices (Tr. 1888- 89).
92. In an April 7 , 1986 letter to the FTC , Kraft' s senior food and

drug counsel stated that " it would be reasonable to assume that
consumers would consider a product made from milk to be superior to
one labeled as an imitation; " however , he stated that the ASI test of
the " Skimp " ad " indicates very little direct comparison with imitation
products , and practically no specific mention of calcium " (CX 166.J).
93. In .January 1985 ,

the ABC television

network requested

substantiation for the " milk and calcium comparisons for Kraft

Singles and imitation slices." .JWT answered that the " commercial
makes product comparisons regarding milk content only " and told
ABC that Kraft Singles " contain more. . . calcium (120 mg. ) per slice
than imitation slices "

(CX 22A- B). Actually, the imitation slices .JWT

was comparing to Kraft Singles- Cheez Twin and Sandwich

Mate-

contain the same amount of , or more , calcium than Kraft Singles (CX
166Z- 4 through Z- 5; CX 95).
(21)

94. ABC still would not clear the ad for broadcast and continued to

question whether the " Skimp " ads made an implied comparison
between the calcium content of Kraft Singles and imitation cheese
slices (CX 24A). In an attempt to convince ABC to broadcast the
Skimp " ads , .JWT sent ABC further substantiation regarding the
nutritional inferiority of imitation cheese slices (CX 26A), which

consisted of two imitation brand labels which showed that those
brands had less calcium than Kraft Singles (CX 22A , D). .JWT never
informed ABC that these two brands were not representative of the

imitation brands available to consumers (Tr. 1936). In fact , these two
imitation cheese slice brands comprise only a very small portion of the
imitation cheese products available to consumers , and most imitation

, "

, p.
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cheese products have the same amount of calcium as a slice of Kraft
Singles (F, 235).

95. A January 29 , 1985
regarding the

confidential" JWT legal memorandum

" Skimp " ad , written prior to any of the Skimp ads

being broadcast , stated that:

It is my :ee!ing that the i!y, itation slice plooplc arc going to be rather upset over this
spot , and I would not be shocked if Kraft were to receive a challenge on this one.
First , we should find out the facts concerning the precise calcium content in each
nationally or rcgiona\!y rlistributed imitation slice product. It may be that some have

as rruch or more calcium per sljce as Kraft Singles and that other have less. If some
others do have less this obviously is helpful (CX 283).

96. The creative strategy for the " Class Picture/5 ounce " ads stated
that they were intended to elicit the consumer reaction " that there
really is a difference between brands " (CX 203Y). Prior to running the
Class Picture/5 ounce " ads , Kraft had copy test results for these ads
showing that consumers took a calcium superiority claim over other
individually wrapped cheese slices- which includes imitation slices.
The copy test , conducted by Communications Workshop, Inc. (" CWI"

for Kraft in early 1986 (F.

82), asked respondents if there was

anything " said or shown in the ad that makes you think Kraft Singles
is different from other brands of individually wrapped cheese slices,
Forty- five percent of respondents answering this (22) closed-ended
question said that what differentiated Kraft Singles was that they
contain more calcium than other individually wrapped cheese slices
(Tr. 1387; CX 57Z- 32).

97. In the same copy test , 20% stated that Kraft Singles have more
calcium than all other brands of individually wrapped cheese slices
and 48% stated that Kraft Singles have more calcium than most other
brands (CX 57Z- 39), Thus , after being exposed to the " Class
Picture/5 ounce " ad , 68% believed Kraft Singles have more calcium
than most other brands of cheese slices , including imitations (Tr. 171
386- 87).

98. The complaint alleges that Kraft' s ads misrepresent that Kraft
Singles have more calcium than " most" imitation slices (Complaint
8). The copywriter of the " Skimp " ads , the JWT account director and
the Kraft employee chiefly responsible for the advertising and

marketing of Kraft Singles all testified that the Skimp ads referred to
all imitation slices (CX 321 , p. 32; CX 324 , pp. 100- 02; CX 320
244; Tr, 1934- 35).
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H.

The MOR Copy Test
1. Introduction

99. A copy test measures

the extent to which messages are

conveyed to consumers by an ad (Tr. 773). IvOR conducted a copy

test , designed by Dr. Stewart , of three of the challenged ads (CX 196;
Tr. 1077). The broadcast ads tested were " Major
Revision I" and " :Iajor League Material ,

League Material

Revision II. " A print ad

Shortstop " was also tested (CX 196 , App. D- E). Two control
ads were also tested: a broadcast ad " Taste of Cheese " and a print ad
with the headline: " I compare prices. So why do I spend a litte more
entitled "

for Kraft Singles. " The control ads were chosen by Dr, Stewart
because he did not believe that they communicated the challenged

claims (Tr. 1097).

2. The Execution of The Copy Test

100. The !vOR copy test was executed in foul' geographicallydispersed shopping malls using the " mall intercept" method (Tr. 777).
Shoppers were stopped by professional interviewers in the malls and

asked if they would be willing to answer some questions. If they
agreed , they were g-iven a screener questionnaire which ensures that
the participants (" respondents ) met the demographic and other
requirements of the test (Tr. 782 , 1092- 93).

(23)

101. If the respondent qualified , she was asked to go to an

interviewing room to participate in the test , was shown either a test or

a control ad and was then asked the questions

on the main

questionnaire (CX 196 , p. 1; Tr, 783- 84), A total of 100 female
respondents were shown one of the three test ads or one of the two
control ads at four shopping malls (CX 196 , p. 2).

102. The main questionnaire contained 14 questions , some having

subparts. Questions 1 through 3 were asked to ensure that the
respondent recalled seeing the ad in qUE,stion

(Tr. 786- 87).

Questions
such as " What points
does the Kraft ad make about the product'" Open- ended questions are
4 and 5 were general open-ended questions ,

undirected questions which respondents answer in any manner they
choose (Tr. 788). Questions 6 through 10 were open-ended questions
with some closed-ended aspects , which asked for respondents
perceptions , if any, based on the ad , regarding nutrition , milk and the
calcium content of Kraft Singles (Tr. 11 02; CX 196 , App.
B).
Respondents ' answers to questions 4 through 10 were recorded

verbatim (Tr. 795).
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108. Only if respondents answered " yes " to question 12 or 13 were

they asked question 14 (Tr. 1119):
Based on this ad , do you think Kraft Singles have more calcium , the same amount of
calcium , 01' less calcium than those cheese slices they are being
App.

196

compared to? (CX

B).

3. The Validity and Reliability Of The MOR Copy Test
109. Dr. Stewart chose the universe in the MOR copy test to reflect
this case , mothcrs over the
age of 18 , with children under the age of 18 living at home , who were
the principal food shoppers for their (25) household and who had
purchased cheese or cheese products in the last three months (CX 196

the target market for Kraft Singles- in

App. A; Tr. 1094- 97).

This was a proper universe for the MOR copy

test (CX 324 , pp. 50- 51).

110. Survey questionnaires generally follow the " funnel ap-

proach" beginning with general open-ended questions and asking
successively narrower questions , ending with specific closed- ended
questions (Tr. 3369 , 3840- 41), the process used in the MOR test (Tr.
802 , 1102 , 3841- 42).
111. MOR showed the tested ad a sccond time to respondents before
asking the closed-ended questions , a methodology commonly used in
consumer studies of ad communication (Tr. 798 , 1103 , 1252 , 3867
2212- . 2216- 17; CX 58V- W). The rcason that second cxposures to

ads are given is that they may make respondents more atlentive to the
, and increase the accuracy of the copy test results (Tr. 410 , 3191
3562 ,

3867- 69; ex 416F).

112. Thc MOR copy test was pre- tested and , as a result , a few
minor procedural and questionnaire changes were made; a second
briefer pre- test

was also made which Dr. Stewart observed (Tr. 822-

24).

113. MOR conducted

personal briefings of each field

service

supervisor and interviewer to ensure that everyone understood the

testing procedure. A standard written briefing guide was used so that
each of the four field services received the same hriefing (Tr. 778- 80).
The MOR briefer stayed at each field service the first day and
observed that day s interviews to ensure that the questionnaire was

executed properly (Tr. 778- 81). Dr. :'!cDonald testified that the inperson briefing was specifically " designed to increase the quality and
reduce error possibilities on the part of the field services " (Tr. 781).
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114. :YrOR' s

coding department prepared coding categories , that is

categories in which similar responses were grouped together , for the
responses to the open- ended questions. These categories were
reviewed by Dr. McDonald. The verbatim responses from all 500
questionnaires were then placed in the appropriate coding categories
by MOR's coding department (CX 196 , p. 7). All of these coding
decisions were reviewed independently by Dr. McDonald and his
senior analyst for accuracy (CX 196 , pp. 7- 8). Additionally, three of

the four field services which executed the :YIOR

copy test called 10% of

the respondents to verify that they had been interviewed.

All had

heen. Finally, MOR did keypunch verification of the results of the
closed-ended questions (Tr. 830- 32). l26)

4. MOR' s

Use of Closed- Ended

Questions

115. Kraft attacks the :\OR test primarily because of what it sees
the uncontrollable bias caused by questions 11A (which tests the milk
equivalency claim) and 14 (which tests the imitation superiority claim)
and the closed-ended questions leading up to them.

116. The use of closed- ended questions in copy tests is common: all

of the copy test research Dr. McDonald has designed for MOR uses
such questions (Tr. 1026- 27;

see also

Tr. 814 , 1026 , 1106 , 3540

3543- 45). Dr. MacDonald also testified that one of Kraft' s expert
witness , Dr. Jacoby, has relied on closed-ended questions similar to
those in the

MOR copy test (Tr. 1180- 81).

Respondents '

initial

attention level , their processing of the ad when they see it and their
inability to articulate a complete response are some reasons why
responses to open-ended questions do not necessarily reveal implied
claims (Tr. 1247 , 3962).

117. Dr. Stewart testified:
(TJhere is a substantial amount of literature , substantia) number of studies which
show very clearly L'1at open-ended questions are not useful for getting at very specific

brand- based beliefs, \vhether created by an ad or on some other basis.
The only way to get that in- the
to gct it is to use closed- ended

literature is very explicit about this- the only way

questions (Tr. 3962- 63;

see

also

Tr.

3165 , 2435-

2536- 37).

118. A well- recognized problem with closed- ended questions is the
t also nrg-db L at II'JOR ewluder. res;Jo dents :I'om i:s SillT'p!e pool W!10 should have ('('n eO' JTI fl: as
erfiving :11(' alleged :Il pl:c,;:ior. ;: (RPF (1), but I agre(' with Dr, !\1irDonald' s ('oTlclusio , t:1at L e JiL"1b(1
;:ts of tI:e rr.;JY test (Tr, 79, 859- , 904- 07:
ts 11,,5 ' ot, argt ('IlOUg:te Hike: t:1f I'fS'
6\1+ I'('sno

2 i(1'
IlO
of
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yea-saying "

bias ,

the tendency of some people to respond to such

questions affrmatively (Tr. 807 ,

11 9. Despitc this problem ,

(27)

3850).

Dr. Stewart concluded that the closed-

ended questions (11- 14) " are reliable , they arc valid. . . the results
adequately controlled for any systematic response hiases . , . the net

difference between the test respondents and the respondents exposed
to the control. . . ads gives us a very

good reading of the level of

miscomprehension and the creation of deceptrive J heliefs , misleading

beliefs on the basis of exposure to the ad" (Tr. 3894- 95;

see

Tr, 776

1077).
120. While complaint counsel argues that the MOR closed- cnded

questions did not create a yea-saying bias and were not leading (CPFs
177 - 78), Dr. Stewart exposed several MOR respondents to one of the
two controls ads-which do not make the challenged claims-

measure the bias which may have been caused by thc questions or
consumers '

prior exposure to the tested ad.

121. Consumer research workers accept that , regardless of the
design of a study, some consumers will respond to a particular
question in a manner unrelated to the ad they have just seen. For
example , respondents may have formed an opinion based on previous
exposure to the ad , or despite one s best efforts , some of the questions
in a copy test might contain or prompt some form of bias , such as the
yea-saying response (Tr. 803122. In either case ,

, 3855).

those phenomena will be present in equal

proportion in both the tcst ad and thc control ad respondents , because
thcy were randomly assigned to the two groups , and any biases would
be present in equal pcrcentages in both groups. A control ad thereforc
allows the researcher to eliminate the effects of such biases , whether
they are biases the respondent brings to the copy tcst or biases that

result from the questions (Tr. 803- , 1260- , 1284- , 3931).
123, The number of rcsponses in the control ad group for a
particular question are subtracted from the number of responscs in
some
, 1111-

the test ad group to eliminate bias that might be responsible for

of the responses to the closed-ended questions (Tr, 1105-

3855 , :J873). For example , if 60% of the respondents saw thc alleged
claim in the test ad and 20% saw it in the control ad (in which thc
claim was not made), thc pcrcentage who received the claim from the
tcst ad is considered to be 40%.

124. Dr. Stewart suggested that this approach is consenrative

because it assumes that all positive responses

. rcsponses

,"
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indicating that the alleged claim was communicated) in the control
group are the result of some bias (Tr. 1285 , 3855 , 3873). In reality, he

stated , after an ad campaign of the duration and wide dissemination
of the Skimp campaign , it is reasonable to conclude that some of the
positive
(28)
control group responses were based on prior exposure to
the challenged ads , and thus are attributable to those ads. Because
this is not an absolute certainty, all positive control group responses
are subtracted from the positive test ad responses (Tr. 1183- 85).

125. Once this subtraction

is completed , the remainder is the

minimum (number) of individuals who would take that particular
claim away from the ad" (Tr. 819- , 1113). Any biases , such as the
yea-saying bias , the bias which may result from leading questions , the
bias which theoretically may result from the fact that all closed- ended
questions provide the respondent with some information ,

as well as

the fact that a respondent may answer the questions on the basis of
prior exposure to the test ads , will be controlled for and eliminated
from the results (Tr. 808- , 1111- 14).
5. The Appropriateness Of The Control Ads

126. Dr. Stewart testified that the control ads used in the MOR copy
test were appropriate because they were actual ads for the same
brand and product that had been disseminated and were thus designed

with a persuasive intent. In addition , the control ads did not contain
the elements believed likely to cause the alleged claims communicated
by the test ad (Tr. 1099 , 3874- 75). The broadcast control ad used by
MOR Taste of Cheese " was the same ad used by Kraft in its ORC
copy test (F. 175) as its control ad although Dr. Heisler , who designed
the copy test , did not use the information from the control ad in his
244C;
CX 196 , App. D; Tr. 2489- 90).
analysis of the test results (CX

6. The Results Of The "lOR Copy Test
(a)

lVajoT League MateTial ,

Rev. 1"

127. Dr. Stewart analyzed the copy test results individually for each
ad and found that the percentage of respondents in the MOR copy test
who , after subtracting the positive control ad responses from the test
ad responses , agreed that the ads made the challenged claims ranged
from 23 to 53% ,

depending upon the ad and claim that were tested

(Tr. 1078).

128. Of the 100 respondents who saw " Major League Material , Rev.
" 52 said , in response to question 11

, that it made a comparison
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betwecn thc amount of calcium in five ounces (29) of milk and the

amount of calcium

in a

slicc of Kraft Singles. Of those 52 ,

49

responding to question 11A said thc ad represented that Kraft Singles
had the same amount as , or more calcium than five ounces of milk. Of
the seven of 100 respondents who said such a comparison was made in

, four said Kraft Singles had the same amount of
calcium as five ounces of milk (CX 196 , p. 30), Thus , 49% of the test
ad sample saw the milk equivalency claim and only 4% did for the
control ad. When the positive control ad responses are subtracted from
the control ad

the test ad responses ,

the difference is 45% (Tr. 1112- 13),

129. As to question 14 , 62 of the 100 respondents who viewed

Major League :\aterial , Rev. I" said the ad communicates that Kraft
Singles have more calcium than the cheese slices they were compared
to. Twenty-seven of thc 100 respondents who viewed the control ad
gave that response (CX 196 , p. 33). The difference , after subtracting,
is 35% (Tr. 1119).

130, Subtracting control group responses from test group responses
to question 12A , which asked: " Based on this ad , how many brands of

imitation checsc slices do you think Kraft Singles are being compared
"" reveals that 37% of the respondents believed that the comparison
in the ad was to all or most brands of imitation slices (CX 196 , p. 32;
Tr, 1117- 18).

131. The following data ,

presented in chart form , show the

percentage of respondents who saw the claims

alleged in thc

complaint in these test ads as compared to the control ads:
Compa!'ison
MIlk Equivalency

11A

'ILM

I\'1ost

Imitations

Imitation
Superiority

12A

Rev.

Control

Percenta
takin claim

53%

45%

39%

47%

33%

23%

Control

I\et Perc ntage
takin c)aim
(See

CX 196 ,

pp. 48 , 50-

, 81 , 83- 84: Tr. 1120- 27), f30)
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132. In Dr. Stewart' s

opinion , the results of the MOR closed-ended

questions , which are statistically significant , represent the minimum
number of persons who interpret the ads as making the challenged
claims , and they can be generalized to the population which shares the

demographic traits of the MOR sample
(b)

(Tr. 1113 , 1118- 28, 1368).

The Effect Of The Superscript

133. In March 1987 , Kraft added a printed superscript to " Major
laterial , Rev. II" which stated , in part , that " one 3/4 oz.

League

331C

slice has 70% of the calcium of five ounces of milk" (CX

Stipulation 45). " Major League Material , Rev. I" did not contain the
superscript. The :YIOR test reveals that , after subtracting control ad
responses , 45% of the respondents saw the milk equivalency claim in
:Vlajor League Material , Rev. I" while 53% saw it in " Major League
Material , Rev. II " establishing that the superscript did not prevent
(see

respondents from seeing the equivalency claim in the latter ad

196 ,

pp. 55- 67; Tr. 1166).
(c)

Application Of The MOR Test Results
To The Rest Of The Challenged Ads

134. Because each of the ads in the Skimp campaign share similar
wording and visual elements , Dr. Stewart concluded that all of them
communicated the two alleged claims to the same number of
respondents as did the ads tested in the !vOR study (Tr. 1147 , 115455); and , since the broadcast and print versions of the " Class
Picture/5 ounce " ads (CX 62Z- 10 through Zsimilar to that of the test

, Z- 55) have copy

ads , he concluded that the " Class

Picture/5

ounce " ads conveyed the milk equivalency claim to the same extent as
did the tested ads (Tr. 1156).
7. Kraft' s

Challenges To The

(a)

lOR Copy Test

Inlroduct1:on

135. Kraft challenges the MOR copy test for several reasons: (31)
a. MOR excluded qualified responder. ts from its sample pool (RPF 71- 72).
b. Dr. Stev,rali did not show that the responses to the questions were not b:ased by
extraneous factors (RPF 73- 85).
c. The control procedures did not n;.!e out the possjbility that respor.ses to questions
11- 11 were due to extraneous factors (RPF 86- 108).
d. Assuming that the control procedures ruled out the possibility of bias , the
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responses to the test ad do not show that a significant number of respondents saw the
a!!eged implications in the chal!enged ads (RPF 109- 120).

136. The first complaint about the MOR copy test was discussed
and rejected above (F. 115).
(b)

Bias

137. Both complaint counsel's and Kraft' s expert witnesses confirmed that the so- called " yea-saying " bias affects responses to
closed- ended questions (Tr. 2418 , 3371- , 3850), and it is probably

impossible to design questions which eliminate this bias.
138. Kraft argues , however , that the bias could have been

moderated by removing from questions 11 through 14 suggestions
that they should be answered affirmatively. Thus , Kraft argues that

the wording of question 11 (" Does this ad say or suggest anything
about the amount of calcium in a slice of Kraft Singles compared to
the amount of calcium in five ounces of milk?" ) suggests that the
answer should be " yes " and Dr. Jacohy, Kraft' s expert , argued that
this question should explicitly offer respondents an opportunity to say
no by asking " Does or doesn t this ad say or suggest. . . or don t you
know '" (Tr. 3388).

139. Kraft claims that the bias in question 11 is demonstrated by
the large percentage of test group respondents who answered " " or
don t know " to question 10 (73) which asked whether the ad said or
suggested " anything

about the calcium in Kraft Singles " but then

answered yes to (32) question 11 (39 , or 53%). The same inconsistency

appears in the comparison between those who answered "

" or

don t know " to question 10 but answered " more calcium " when
asked question 14 (RPF , Appendix A).
140. The biases in questions 12 , 13 , and 14 are demonstrated , says

Kraft , by the answers of the respondents in the control groups , for
although the control ad " Taste of Cheese " did not mention calcium
imitations , or any other cheese slices , and made no comparisons to any
products , 91 (or 45%) of the 200 respondents in the control groups
answered " yes " to questions 12 or 13 (CX 196 , data tables 24- 25; Tr.
2091- 92), while 57 of the 91 persons in the control group (63%) who
were asked question 14 said " more calcium " (CX 196 , data table 25).3
d Q'

icstion 12: " Does \:1:5 ar. cor:

pal' e Kl'aft

Sbgles 10 iiliilal;rJi c

;eese 5::C('5

Qups:ioll 13: " OoPs h:s ad m"ke allY di E'ct compar:sonsoetwee,. K!' af: Sing-Ie" and olliu l'heese :;Iicc:;:"
:P"tioll 14: R,iSt'd on ths Ole: , do you ' id Krat"t Singles have mo!' e ca:cilir. , t; Je arne ,iTnGl;
! of Cil C:UI1"
Ot' Ie"" ca:c:IlI , tiw, n J:o e c:1Cese s::ces they an" being cO!ll;:mred IO !" (eX 19C, App. WI
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141. Kraft also argues that the biases in questions 11 through 14
are evident because Dr. Stewart considered ,
or lead- in

and rejected , variations

questions which would have alleviated those biases (Tr.

1263). With respect to question 14 , Drs.
125912021194Stewart and MacDonald agreed that it assumed that the comparison
seen in the ad was a calcium comparison (Tr. 925- , 3961- 62), and
Dr. Stewart considered but rejected asking a question which would
ask what kind of comparison they gave (Tr. 1194).

142. Finally, Kraft suggests that respondents may have answered
more " or " same amount" of calcium to question llA and " more
calcium " in response to question 14 because of the " halo effect
inclination , because of their good opinion of Kraft in general
the
and the negative connotation of the word " imitation " to agree with
any positive statement about a Kraft product in a test question
regardless of the actual content of the ad (Tr. 2006- , 2077 , 2080
2248 , 2418 , 2455 , 3398 , 3392 , 3971 , 1539- 40; RX 146 , pp. 151 , 325;

RX 141 , pp. 157- 59). (33)
143. There is no coubt that different questions , or additional leadquestions could have been posed in the :vOR test , but it seems to me
that the disputes hetween its author ,

Dr. Stewart and its principal

critic , Dr. Jacoby, are typical of disputes between highly regarded and
well- qualified expelts- a tendency to be minutely critical of the
options chosen by their

opposite number.

144. For example , while Dr. Jacoby criticized questions 11 through
14 of the MOR test for not using the phrase " Does or doesn t the ad
say or suggest. . . or don t you know " which , he said , would have
eliminated or lessened the yea- saying bias , Dr. Heisler , who also
testified for Kraft , agreed that question 11 did not suggest either a
yes or no answer (Tr. 2582- 83). In fact , the " Does or doesn t. . . or
don t you know " form of question is infrequent in copy testing because
it is cumhersome (Tr. 812- , 1169 , 2591 , 3845 , 3852). Dr. Jacoby
admitted he did not always use the format in surveys he has

conducted (Tr. 3528 , 3547), and he did not use this form of question in
his " materiality " survey (F. 194).

145. Dr. Stewart testified that the yea-saying bias only exists
where respondents are unfamiliar with the product , where they have
to rely on long term memory or where the question asks them for their
opinion or an attitude. Factual questions , as in the :VIOR survey, do not
create a yea-saying bias , according to the literature (Tr. 3846- 50).

Furthermore , the " yes "

responses to questions 11- 14 were no more
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frequent in lesser- educated

respondents ,

had the bias existed (Tr. 3849146. Nevertheless ,

as would have been expected

, 3950).

the answers of viewers of the control ads to

some of the questions suggest that some bias is inherent in those
questions. Indeed , this is the reason why Dr. Stewart used a control ad

in the MOR copy test (Tr. 803(c)

, 3855).

The Control Ads

147. Kraft charges that Dr. Stewart' s

use of the " Taste of Cheese
principle: that the number of variables
controlled for at a given time should be as few as possible. A control
control ad violated a basic

ad adhering to this principle should contain as few differences from
the test ad as possible (RX 70 , p. 176; Tr. 565- , 2085 , 2460 , 3424-

25). Other Kraft Singles ads are claimed to be better potential controls
than the one chosen by Dr. Stewart because their use would have

reduced the number of differences between the test ads and the
control ad (CX 278Z- 49
(34)

through Z- 56;

CX 26V- , Z- 4

through Z- 7).

148. Another criticism of the " Taste of Cheese " ad is that it does
halo effect" or the fact that respondents , because
of negative impressions of imitations , would agree with any negative
not control for the "

statement about them. The method used to control for these biases-a
non-exposure " control group which is not shown the test ad- could
have been used in the MOR study. (Tr. 283 , 3408- , 3428- , 3570;

RX 141 ,

p. 145).

149. Despite these criticisms , I find that Dr. Stewart' s rejection of

the control techniques advocated by Kraft did not substantially affect
the validity of the MOR copy test , since a non-exposure control would
not be practical in view of the limited number of consumers in the
universe who had not been previously exposed to the challenged ads
(Tr. 1212- , 1393- 99), for in 1985 alone , the Kraft Singles campaign
potentially reached 95% of the Cnited States population nine times
(CX

34C).

150. As to a purged control ad- which is created by removing a
small copy element (an element believed to be responsible for
conveying the message at issue)- given the test ads ' extensive prior
dissemination , respondents seeing a purged ad would answer on the

basis of their memory of the prior ad , defeating the purpose of the
control (Tr. 1219-

, 1231-

3874;

see also

Tr. 805- 06). :Yloreover

hccause of the multiple elements of the challenged ads that contrihute
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to the communication of the alleged claims , the purged control ad

procedure would require a minimum of 1800 respondents to test one
broadcast and one print ad , an impractical procedure which is not used
in market research (Tr. 3588 , 3878(d)

Kraft' s

, 3881).

Analysis Of The

MOR Results

151. Accepting, for the sake of argument , thc validity of the MOR

copy test ,

Kraft' s analysis of the responses to the closed-ended

questions presents a radically different picture than does Dr. Stewart.
152. Kraft' s analysis begins with the argument that since questions
11A and 14 pose the questions that are in issue , only the responses to
those questions should be considered , and Kraft combines the

responses to the three test ads and compares them with the results of
the two control ads; thus , Kraft limits its analysis to 165 test group
respondents and nine control group respondents who were asked
qucstion llA , and its analysis of question 14 is limited to the 246 test
group respondents and 91 control group rcspondents who were asked
that question (Tr. 2661- , 3410- , 3416- , 3420- , 3496- 98; RX
154 155). The rcsponses of pcrsons in the control group who were not
11A
and 14 are not considered in this analysis
asked (35) questions
(Tr. 2090, 2661- , 3410- , 3416- , 3420- , 3496- 98; RX' s 15455).

153. The rcsult of this analysis of thosc respondents who were
asked questions llA and 14 (which adds the responses of all those
persons in the test groups) is:
Question l1A
a. One hur. nred fifty- thrf'€ (or 93%) of tiw 165 persons in al: of the test groups
agreed wit:l the " more calcium " or " same amount of ca1ciurr. " options (CX 196 , data
lable 23)

b. Four (or 44%) of the ni:1e persons In the contro! groups agreed with tr. c " more
" or " same amount 0: calcium " options (CX 196 , data wbie 2:

calc:'

c. Since the sample size in the control group (9) is so srnaL , there is a possible

margin or error of:: B

40%. \Vith a margin of error of this magnitude , tDe maxImum

percentage of " more calciurn " anc " same amount of calcium " responses in a control
group of suffcient s:ze wou;o be 84%. Subtracting this Lgure from the 93% " more " or
same " resporlses of the tes: groups , the conc!usioc is that only 9% of the test group
responses arc attritJl;tabit' to the control ad (RPF lISa-c).
uestion 14

a. One huncl'er. eighty- one (or 74%) of the 246 persons in al! of the test groups
agreed witr. the " r;lOre calcium " respor. sc option (CX 196, data ' abie 25).
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b. Fifty-seven (or 63%) of the 91 persons in the control groups agreed with the
response option (CX 196 , data table 25).
(36)

more calcium

c. The test group responses , adjusted for the responses by the controJ groups (74%63%) lead to the conclusion that only 11% of the " more calcium " responses are due to

the test ads (RPF 1I 9a-c).

154. When it considers the total number of respondents in the test

groups (300), Kraft concludes that only 5% of respondents answered
more " or " same amount of calcium " to question
l1A and only 8%4
agreed with the " more

calcium "

option in question 14 (RPF 120).

155. Kraft' s analysis of the MOR copy test , while statistically
ingenious , does not use the typical method of dealing with so-called
contingent questions. " Questions 11A and 14-which test whether
the challenged claims are conveyed- are examples of such questions:
those which are only asked of respondents who give an answer to a
prior screening question that demonstrates a basis for asking the
follow-up question (Tr. 1387 , 3883).

156. Dr. Stewart testified that the responses to a contingent
question must be interpreted in light of the questions which led to
those responses and measured against the entire base of the people
exposed to the ad (Tr. 1146), and that " that is the standard practice in

the research literature. There is (a J

long literature on contingent

response questions and that is exactly the way it is done " (Tr. 3980).
Therefore , he analyzed the results of the MOR test by comparing the
number of positive responses to questions 11A and 14 with the total
number of respondents exposed to the ads (100 respondents per ad)
, 1286-

(Tr, 1130-

, 3979- 80).

157. The research companies that Kraft uses analyze their data in
the same way (Tr. 1387Dr. Heisler ,

, 1407 2215; CX 58Z- 3; CX 57Z- 32), and

one of Kraft' s

expert witnesses , testified that:

If the issue that we are addressing is , of aU of the people that saw this ad , how mOlr.y
felt , took away such and such an impression (37) and we had to filter people to get to
that point , then typicany the appropriate popuiation against \vhich that percentage

should OC applied is everybody that saw the ad as opposed to the number of

peopJe

that were asked the question (Heisler II', 2599- 600),

158. Also , using the contingent question method , complaint counsel
demonstrates that Kraft' s analysis is faulty (Only the analysis of the
I Clait

cOllp:aill

1ed it Kt" "rt's ,Jt" oposect ::;, cting-s as 9% b,
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responses to question 11A is explained here; analysis of the responses

to question 14 yields similar results).
159. To determine the percentage of respondents who received the
alleged claims (for both control and test groups), Dr. Stewart

accounted for those respondents who did not see the

relevant

comparison at all. For example , of the 300 respondents shown the test
ads , 165 said , in response to question 11 , that they saw the calcium
comparison. Of that 165 ,

153 said in response to question 11A that

Kraft Singles has as much calcium as five ounces of milk. Thus , 153 of
the 300 respondents who viewed the ads (51%) received the milk

equivalency claim. Of the 200 respondents shown the control ads , only
nine saw the calcium comparison. Of those nine , four said Kraft

Singles had as much calcium as five ounces of milk. Accordingly, four
of the 200 respondents who viewed the control ad (2%) received the
milk equivalency claim. Subtracting the control ad percentage from
the test ad percentage yields a net of 49% who received this claim

from the test ads.
160. Kraft' s

approach assumes that the communication of the milk

control groups) must be
calculated from the base of only those respondents who reported
equivalency claim (to both the test and

seeing the calcium comparison in response to question 11 and were
therefore asked question

11A

rather than the base of all of the

respondents who viewed the ads; therefore , the number of control
group respondents who received thc claim is four of nine (44%), rather
than four of 200 (2%).
161. This analysis is faulty because it ignores thosc respondents

who never saw any comparison in the first place and were therefore
not asked to quantify it , yet respondents who never saw a calcium
comparison between five ounces of milk and Kraft Singles should be
counted as not having received the milk equivalency claim ,
the purpose of the screened

for that is

questions.

162. Since I conclude that Kraft' s

control group response percentage (44%) is incorrect (the actual response is 2%), I do not accept its
analysis using that figure

Kraft' s

(see also

Complaint Counsel' s Reply to

proposed findings at pp. 59- 62).

(38)

163. For the above reasons , I reject Kraft' s

analysis of the MOR

copy test and agree with Dr. Stewart that the appropriate way to

analyze its results is to compare the numhcr of positive responscs to
11A
and 14 with thc total number of respondents exposed to
questions
each test ad (100 respondents per

ad).
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(e)

Conclusion

164. After analyzing the conflicting expert testimony, I find that
while the closed-ended questions in the MOR copy test may have lead
to some biased responses , any bias was revealed by the control ads

which were appropriate since they were actual ads which did not
contain the elements believed likely to cause the challenged

claims

communicated by the test ads.
165. The results of the MOR copy test , which is a valid measure of

consumer attitudes in the universe represented

by the test groups

reveal that the test ads , as well as the other challenged ads which

contain the same elements as the test ads (F. 134) conveyed the

deceptive messages alleged in the complaint.

8. Verbatim Responses To The Copy Tests
(a)

Intmdv. ction

166. Since Kraft and other major national

advertisers use only

unaided open-ended questions to discover the message consumers take
away from their ads (Tr. 1548 , 1564- 65, 1986- 87), Kraft believes that

the most reliable evidence of the messages which the challenged ads
contain is found in respondents ' answers to the open-ended questions
in the copy tests conducted by ASI , CWI , and ORC at Kraft' s request
because such questions do not introduce the bias and suggestiveness
inherent in closed- ended

2069 2100146 ,

2171-

qucstions (Tr. 1536- , 1673 , 1985 , 1991
241524193187- 88; RX 156; RX

pp. 121 , 170 , 172 , 174- 75; RX 141 , p. 60).

167. Complaint counscl does not agree that open-ended questions

provide a morc reliable indication of consumer belief , but thcy claim
that the verbatim responses to the MOR open- ended question do
identify what issues consumers found important in the test ads (Tr.
11 38).

(39)
(b)

The MOR Copy Test

168. Dr. Stewart testified that responses to :vOR' s
questions disclose that calcium was one of the two or

open-ended
three most

salient points in thc ads , confirming the reliability of the closed-ended
questions. Specifically, 28 , 20 , and 26% of the rcspondents who
viewed " Major League Material , Rev. I " Major League Material , Rev.
" and " Quarterback" stated that those ads said something about
more calcium " while only 2% made that statement about the control
ads (Tr. 1140- 41; CX 196 , Data Summary Table).
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169. Dr. Leon Kaplan , a Ph. D. in consumer industrial psychology
from Purdue Community, and the foundcr of the Princeton Research
and Consulting Ccnter (Tr. 3151 ,

3154) and Dr. James Heisler , who

earned a Ph. D. in psychology from llinois Institute of Technology and
is a vicc president of Opinion Research Corporation (Tr. 2411),

analyzed the results of the MOR verbatims and came to different
conclusions about their implications.
170. Dr. Heisler s analysis of the :VIOR verbatims rejects such

statements as " morc calcium " and " more milk , more calcium " as
ambiguous and not supporting the complaint allegations (Tr. 246974), and he found that , applying his coding standard , only 5% , 2% , and
1 % of the responses in the three test groups supported paragraph six
of the complaint (milk equivalency) and only 3% , 6% , and 5% of the
responses supported paragraph eight (imitation superiority) (Tr.
2466- 68).
171. Dr. Kaplan coded the IvOR verbatims independent of Dr.
Heisler and found that only 4% , 2% , and 3% of the respondents in the
three tcst groups saw thc milk equivalency claim and that only 4%

, and 4% saw thc imitation superiority claim in the test ads (RX
, 3158- 59).

85E; Tr. 3153(c)

The ASI And CWI Copy Tests

172. " Class Picture/5 ounce " was copy- tested

by ASI and CWl; ASI
" was analyzed by
"
The
ASI
test
of
"
Skimp
Skimp.
also copy- tested "
Mariann Feldmann of Kraft , and she testified that the number of

verbatims even arguably suppOtting thc complaint allegations wcre so

low that correcting technical faults with the survey would make no
significant differcnce in supporting responses (Tr. 1760- 61). Her
analysis rejects , as not supporting the complaint allegations , such
verbatim responses as " more milk , so more calcium " because their
meaning is ambiguous (Tr. 1638- 39). (40)
173. Ms. Feldmann , and othcr witness called by Kraft , testified that
the vcrbatim responscs to the CWI " Class Picture " opcn-ended
qucstions revealed all of the mcssages conveyed by the test ads (Tr.
2171- , 2415- , 24191537 1673 1985 1991 2069, 21003187- 88; RX 146 , pp. 121 , 170 , 174- 75; RX 141 , p. 60).
174. Although CWI coded the 8% of rcsponses to the first foul'
qucstions as responding " Kraft Singles contain morc calcium than
other cheese " (RX 128R), Ms. Feldmann analyzed the responses at
trial and testified that none of them actually made that statcmcnt (Tr.

" "
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1761- 63; RX 128Z- 179 , Z- 133 through Z- 237). None of the respondents in the CWI test said that Kraft Singles contain more calcium or

the same amount of calcium as milk (RX 128R).
(d)

The ORC Copy Test

175. Prior to the filing of the complaint , Dr. Heisler of ORC was
retained by Kraft to conduct a consumer survey to determine what
messages consumers took away from the challenged ads (RX 47; Tr.

2422).

176. ORC tested three of the ads challenged

in the complaint:

:'ilajor League Material " Major League Material/Rev. I " and " 1ajor
League Material , Rev. II.
Taste of Cheese " referred to by Dr.
Heisler as a " control" ad because it was not a challenged ad , was also

tested ,

but Dr. Heisler did not review or analyze the verbatim

responses to this ad (Tr. 2428- 29).

177. ORC conducted personal interviews with 400 consumers who

fell within the target market for Kraft Singles (RX 47B- C),

and

interviews were conducted in four cities (RX 47B- D).
178. The 400 women who qualified for and agreed to participate in

the survey were shown one of the four ads; each of the four ads was
shown to 100 respondents. The respondents were shown the ad in
isolation , without additional " clutter " ads (RX
47C;
Tr. 2423). After
viewing the ad , respondents were asked the following six questions:
1. What is the subject of this advertisement? (PROBE: What is being advertised?)
2. What ideas do you thin;' lb.is advertiscmcr:t is trying to get across? (PROBE:
What elsc " CONTI:-UE PROBING C!\TIL RESPO:-DE!\T SAYS !\OTHI:-G ELSE.
(41J

::L (IF NL'TRITIOK ;\OT MENTIOJ\' ED ABOVE) Docs this arivcrtiscment say
anything about the nutritional cor. tent of Kraft Singles
1. (IF NUTIUTIO!\ !iIENTIO!\F:D IN 1 OR 2 OR " YES" I:- 3) What does this
advertisement say about the nutritional content of Kraf' u Singles?
5. Docs this advertisement make any comparisons with other products

o. (IF " YES" ABOVE) What comparisons are made in the advertisement?
(RX 47P- Q).
179. At the insistence of respondent' s attorneys , Dr. Heisler went
beyond the unaided recall questions he lypically asks to determine

consumer impressions of ad messages and asked Questions 3 through
, which were biased ag-ainst respondent and towards obtaining
responses supporting the implications raised by complaint counsel (RX
47F:- F).

Questions 3 through 6 were leading because they suggested
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that the ad might have said something about the nutritional content of
Singles or made a comparison with another product , which respon-

dents might not have taken away themselves. Dr. Heisler used the
more general terms of " nutrition " and " products " rather than the
more specific " calcium " and " cheese products " to lessen the bias of
these questions (Tr. 2445- , 2581 , 2171- , 2005 , 1617- 18; RX 147
pp. 285- 86; RX 141 , pp. 45-

, 144).

180. After reviewing the verbatim responses to all of the questions
for each respondent , Dr. Heisler categorized each of the

400

rcspondents into one of the following five groups:
Group #l- Mentioned that Kraft Singles contain as much eakium as milk.
Group #2- Mentioncd that Kraft Singles contain more calcium than imitation
slices/other cheese slices.
Group #3- Mentioned on1y that Kraft Singles are as nutritious as mi1k/5 ounees of
milK.

Group #4- :\'lentioned

only that Kraft Smgles are more nutritious than other

(42)
Group #5- yradc other mentions , none pertaining :0 calcium content versus
cheese products.

milk/other cheeses nor nutritional equivalence versus milk/other
cheeses (RX 47D- E).

181. The results of Dr. Heisler s analysis arc summarized below:
rvIajOl League
:'vIclierial"

Major League
Material/Rev.

:\Iajor League
:vaterial/Rev. II"

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
TOTAL
(RX 47E;

1110

49A).

100

I 1111

According to these data ,

only 3% , 4%

, and 2%-an

average of only 3%- of the survey respondents took away from thc
three challenged ads the implication that

Singles contain as much

calcium as five ounces of milk. Only 7% , 3% , and 9%-- an average of
only 6. 3%- took away from these ads thc implication that Singles
contain more calcium than imitation slices (RX 47E; RX

49A;

Tr.

2427 - 30).

182. Dr. Heisler testified that only those rcspondents placed in
Groups 1 and 2 gave verbatim answers supportive of the allegations in
paragraphs 6 and 8 , respectively, of the complaint; the verbatims of
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those respondents in Groups 3 and 4 do not support the complaint

allegations because their responses about " nutrition " provide no basis
for inferring a message about " calcium " (Tr. 2425- , 2672- 74; RX
47F- G).
183. Complaint counsel charges that the ORC copy test was flawed
because it never asked a question about the specific claims at issue in
this proceeding (Tr. 208 , 334 , 417 , 1089- 91), it did not properly

screen respondents (Tr. 1093), and because Dr. Heisler read the
verbatims in a narrow and arbitrary way.
184. Dr. Maclnnis recoded the

totality "
214- 15;

ORC copy test relying upon the

of the answers to arrive at her coding determinations (Tr.

CX 285). Using this approach , she found that 11% of the

viewers of " Major

(43)
the viewers of
League Material " 10% of
Major League Material , Rev. I " and 13% of the viewers of " Major
1aterial , Rev. II" were able to articulate that the ads made
League

the claim that a slice of Kraft Singles has more calcium

than other

cheese slices (CX 285A- B).

185. Complaint counsel also criticizes the ASI and CWI copy tests
for methodological faults , especially the failure to probe respondents

to ensure that all of the messages

conveyed by the ads had been

articulated (CPF 265- 82).
( e) C

ancl ,-sion

186. Complaint counsel' s criticisms of Kraft' s copy tests and Kraft'
similar criticism of complaint counsel' s reflects the problem with open-

ended questions: the results depend upon the way the responses are
coded. A generous interpretation of verbatims , such as Dr. Stewart'
of the :I0R test , or Dr. MacInnis of the CWI test leads to the
conclusion that several respondents saw the challenged claim in the
test ads while a narrower , less generous approach , such as Kraft'
experts took , leads to the conclusion that only an insignificant number
of respondents saw those claims.

187. Given the wide disparity of interpretation of the same verbatim
responses , the only conclusion that can be drawn from these tests and
their interpretations is that they do not provide valid information
about the number of respondents who saw the alleged claims in the

challenged ads. The situation with respect to the responses to the
closed-ended questions in the MOR survey is different. These
responses provide a valid indication of the impressions conveyed by
the challenged ads.

).
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I.

The Mate)'wldy OJ The Claims Made By The Challenged Ads

1. The Presumption of Materiality
188. The challenged ads present calcium as desirable for good
nutrition , bone growth or healthy teeth and therefore make a
(e.

significant health claim

they need to grow;

CX

see also

62C:

So her little bones get calcium

CX 62Z- 10

relating to calcium

deficiency).
189. Kraft saw calcium as important to consumers when the

calcium claims in the Kraft Singles ads were made (Tr. 1840 , 1844
1882- , 1574; CX' 41C; CX 137F; CX 320 , pp. 103 , 212), and the
calcium claims were intended to induce consumers to (44) purchase

1709 , 1728). For example , a 1985 " creative
that the diffcrcnce between Kraft Singles and
not clear lo consumers , and stated that " (oJur

Kraft Singles (Tr. 1519 ,

presentation "

noted

imitation brands is

current advertising addresses this situation by seeking to convince

consumers lhat Kraft Singles is worth its premium price because of
the superior nutritional value in its " 5-02. of milk in every slice " (CX
32B). Since calcium was the only nutritional reference in the Skimp
ads airing at this time , the adverlising intended to capilalize on the
calcium content of Kraft Singles.

190. Evidence of the importance of calcium to consumers is also
revealed in Kraft' s materiality survey (Tr. 1172- 74). Question 3 of the
survey asked respondents to rate the impOltance of nine faclors

including " a source of calcium " in their decision to buy Kraft Singles
(RX 82 ,

p. 20). Respondents were read response categories ranging

from " extremely

important " to " not

at all important"

(Jd.

response to this queslion , over 71% rated " a source of calcium " as an
extrcmely " or " very important" factor in their purchase decision.

191. Another indication that the claims in the challenged ads are
material is Kraft' s often-expressed belief that the challenged ads
induced consumers to purchase Kraft Singles (CX 6B; CX

35A;

320 , pp. 214- 15).

When the ads were challenged by CSPI , :\1s.
Feldmann stated that one reason why the ads should not be changed
was that " Singles business is growing for the first time in four years
due in large part to the copy " (CX 63B). In 1985 ,
page ad in

AcbJc1' lising

Age

JWT placed a full

stating:

For Kraft , i: lthr Skimp campaignj was good r. cws too. Because a 15% jump in
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advertising awareness translated into dramatic increases in sales and market share
(CX 337),

192. The fact that imitation slices cost about 40% less than Kraft
consumers that Kraft

Singles also suggests that the ads convinced

Singles were superior to imitations (CX 324 , p. 141).
193. Kraft argues that those who were involved in the advertising

of Kraft Singles would naturally exaggerate the importance of their
contribution to that product' s success , but even taking this phenomenon into account , I conclude that the challenged ads contributed to the
success of Kraft Singles during the time they were disseminated and
that the claims that they made were material to consumers. (45)
2. Kraft' s Materiality Survey

common-sense conclusion that ads which make
which are disseminated over an extensive period of
which help to increase sales , make claims which are

194. Despite the
nutrition claims ,

time , and

material to consumers , Kraft commissioned a materiality survey

which was conducted by Dr. Jacob Jacoby. Dr. Jacoby is a professor of
marketing and consumer behavior at New York University (Tr. 3338),
has becn hircd as a consumer research consultant by major corpora-

tions (Tr, 3341- 42), and has written numerous peer-reviewed articlcs
and two books on consumer perceptions of advertising (Tr. 33443351- 54).

195. The survey was dcsigned to determine the materiality of the
milk equivalency claim , that is , whether:

a. in genera; , caki:!)l1 was ciaimed to be irr.pmtant by eonsumers in their decision to

purchase Kraft Singles slices ,

or;

b. whdher the difference bet\\leen 70% and 100% of the calcium in five ounces of
mi:k was materia! to consumers in that it would affect either their purchasing
behavior and/or the way in which they used Kraft Singles sJiees (RX 82D; Tr. 3464-

68)

196. Complaint counsel criticizes thc study for not showing
consumers the challenged ads or telling them that Kraft had

rcpresented that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the same amount of
calcium as five ounces of milk (CPF 308), but Dr. Jacohy tcstified that
the purpose of the study was not to determine the messages received

from the ads but to discover whether the differcnce between the
amount of calcium that Singles actually provide and the amount the
challenged ads convey that Singles have is so significant to consumers

?...
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that they would act differently if they knew that Singles actually
provide only 70% of the calcium in five ounces of milk (Tr. 34633474- , 3610 , 3706 , 3708- 09).
J 97. The universe used in this survey was defined as individuals J
years of age or older who were the primary food shoppers in their
households , who had bought individually wrapped cheese slices in the
previous three months , had bought Singles in the previous year , and
watched at least one hour of television per week (RX 82H; Tr. 3464).
(46)
was not identical to the target market for
Although this universe
the challenged ads , 78. 2% of the survey s respondents reported having
seen a Singlcs ad during the previous year (RX 82Z- 135). Because

respondents were required to have actually purchased Singles , the
survey focused on those people for whom the difference between
Singles ' actual calcium content and the calcium in five ounces of milk

would he meaningful in tcrms of purchase or usage behavior (Tl'
3658-

, 3468- 70).

J 98. The consumers who participated in the survey were contacted
through the use of a random digit telephone dialing procedure. Those

who satisfied all of the criteria of the universe becamc part of the
survey samplc and werc asked the questions on the main questionnaire; those who did not meet the screening criteria were terminated

(RX 82I). The main questionnaire was administered to 200 people. As
a result of validation procedures conducted after the interviews , seven
people were removed from the sample. Consequently, the results of
the survey were bascd on a sample of J 93 people (RX 82M , 0).
J 99. In responsc to question Ia- people buy cheese for a number
of different reasons. What are the reasons that you buy cheese
(Probe:) Why else 'l" only 4, 7% of the respondents mentioned calcium
(RX 82Q, Z- , Z- 90), In response to question Jb- What are the
reasons for your buying individually wrapped cheese food slices
82R

not a single respondent mentioned calcium (RX

, Z- I02),

In

Kmjl
response to question 1c- Now , I' d like you to think only about
Singles cheese food slices. Please tell me all the reasons that you can
think of as to why you buy Kraft Singles individually wrapped cheesc

food slices

Any other reasons:"

mentioned calcium (RX 82T ,

Z-

only 1.6% of thc respondents
, Z- 112).

200. In response to question 2 ,

which asked " if Kraft Singles
don t know if they contain "

not contain , or you
contain
and six other nutrients , 24 respondents (J2, 4%)

calcium

indicated that they did

not know if Kraft Singlcs contain caicium and one respondent (0, 5%)
indicated that Singles do not contain calcium (RX 82Z- . Z- 117),

" "
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201. The 168 respondents to question 2 who said that Kraft Singles
do contain calcium were then read a list of nine characteristics of
(inter aha taste , price , consistent quality, a trustworthy
cheese
manufacturer , calcium , Vitamin C) and asked whether each charactersomewhat
istic was " extremely important , n " very important
decision
to
purchase
important " or " not at all important" in their

Kraft Singles. For the 168 people who knew that Singles

have

calcium , calcium was rated near the bottom of the list in importance;
only Vitamin C scored worse in both the " top box " and " top two box
analyses (RX 82V , W , Z- , Z- 127 , Z- 128; Tr. 3475). Although most

respondents did say that calcium was important to them
of the
(47)
they ranked virtually all of the other attributes more highly, thereby
showing, according to Dr. Jacoby, that calcium is , in fact , relatively
unimpOltant to their purchase of Singles (Tr.

3475). I reject his

conclusion (F. 190).

202. Seventeen of the 192 respondents indicated that calcium was
not at all important" in their decision to purchase Singles (RX 82Z

123). When the remaining 159 respondents were asked if they had
any idea as to how much calcium is contained in one slice of Kraft
Singles " 151 (95%) rcplied that they had no idea (RX 82Z- , Z- 129).
203. Question Sa explicitly informed respondents that " although
each slice of Kraft Singles is made from 5 ounces of whole milk , it
does not contain as much calcium as 5 ounccs of milk. One slice of
Kraft Singles actually contains 70% of the calcium in S ounces of
milk" (Tr. 3477 , 3708; RX 82Z- 66). Respondents were then asked
whether the difference in the amount of calcium provided by Singles

and the amount provided by five ounces of milk mattered to them.
Specifically, they were asked whether they would ' cJontinue buvingKraft Singles

slices even though each slice contains 70% of the

calcium in 5 ounces of milk" or would " stop buving- Kraft Singles

slices because each slice docsn t contain the same amount of calcium
as 5 ounccs of milk." To avoid order bias ,

these two rcsponse options

were reversed on half of the questionnaire (RX 82Z- 66;

Tr. 3478).

204. The 17 respondents who had indicated that calcium was " not
at all important" in their purchase of Singles and the one person who
said that Singles did not contain calcium were not asked question 5a.
Of the remaining 175 respondents , 168 (96. 0%) replied that they
would continue to buy Singles while three persons (1. 7%) indicated
that they would stop buying Singles , and four persons (2. 8%) gave
other answers (RX 82Z ,

Z- 180; Tr. 3474 , 3476 , 3179).
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205. Thc 172 respondents

who indicated that thcy

discontinue their purchase of Singles

would not

were then asked if that

difference in the amount of calcium would affect their use of this
product , and , if so , how it would affect the way they use it. Only three
people (1.7%) indicated that the fact that Singles have 70% , not 100%

of the calcium in five ounces of milk would affect their use of the
product (RX 82Z- , Z-

, Z- 131; Tr. 3480- 81).

206. The results of the materiality survey are virtually identical for
respondents with children and rcspondents without children (RX 82Z(48)
130 through Z- 131).

207. There are significant faults in Dr. Jacoby s materiality survey.
First , the challenged ads promised (to consumers who saw the milk
equivalency claim) that Kraft Singles eontained

of wholc milk ,

100% of the calcium

but Dr. Jacoby s test docs not mcntion that thc ads

made that claim , and therefore it did not provide a basis for a
conclusion as to the impact of the claim on consumer behavior (Tr.
3896 ,

3907- 08).

208. The second problem with the test is that question 5a did not
provide respondents with all possible and reasonable response
categories- for cxample ,

that they would buy less Kraft Singles (Tr.

, 3911). Thosc who might have responded in this way werc
given that choicc , and consequently might choose the alternative

1175not

response " continue

to buy " which would not rcflcct their actual

rcsponse (Tr. 1176 , 3911- 12).

209. Furthermore , question 5a did not account for all of the ways in
which the milk equivalency claim could have been material. Consumcrs might have choscn to eat the same amount of Kraft Singles but
drink morc milk , or to substitute , but not completely, competing slices

that are less expensive or contain more calcium than Kraft Singles.
210. Dr. Jacoby tcstified that any alterations of consumer bchavior
caused by the challenged claims other than the decision to stop

the decision to rcducc purchases , would
be captured in the verbatims or the responses to questions 5b and 51'
(Tr. 3483- , 3709- 10), but this is only a hypothesis. Since question

purchasing Kraft Singles

s materiality survey does not measure all possible
consumer responses , this question does not accurately reflect the
materiality of the milk equivalency claim to consumers. I find
5a of Dr. Jacoby

thercfore ,

that the milk equivalency and calcium superiority claims

were material to consumers.
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J.

The Tr1tlh

Or

Falsity Of The Claims

1. The Milk Equivalency Claim

211. Kraft sells its Singles in slices of two sizes: 3/4 ounce (55- 60%
of sales) and 2/3 ounce (40- 45% of sales). Kraft has admitted that a
3/4 ounce slice of Kraft Singles has approximately 70% (68. 2%) of the
calcium of five ounces of whole milk (Ans. "l 7; CX 100). Since the
calcium content of low- fat and skim milk is greater than that of whole
milk , a 3/4 ounce slice of Kraft Singles has less than 68. 2% of the
calcium of five ounces of low- fat or skim milk (CX 327 , pp. 156- 57).
(49)

212. Because it is smaller , the 2/3 ounce slice contains less calcium
slice and 60% of the calcium of five ounces of
whole milk and less than 60% of
the
calcium of low- fat or skim milk.
213. Thus , the claim that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the same
than the 3/4 ounce

amount of calcium as five ounces of milk is false. This claim is an
objective product claim and carries with it a representation that Kraft

possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for that claim (Conclusion of Law infra).
Kraft knew when it disseminated
the
challenged
ads that its Kraft Singles slices do not contain as much calcium as five

ounces of milk (CX 100),

and it introduced no

support the milk equivalency

substantiation to

claim. In fact , the head of Kraft'

research department admitted that the claim , if made in the

advertising, is unsubstantiated (CX 327 ,

pp. 92- 93).

2. The Imitation Superiority Claim
(a)

The Meaning Of " I1111ta. tion "

Si1 ces

214. The challenged ads compare Kraft Singles to " imitation slices
and paragraph 8 of the complaint states that Kraft has represented in
those ads that " Kraft Singles contain more calcium than do most
imitation cheese slices.
215. Under FDA regulations , imitation slices are distinguished from
substitutes. For example , imitation slices are " nutritionally inferior
1. the products for which they substitute , while " substitute " slices are
not. Imitation slices must be labeled " imitation " while substitmes are
not required to be labeled " imitation " or " suhstitute " (Tr. 2251- 53;
RX 13; 21 CFR 101.3(c)(I), (4); RX 125).
216. FDA regulations do not define " imitation slices " but contain a
rather complicated

definition of foods that must be labeled as

imitation: a food which rescmbles a natural counterpart but has less of

" "
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at least one of several essential nutrients specified in the regulations

(21 CFR 101. 3(e); Tr. 608); however while FDA regulations define
imitations as nutritionally inferior , since they can contain morc of
other essential nutrients than their natural counterparts , they are not
necessarily less nutritious or healthful than a natural foop (Tr. 2269-

217. The term " substitute food" is not defined in the FDA
regulations. However , in effect , a substitute food is one that imitates

its natural counterpart but need not be labeled an (50) imitation
because it does not have less of any of the specified essential nutrients
than its natural counterpart (21 CFR 101.3(e)(2); Tr. 608- 09). A
substitute food is nutritionally equal to its natural counterpart.

218. A food may be labeled as imitation even if it is not nutritionally
inferior to its natural counterpart (Tr. 2275), so a slice that is labeled
as imitation may actually satisfy the definition of a substitute slice.

The deposition testimony of witnesses employed by other cheese
manufacturers established that several slices that are labeled as
imitation are ,

in fact , nutritionally equal to their natural counterparts
and eould have been labeled as substitutes (CX 311 , pp. 50 , 53; ex

312 ,

pp. 121 , 122).

219. Although the complaint refers only to " imitation slices " and
despite the FDA' s distinction between imitation and substitute , this
phrase should be interpreted as referring to all non- dairy slices , for

Kraft intendcd that its ads compare Kraft

Singles to all non- dairy

slices.
220. For example ,

a letter from Kraft to the FTC prior to the

issuance of the complaint explaining that the Skimp ad campaign was
developed in response to competition from non- dairy slices referred to
these non- dairy slices as " sandwich slices
imitation pasteurized
process cheese food " and " pasteurized cheese food substitutes " (CX
166).
221. Furthermore , Kraft claimed in the letter that consumers group

all slices into one category, and that the Skimp ads were intended to
compare Kraft Singles to the entire category of non- dairy slices:
The development of the " five ounce " Sir. g!es commercials must be rcvie\ved in ligh
of a eon:petilive produc . category consisting of standardized process cheese products
which J av(, been marketed Tor approximate!y forty years and tr.e relativeJy new , far
Jess expensive dwese s' !bsUute products. . .
Kraft marketing determined it was necessary to cci' Jcate Fw const.mer as to the

. .
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basic difference between Singles and substitutes , that difference being that Singles is
a dairy product while substitutes arc nut. .

The five OUDec campaign represents the second attempt to convey the dairy
message (CX I66D- E). 1511

222. The confusion

difference between
imitation and suhstitute is evident , for Kraft , responding to a request
which exists as to the

from complaint counsel for an estimate of the market share of
imitation slices , listed Borden s Cheez- Twin and Fisher s Sandwich

Mate , which under FDA

In correspondence providing substantiation

160A).

imitations (CX

regulations are substitutes rather than

data to television networks , Kraft and JWT often referred to these
22A- C; CX 89B;
(e.
CX 17B; CX
substitute slices as imitation slices
CX 121B , D). It is not surprising, then , that consumers are not aware

of the difference between the two kinds of non- dairy slices and that
imitation slice " is interpreted by them as referring to all non- dairy
slices
(see
CX 324 , p. 100; CX 79; CX 89A , CX 166G; Tr. 28121502-

, 1796).

223. In conclusion ,

imitation slices "

I find that Kraft did not intend its refercnce to

in the challenged ads to be limited only to those

slices that are true imitations under FDA regulations ,
all non- dairy

but to include

slices , both imitation and substitute.

(b)

The C,Llcillli Conlent of Kraft Singles v.
Most ImitcUion Slices

224. According to the package label , Kraft Singles contain 15% of
the United States RDA (Recommended Daily Allowance) of calcium

per ounce (CX 95). This 15% figure is confirmed by other Kraft
documents

(see ,

e.

CX 96D- E). The United States RDA of calcium is

1000 mg. ; therefore ,

Kraft Singles contain approximately 150 mg. of
calcium per ounce. (21 CFR 101.9(c)(7)(iv); Tr. 598).

225. Tests of some Kraft Singles showed that they contained ar,
average of 165 mg. calcium per ounce ,

H). However ,

or 16. 5% U. S. RDA (CX 97Asince the calcium content of products such as Kraft

Singles is variable (CX 327 ,

pp. 26- 27; 1'1' 739-

, 2268- 69), Dr.

Bursey, the head of Kraft' s research department , testified that there

is no difference in calcium content even though test rcsults might
show that one cheese slice has 165 mg. of calcium whereas another
has 140 mg.
q: I take it , though , that YOll are not chsturber. by the FDA reg' datior. s that. . would

, p.
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indicate that both those amounts. . could be rounded to 15% C. S. RDA or 150
milligrams per ounce?

A: I' m

not disturbed-

(52)
, I' m not disturbed by it. I mean methodology- l mean there

are a lot of variables built into those numbers , the absolute numbers , a lot of
variables; so no ,

m not disturbed by it (CX 327 ,

I'

p. 51).

226. Thus , even if all Kraft Singles contained 16. 5% t:. S. RDA of

calcium- as in the test referred to above-the variability of calcium in
cheese slices would not allow a conclusion that the difference between
that figure and the U. S.

RDA of calcium in imitation slices is
significant.
227. Gary Willett , director of marketing for Borden , Inc. , estimated
the market shares of the three largest manufacturers of imitation
slices. He testified that in 1985 Fisher had about 50- 55%

of this

market , Borden had 20% and Schreiber had 10%. In 1986 , Fisher
again dominated with 55- 60% of the market , while Borden accounted
for 20% , and Schreiber nearly 10%. Fisher was acquired by Borden in
late 1986. In 1987 , Borden , including Fisher , had about 70% of this
market , and Schreiber had 7- 10% (CX 311 , pp. 43- 49). Thus , for the
years relevant to this litigation , Fisher , Borden , and Schreiber

together sold a large majority- 80 to 90%- of

the imitation or non-

dairy slices.
228. During each of the relevant years 1985- 1987 , all of the nondairy slices sold by these companies contained at least 15% t:S. RDA
of calcium , the amount contained in Kraft Singles (CX 312 , pp. 1CX 310 , pp. 1- 2).
229. From January 1 , 1985 ,

until the end of 1986 ,

all imitation

slices sold by Fisher contained approximately either 20% or 25% of the
t:. S. RDA of calcium per ounce. From the beginning of 1987 to date
after Fisher was acquired by Borden , all imitation slices sold by Fisher

have contained 15% of the t:. S. RDA of calcium (CX 310 , pp. 1- 2).
230. From January 1 , 1985 , to date , all Borden non- dairy slices
have contained 15% of the U. S. RDA of calcium per ounce (CX 310
2). All of the 21 non- dairy

slice labels Borden produced

subpoena in this proceeding indicated a

under

15% or greater calcium

content (CX 171Z- 84 through Z- 109).
231. From January 1 , 1985 ,

to date , all of Schreiber Food' s nondairy slices have contained 22. 5% of the U. S. RDA of calcium per
ounce (CX 312 ,

pp. 1- 2). Everyone of the over 80 non- dairy labels

submitted by Schreiber under subpoena (including those from other
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companies) indicated a calcium content of 15% of the U. S. RDA or
more (CX 173M-

75).

(53)

232. The Krogcr Company also manufactures non- dairy slices , all of
which contain at least 15% of the U. S. RDA of calcium per ounce (CX
313A- B). All of the non- dairy slice labels provided by Kroger pursuant
to subpoena indicated a calcium contcnt of at least 15% of the C.

RDA per ouncc (CX 169F- 6).
233. Kraft also manufactures non- dairy slices , all of which contain
at lcast 15% United States RDA of calcium per ounce. According to
their labels , all slices Kraft refers to as " imitation " contain 20% of the
United States RDA of calcium per ounce. (Kraft asserts their calcium
content is 18. 8%

of the United States RDA per ounce , which Kraft

rounds upward to 20%) (CX 80Z- 3). According to their labels , all slices

Kraft refers to as " substitute " contain 15% of the United States RDA
of calcium per ounce. (Kraft asserts that their actual calcium content
is 18.

6% of the United States RDA per ounce) (CX 802:- 10).

234. Labels of non- dairy

slices which Kraft supplied for the record
support the conclusion that most non- dairy slices contain 15% or more
of the C. S. HDA of calcium (CX 166B , D- , L- 6). Of the 20 labels
that do not appear to be duplicates in this exhibit ,

only one lists a

calcium content less than 15% of the C. S. RDA per ounce , while seven
contain more than 15% (CX 166T). CX 80 includes 20 non- duplicate
legible labels. Of these , only six labels . CX 80T , C , V , W , Z , and Zshow a calcium content less than 15% of the C. S. RDA per ounce. CX
81 includcs over 50 non- duplicate labeis. Of these , only one , CX 812:, indicates a calcium content less than 15% of the U. S. RDA per
ounce. RX 125 is a group of H labels for imitation slices , none of
which shows a calcium content less than 15% of the U. S. RDA per
ounce , while five show a gTeater calcium content (RX 125; Tr. 2280).
235. In conclusion , the companies that manufacture the vast

majority of the i'Titation slices sold in this country do not sell slices
that contain less than 15% of the United States RDA of calcium per
ounce and somc contain more than this amount. Thus , the claim that
Kraft Singles contain more calcium than most imitation slices is false.

236. As with the milk equivalency

claim , the challenged ads

represent that Kraft had a reasonable basis for its imitation

superiority claim. This representation is false. Kraft possessed no
substantiation for the imitation superiority claim at the time the ads

were first

disseminated (CX 283) and offered none at trial.

(54)
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K.

The Bioavailability Of Calcium
1. Introduction

237. Although Kraft has not substantiated the claim that Kraft

Singles contain morc calcium than most imitations ,

it presented

evidence which , it says , establishes that the dairy calcium in Kraft
Singles is more beneficial to the body because it is more bioavailable
than the non- dairy

calcium in imitation slices.
238. Witnesses testifying on this issue were , for complaint counsel

Dr. Robert Recker , professor of medicine at Creighton University,
who has been involved for the past 20 years in rcsearch into calcium
metabolism , calcium nutrition , bone disease , and bone physiology (Tr.
581- , 3731; CX 162A). Dr. Recker , who is chief of the clinical
section of endocrinology, director of the metabolic research unit , and

head of the

center for hard tissue

research at Creighton , has

conducted extensive rcsearch on calcium bioavailability, and has been
involved in more than one thousand measurements in humans of the
bioavailability of calcium from various sources (Tr. 582- , 3732; CX
162A).
239. Testifying for Kraft were:

a. Dr. Robert G. Bursey, a Ph. D. in human nutrition (Tr. 2286- 87),
and the associate director of Kraft' s nutrition , and toxicology and
hcalth laboratory (Tr. 2290- 91). Research efforts of the laboratory
include inquiry into the

metabolism of calcium (Tr. 2301).

b. Dr. George Briggs , a Ph.

, professor of nutrition ,

University of California (Tr. 2707), co- author

emeritus

of the most widely-used

textbook on nutrition in the country (Tr. 2708). Dr. Briggs has done
extensive research on calcium and dairy products (Tr. 2711).
c. Dr. David McCarron ,

hcad of the division of nephrology and

hypertension , Oregon Health Scienccs 1.niversity, Portland , Oregon

(Tr. 2839), a subdivision
Institute for
This institute

of which is the

)/ational Dairy Board

Kutrition and Cardiovascular Research (" Institute
investigates the relationship hetween dietary factors

and the control of blood pressure , and is particularly interested in

studying the protective action of dietary calcium against heart disease
and blood pressure (Tr. 2843).

(55)

2. Absorption v. Utilization

240. While Dr. Recker defined bioavailability as the amount of
calcium that is absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract into the
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bloodstream (Tr. 611- 12),

Kraft' s witnesses testified that absorption

of a nutrient into the gastrointestinal tract is the

complex process which leads ultimately to the

first step in a

utilization of the

nutrient to the body (Tr. 2854 , 2302; CX 327 , p. 116), and Dr. Robert
Heary, Dr. Recker s colleague at Creighton Cniversity has concluded

that calcium bioavailability " involves marc than just absorbability, ano

assessment of only absorbability can be misleading " (RX 15B). Since
there is no evidence that calcium , once it is absorbed into the

bloodstream , is used any oifferently by the booy depending upon its
source , there is no practical difference between these views on
bioavailability (Tr. 619),

3, The Expert Testimony

241. Two of Kraft' s experts conceded that there are no studies
testing the relative bioavailability of the calcium in Kraft Singles and
imitation slices (Tr, 2772- , 2940), but they argued that no single
test could ever establish that Kraft Singles are a better source of

calcium than imitation or substitutc slices ,

and suggested , instead

that the results of epioemiological studies and animal and human

tests , together with the use of deductive reasoning, establish that such
is the case (Tr. 2330 , 2336, 2944- 45).
, 2940-

, 2378-

, 2397-

, 2729 , 2753 , 2857-

242. The application of deductive rcasoning (the process of
deducing from something known 01' assumed; inference by rcasoning
from generals to particulars) to existing scientific data in order to
reach conclusions concerning complex associations ano relationships

on which specific data are not available is well acccpted. The Surgeon
General' s recent report on nutrition ann health states that " research
on the relationship of dietary excesses and imhalances to chronic

disease yields results that rarely provide, , . direct proof of causality,
so that " lsJcientists

must often draw inferences about the relation-

ships between dietary factors and oisease

from laboratory animal

studies or human metabolic and population stuoies that approach the
issues indirect!y,

The Suxgeon General' s

Report on l'lutrihon CtU(

(1988) at 6- 7, I agree
Health , SwnmaTY and Recommendations
however , with Dr. Recker that such inferences are unnecessary and
undesirable when it is possible , as it is here , to conduct a direct test of
the proposition at issue (Tr. 3798- 3801 , 624- 25). (56)

243, Kraft' s

nutrition expelts testified that existing data provide

evidence that Kraft Singles are a better source of calcium than

, ,","

"
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imitation slices. This data includes epidemiological studies ,

animal

studies , molecular studies , and human intervention studies conducted

by Dr. McCarron and his colleagues

at the Institute (Tr. 2913-

2915 2928 3142 2315 2396- 97; RX 145; CX 328 , pp. 258-

, 275-

76).

244. Dr. Bursey s conclusion that the dairy calcium in Kraft Singles
is better for the body than the calcium in imitations is based on his
study and research in the field of nutrition , and the research of others
that he is aware of through his familiarity with nutrition literature
particularly the research and the data generated by Dr. McCarron and

his colleagues at the Institute showing the superiority of dairy calcium
over non- dairy calcium in its effects on hlood pressure (Tr. 23282930- 31).
245. Dr. George Briggs , one of the nation s pre-eminent nutritionists , testified that on the basis of his decades of study in the field of
nutrition , his own research in that field , and the research of others , he
believes that a real dairy product is superior to an imitation product as
a source of calcium (Tr. 2723-

, 2729 , 2737 , 2772 , 2830- 32).

246. Dr. McCarron concluded , based on the data available in 19841985, that dairy calcium was superior to non- dairy calcium in its
effects on hlood pressure , and more recent data developed by him and

convinces him that his

his colleagues in studies by the Institute
conclusion is correct (Tr. 2860- 71).

247. RX 27

These studies include:
The Calcium Deficiency Hypothesis of Hypertension

in which Dr. McCarron and his colleagues at the Institute examined
epidemiologic data , as well as findings from clinical studies , controlled
interventions and laboratory investigations , and verified that a dietary
deficiency of calcium exposed humans to increased risks of hypertension (Tr. 2885- 86).
Dietary Calcium in Human Hypertension " an
248. RX 25
epidemiological study of normotensives (people with normal blood

pressure) and hypertensives in which both groups consumed approximately equal amounts of calcium from milk and from non- dairy

sources , but the hypertensives
cheese , yogurt and ice cream

reported

much lower consumption of

(Tr. 2862- 65;

RX

25C).

249. RX 24 Blood Pressure and Nutrient Intake in the United
States " a study by the Institute which showed an inverse relationship
between dietary calcium intake and blood pressure (Tr. 2859- 62). This
study used data compiled by the United

early 1970' s

(57)

States government in the

(" HA:'ES" data) and is considered hy Dr. McCarron as

, pp.
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reliable , not for one person , but for the large samplc size actually used
in that survey (RX 24D; Tr. 2985- 86).

250. Dr. :.cCarron also bases his conclusion on the results of the
following studies by other investigators (Tr. 2866 , 2871):

251. Six out of seven studies of the HANES data which observed
the same inverse relationship between calcium and hi oDd pressure (Tr.

RX 153A- B). Other sources of
27A;
2966- , 2973- , 2981; RX
calcium have been examined in epidemiological studies but havc not

demonstrated a correlation with blood pressurc comparable to that
shown for dairy calcium (Tr. 3070- 71).
252. RX 122 , an epidemiological study by Dr. Dwayne Rccd and his

colleagues in 1984 (" Dict , Blood Pressurc and Multicollinearity
using data concerning 6

496 Hawaiian men compiled by the National

Institutes of Health which showed dairy calcium consumption inverseon- dairy calcium did not show this
ly associated with blood prcssure.
correlation (Rx 122B , E; Tr. 2867 , 3012).
253. RX 121 " Dietary Calcium and :.agnesium and Hypertension: a
Prospcctive Study " an epidemiological survey of nearly 60 000 nurses
which identified calcium (which Dr. McCarron helieves must be dairy

calcium) and magnesium intake as the nutritional factors that most
accurately predicted future dcvelopment of hypertension ovcr a foul'
year period (RX 121; Tr. 2872-

, 3017).

254, Epidcmiological data showing the relationship between dietary

calcium and blood pressure , which is described by Dr. Harlan of the
IH as the most consistent relationship ever identified between diet

and some form of heart disease

(Tr. 3017- 18).

255. Animal studics , which provide information that would not be

ohtained from human clinical studies

also suggest . according to

Kraft' s cxperts , the superiority of dairy over non- dairy calcium (Tr.
2338 , 2727 , 2881- 82). These studies include:

256. RX 26 " Blood
Hypertcnsive Rat " an

Pressure Developmcnt of the Spontaneously
Institutc study showing calcium s protective

effect on blood prcssure to be dependent on at least one nutrient-

sodium- that naturally tracks with it in the human diet (RX 145
see also
RX 23D).
257. Animal studies which indicate that in addition to their effect on
blood pressure , dictary calcium and sodium also interact to affect
(58)
hypertension , and
other biological endpoints that track with
support the inverse relationship observed in the HA"-ES data between

43- 44;

dietary calcium intake and body weight (Tr. 2889- 91; RX
30B- C; RX

31C).

24C
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258. Data from subcellular research and animal studies of dietary
fat (Tr. 2319-

, 2321 , 2394 , 2731-

, 2856-

, 2919-

, 2946

3037 , 3104; RX 29).
259. RX 38 " Comparison of Dietary Fats and Calcium Levels on
Blood Pressure in the SHR " in which spontaneously hypertensive rats

were fed fish oil , butter fat or corn oil and two different amounts of

calcium. Blood pressure levels were lowest with fish oil and highest
with corn oil for both levels of calcium consumption. Blood pressure
levels for the rats given butter fat were lower for those given corn oil

with comparable amounts of calcium (Tr. 3039- 40,

3108 , 3112).

260. Dr. :YlcCarron also relies on clinical data developed by him and
his colleagues in human intervention studies at the Institute (RX 37)

which he believes shows that dairy calcium is better than non- dairy
sources of calcium for lowering blood pressure or preventing the

development of hypertension because it is effective for both men and
women , and does not cause adverse hormonal effects in either sex (Tr.
2942). This study has , however , not been peer reviewed (Tr.
29112912-

, 3071).

261. Dr. McCarron testified that the conclusion reached by Drs.
Recker and Heaney in their 1985 calcium- bone remodeling study (RX
The Effect of :YIilk Supplements on Calcium :YIetabolism , Bone
Metabolism and Calcium Balance ) is consistent with the data
reported in RX 37 (Tr. 2906-

, 3143- 41).

262. According to Dr. Bursey, a calcium balance study conducted by
Calcium Bioavailabil-

Dr. Herta Spencer and her colleagues (RX 123

ity Studies in Man ) using both dairy and non- dairy sources of

calcium also showed the superiority of the dairy sources; subjects
showed positive calcium balances for whole and skim milk but
negative balance for calcium gluconate , even though a greater amount
of that non- dairy

source of calcium had been consumed (RX 123; Tr.

2403). Dr. Bursey also testified that research conducted

at the

University of Iowa Dental School suggests that the consumption of
Kraft Singles ,

as compared to consumption of imitations , reduces the

amount of calcium lost from tooth enamel after consumption of sugar
and also allows more calcium to be deposited back into the enamel
during remineralization (Tr. 2324- 26).
263. Kraft' s

experts aiso rely on the fact that dairy products have a
unique nutrient mix for their conclusion that dairy calcium is superior
to non- dairy calcium. Drs. McCarron and Briggs testified that
foods and do not contain the
(59)
fabricated foods do not replicate real
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complex mix of nutrients which dairy products contain and which
contribute to calcium utilization (RX 19B; Tr. 2721- , 3082).
264. Dr. Recker did not agree with the conclusion of Kraft' s experts
and testified that at a recent workshop involving 15 or 16 investiga-

tors who discussed bioavailability issues , the consensus was that the
data is not present which would show that dairy products were more
available than any other food source (Tr. 3735- 36). This consensus is
reflected in the regulatory policy of the FDA. Under FDA regulations

the 150 mg. of calcium in Kraft Singles is considered the same as 150
mg. of calcium in imitation slices (Tr. 2267). This is because the
nutritional experts responsible for these regulations consider the data
too incomplete and unspecific to make conclusions regarding any
potential differences in the bioavailability of nutrients , including
calcium ,

from different foods (Tr. 2267).

265. According to Dr. Recker , the deductions of Kraft' s experts of
superior bioavailability is based upon a small number of studies
published in peer-reviewed journals , an assortment of abstracts
drafts of studies , and lay and semi- scientific

studies none of which
demonstrate or even test that claim (Tr. 3937- 40); his studies , which
are the only ones in evidence testing the bioavailability of calcium in
any specific foods , show that the bioavailabiJity of calcium in most
foods tested is approximately the same (Tr, 612- , 3742- 43). RX 16
a study of his which tested the bioavailability of calcium in various
foods , including dairy products , found no statistically significant
difference (Tr. 628-

, 3773).

266. To Dr. Recker , the relevance of the epidemiological studies to
the relative bioavailability of the calcium in Kraft Singles and in
imitation cheese slices is not readily apparent. These studies do not
address the issue of calcium bioavailability, much less the relative
bioavailability of calcium from Kraft Singles and from imitation
cheese slices (Tr. 670- 71), Rather , they relate only to associations
between calcium and other nutrients and blood pressure. Blood
pressure is not an appropriate measure of bioavailabijity (Tr. 375556).
267. Furthermore , the specific studies introduced by Kraft are

flawed. RX 24 is unreliable because the authors ' analysis of the data

and their conclusions regarding both calcium and sodium are
(Hee

extremely controversial

Tr. 2993), and have been criticized by

numerous members of the scientific community (Tr. 2967- , 29702975- , 2978- , 2984; CX 342L; CX 343A- B; CX 345A- , G;
CX 344D , G).

(60)
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268. As to the rat studies , Dr. Hecker believes that they do not serve
as a good model to test calcium bioavailability in humans (Tr. 643- 44).
Furthermore , none of these studies compare the products at issue in
this case , or test the calcium from either Kraft Singles or imitation
cheese slices. With the exception of RX 28 and RX 33 , none of these
studies compared different sources of calcium at all , and those that
involved feeding the animals calcium used only calcium carbonate (Tr.
3032 , 3033- , 3035 , :J038 , 3110).

269. RX 28 compared dairy sources with calcium carbonate , but
there is no evidence that Kraft Singles or imitation cheese slices derive
their calcium from calcium carbonate. In addition , Dr. Recker found
that the observed

differences in bone weight in RX 28 were not

statistically significant (Tr. 675), and he concluded that RX 33 does
not support Kraft' s defense because it is a study of nutritional
equivalency, not bioavailability (Tr. 643).
270. Dr. Recker s criticism of the other tests are well- founded: RX

29 and RX 38 are abstracts ,

not completed and published study

reports , and therefore do not constitute adequate or reliable scientific
evidence (Tr. 592 , 632- , 753- , 3757- 58). Blood pressure is not an
appropriate measure of calcium bioavailability because the relationship between blood pressure and calcium intakc is an unproven and
controvcrsial hypothcsis (Tr. 3755- 56). Thus , RX 23 and RX 26 do not
prove anything about calcium bioavailability. As to RX 38 , no evidence

was introduced to show that imitation cheese sliccs contain corn oil.
To the contrary, labels for imitation sliccs show that the products ' fat
source is soybcan or cottonsccd oil (RX 125; CX 166L-

6; CX 80; CX

81; CX 169 , CX 171; CX 173). Dr. McCarron testified that all
vcgetable oils are not the same , and that tcsts of specifie vegetable
oils would be necessary to determine their blood pressure effects (Tr.

3113- 14).

271. The human intervention studies offered by Kraft were
criticized by Dr. Recker because they did not addrcss the relative
bioavailability of ealcium in the products at issue in this case.
272. RX 123 , an abstract " Calcium Bioavailability in :Vlan " tested
the calcium and phosphorous balanee of subjects fed various dairy and
non- dairy natural foods containing calcium and two calcium salts:
calcium carbonate and calcium gluconate. Since no significant
differences in calcium halance during the subjects ' intake of the
various calcium sources were found , this study does not support
Kraft's hypothesis (Tr. 629).
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273. RX 37 and CX 314

prcsent data from Dr. McCarron

incomplete human intervention study which are irrelevant because
(61)
they do not test the products at issue in this case , and because
blood prcssure is not an appropriate measure of calcium bioavailability
(Tr. 3755- 56). Finally, the study is an unfinished , ongoing project , is
not pcer reviewed , and presents only interim

change (Tr. 2912 , 3040-

, 3071 , 3055-

results which may

, 3753- 54).

274. Kraft also introduced three human studies by Dr. Recker , but
he testified that they do not support Kraft' s bioavailability defense:
275, RX 16 , entitled " Calcium Absorbability From Milk Products
an Imitation Milk , and Calcium Carbonate " compared the bioavailability of the calcium in several different products , including a cheese
milk , imitation milk , and calcium carbonate. Although it did not test
either Kraft Singles or imitation cheese slices , it is the only study
introduced by either party comparing the bioavailability of calcium
from dairy products and an imitation dairy product , and is therefore
the most relevant to the bioavailability issue in this case (Tr, 3773).
Dr. Recker found no significant diffcrence in the bioavailability of the
calcium in the tested products (Tr. 629- , 3771- 72). Most important-

ly, the calcium in the dairy products was not more bioavailable than
the calcium in the imitation dairy product (Tr. 3772), and Dr, Recker
believes it provides an affirmative indication that there is no
difference in the bioavailability of the calcium from Kraft Singles and
. 3771- 72).
276. In RX 11 , Dr. Recker comparcd the bioavailabiJity of calcium in

imitation slices (Tr. 660-

and found the calcium in
spinach to be much less bioavailablc than that in milk , but since RX 1 I
did not test Kraft Singlcs or imitation cheese slices , it provides no

two natural foods

milk and spinach

information regarding the relative bioavailahility of the calcium from
thosc foods (Tr. 657-

277. In RX 21 ,

, 3743).

Dr. Recker and his colleague studied the improve-

ment in the calcium balance in a group of women when their calcium

intake was increased , primarily through milk consumption. Dr. Recker
concluded from this study, and from prior research , that calcium from
dairy products and from calcium supplements provides the same

advantages (Tr. 646- 47).

278. Kraft also introduced several documents reviewing cxisting
data on nutrition and calcium but since thcy do not present data from
scientific studies , they do not constitute reliable scientific evidence of
Kraft' s claim (see Tr. 3027 , 674 , 661 , 653 , 644- , 639- , 659). (62)

,).
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279. After analyzing all of the evidence offered by Kraft on the
issue of bioavailability, Dr. Reeker eoncluded that none of the studies
abstracts or alticles support the claim that the calcium in Kraft
Singles is more bioavailable than the calcium in imitation cheeses (Tr.
693- 94) and ,

after reviewing his analysis of those documents

,I

conclude that he is correct: none of the documents relied on by Kraft
provide convineing evidence in support of its bioavailabiJity defcnse.
Furthermore , none of the documents submittcd by Kraft as substantiation prior to issuanee of the complaint providc substantiation for the
superiority claim (Tr. 638-

, 653- 54).

280. In any event . since Kraft' s ads claimed that its

Singles

contained more calcium than most imitation slices , and not that the
calcium in Singles was more bioavailable than the calcium in
imitations , the evidence which Kraft offered on this issue is not
relevant to the imitation superiority claim.
JI.

A.

CO:\' CLL:SIONS OF' 1.1\\\:

Kmf! D, sseminu. lecl The Challenged Aclve,' bsements
And The Ad"ertisements Made Fal.se Claims
1. Introduction

Under Section 5 of the FTC Act , an advertisement is deceptive if it
contains a material representation or omission of fact that is likely to
mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances.
appeal
103 FTC 110 , 164- 65 (1984),
Cliffdale Associates , In""
sn"ssed sub nom" Koren v. FTC No. 84- 5337 (11th Cir. Oct. 10

1984).

The advertisements challenged in this proceeding, which were
disseminated in and affected commerce (F. 4), wcrc developed by
Kraft in response to the success of non- dairy

imitation and substitute

cheese slices , and were not intended to convey express deceptive

claims about Kraft Singles to consumers (63) (F. 18); thus the issue
FTC
herc is whether , despite Kraft' s intent .see ChTysle,' COTp.
561 F. 2d 857 , 363 n, ;, (D. C. Cir. 1977), the advertisements conveyed
to consumers , by implication , the representations alleged in the
o EX 27

8f :\v"i:,!iJLf rb. :a ronfE'ciu . the tcmatil' c ;;lIe: l!i rrOVe;) natu e of DI'. :VlcC i!Tor1
hen :1 s:atfc'. lint " (Jill' (,(;:i,i :enr!' of t: 1ese r. "a must ' e ronsir.errri in
dec ding J :_E' 'ela: ionshipJl':Wi;l"" diet an' calciull ; tilk(' ,un: IJ:()()r! ,JIfSSU1T is \1,ol1.r. ulln;uing " (RX 27 A; see
I:.'
n!s(I K\
" l H), slIlWnal"
Y

bloor'. jXC;;'ilip c!ca!rillnl hY).DlI es::i II
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104 FTC 648 , 788 (1984),
cert. denied 107 S. Ct. 1289

Thompson Medical Co"

complaint.

791 F. 2d 189 (D. C.

Cir. 1986),

ajjd
(1987),

Whether implied claims- any claims that are not express
Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 788- are deceptive may be deterCarter
mined by the Commission relying on its own expertise.
Thompson
Products , Inc, v. FTC 323 F. 2d 523 , 528 (5th Cir. 1963);
Medical
676 F. 2d

Inc. 97 FTC 1 ,

364 (9th Cir, 1982);

(1980); Ford MotoT Co"

98 FTC 639 , 728 (1981);

KTOger Co"

104 FTC at 789;

Litton Industries ,

15- 20

aiI'd as modij:ed

(1981),

Co. 95 FTC 406 , 510
Sea1' , Roebuck
RemovatTon
87 FTC 756 , 794- 95 (1976);

FTC Docket ,"0. 9200 (Slip. op. , pp. 5- 8).
Because the Commission wants to ensure that advertisers will not
be deterred from conveying useful , accurate information to consumers , it will only " deem an advertisement to convey a claim
consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances would interpret
the advertisement to contain that message. Thompson Medical , 104

FTC at 788.
If the Commission is confident that the language of an ad contains
it will rely upon its own interpretation , and it has
often done so; otherwise , it looks to extrinsic evidence to confirm that
its reading of the ad is reasonable , and it prefers to use , and it gives
great weight to , methodologically sound survey evidence which
reveals what consumers actually thought upon reading or viewing the
an implied claim ,

ad in question; alternative or confirming extrinsic evidence which

supplements rather than supplants the Commission s expertise

Crown Central Petroleum Corp"

aiI'd
mem. 530 F. 2d 1093 (D, C. Cir. 1976), includes adequately supported
84 FTC 1493 ,

1540 (1974),

conclusions as to consumer responses to advertising by marketing
experts.

Thompson Med'ical 104 FTC at 789-

, 794.

2. Analysis Of The Challenged Advertisements '

Language

The challenged ads state that Kraft Singles " have " or are " made
from " five ounces of milk , followed by: " So her litte bones get
calcium they need to grow " (F. 44 , 57), and it is a justifiable inference
that reasonable consumers would take away the net impression of
milk equivalency from language which states ,

not just that Kraft

Singles are made from milk , but from a precise amount of milk , and
which relates calcium to the milk content of Kraft

:Ylost of the ads
equivalency, and

the

did not try to

Singles.

(64)

dispel the impression of milk

few that attempted to could not have because of

),
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the confusing and inconspicuous

naturc of the disclaimer: " Milk
amounts based on cheese content. One 3f ounce slice has 70% of the

See G'iant Food 61 FTC 326

calcium of five ounces of milk" (F. 58).
348 (1962);

Policy Statement on Deceptive Acts and Practices

Deception Statement" 103 FTC 180 (1984).
The language: " Imitation slices use hardly any milk. But Kraft has

five ounces per slice. Five ounces. So her litte bones get calcium they
need to grow " (F. 44) together with the visual which shows a nearly
empty glass of milk on the screen when imitation slices are discussed
and which is then filled to the five ounce mark when Kraft Singles and
their calcium content are discussed , suggests that reasonable consumers would take away the impression that Kraft Singles are superior to

imitation slices because they have five ounces of milk and the

equivalent amount of calcium whereas imitation slices ,
hardly any milk ,

which use

have less calcium , and I find that the interaction of

the various elements in the challenged ads just discussed , and ads

containing the same elements , are likely to give reasonable consumers
the net impression of milk equivalency and imitation superiority as

Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 789 , 793.
Dr. MacInnis ' linguistic analysis of the ads and Dr. Stewart s expert
opinion support my conclusion that one reasonable interpretation of
charged in the complaint.

the advertisements is that they convey the milk equivalency and

calcium superiority claims (F. 55- 71), as does the testimony of Ms.
Feldmann with respect to both claims and Dr. Jacoby with respect to
the imitation superiority claim ,

both of whom agreed that these claims
(F. 46- 47).
I do not agree with complaint counsel that ABC' s problems with the

were reasonable interpretations of the advertisement

advcrtisements or the concerns of CSPI or the California Attorney

General's office provide support for the argument that the challenged
claims were made.

See Thompson Med1:cal

with respect to the adequacy of

104 FTC at 797 ,

n. 20

disclaimers:

The ALl' s

initial opinion also cites the views of CBS and the :.\rationa! Association of
disclosures were inadequate as evidence that the
diselosures were so . . . . "Ve agrce with the ALl' s view at tria! tilat this evidence
cannot be relied on to establish in the first instance whether or not the video supers
Broadcasters (:-AB) that the

werc adequate. As was argued by Thompson (TI' 633- 36),

show the qualifications of the individuals

at CBS and

the
:.AB

(65)

reeord does not

who reached the

onc!usion . . . the facts that were before these individuals , or the standards they

applied to thE' faets .
Kraft argues that complaint

counsel

cannot rely on the advertising

(,

, "":

p:'
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copy or expert analysis of it because any conclusion as to meaning is
speculative. It is true that Dr. Stewart characterized his opinion as to
the messages conveyed hy the advertisements as " an educated guess
and Dr. MacInnis stated that testing was the only way one could find
out what an ad means (RPF 53), but Dr. MacInnis was much more
confident about her conclusion that Kraft claims (F. 54), and her

opinion and Dr. Stewart' s are , by virtue of their extensive experience

in consumer research , entitled to substantial respect.
Kraft also points out that the experts ' opinions are based upon the
assumption that consumers are not aware that the calcium in five
ounces of milk is reduced or lost during its processing and that they
are not aware that imitation cheese slices may be fortified with
calcium (F. 70).
Some knowledgeable consumers may he aware of these facts but
Commission deceptive advertising policy takes into account the range

of consumers who may be deceived by an ad 6 and it is reasonable to
conclude that a significant number are not as knowledgeable as Kraft
assumes. Furthermore , Kraft' s assumption is not supported by any
convincing evidence.
In any event ,

other valid extrinsic evidence in addition to expert

analysis of the ads ' language establishes that the challenged mes-

sages which I and complaint counsel' s experts find in the challenged

(66)

ads were actually conveyed to consumers.

3. The :VIOR Copy Test

Copy tests reveal which messages respondents saw in the advertisements tested; however , the results can be relied upon only if they are
methodologically sound

7 and it is not surprising

that the parties

criticize their opponent' s tests and argue that , because of the way
they are structured , their results are invalid and unreliable.
All of the tests the parties rely upon were desig-ned by persons who
have had extensive experience in the development and administration
of copy tests and who have definite opinions as to the proper way to

design them. My analysis of the record reveals , however , that the
differences of opinion ,

in most cases , are about matters which do not

significantly alter the results of the tests.
TiWII!pSOil :He(/icul

FTC

\: 7R9 ,

re, 7.

Ad\!CI,isel ents no no:. necessarily cor;vcy one 1;1cssage to aL pel" so'1::. ()!:e s, lLsel of cor. sumers !'eading an
ad may i: te!' et it to ror. tain a diffCl'cr:t rress \ge. Each i:1terpl' etation is l"caSl)nab:c as :o: g as the sub::et
rr:aK:c. g it is :'
eprcse: tati\'t' 0: the gr' p of j:' r,oIlS to \Vr.
or.
hc ad
; That is. i:' t' ll' \' draw valic', sar-:pleo :'1' 0:;1 t:1e al:propriatc population

lli:

ize :'1i;h,

ar:d tl1e:I' I' es\ll

11!'

rOl"lerLy anal:,'zrd.
Ti!(i'iiPOOil . \hriimi,

ssed
appropriate ljuestil)ns wr. icl'

:5 add:-

104 FTC at, 790
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The significant issue which scparates

the parties is not the

methodological soundness of the tests , hut the disputc as to whether
copy tests using open-ended questions and analyzing their verbatim

rcsponses are better measures of what messages respondents took
from the challenged ads than are copy tests using closed-ended

questions. Kraft chooses the former; complaint counsel the latter.
While consumer-o,' iented businesses may rely on tests using opcn-

ended questions to detcrmine what messages customers take away
from their ads (F. 166), the Commission has been skeptical about the
validity of such tests in litigation.

FTC 865 , 977 (1973),

ITT Continental Ba/cing Co. , 83

modified 532 F. 2d 207 (2d Cir. 1976) (open-

ended questions such as: " What is the most important

thing the

commcrcial told you about Wonder Bread'" " were not designed

and would not be likely to elicit consumers ' perception of the latent or
implied mcssages contained in the advcrtising .. .
Judge Hyun in

Thompson Mediml

was even more critical of open-

ended questions:
lay to test whether a consumer does or does ) ot take a certain meaning

lTJhel'e is no v-

from an ad other than puttmg trlat direct question to the consumer and asking the
consumer to d'frm or deny that the claim was m2. de. 104 FTC at 697.
84 FTC 247 , 259- 60 (1974);
Vida.l Sassoon
Br'istol- M1fel' s Co. 661 F. 2d 272 , 275- 76 (2d Cir. 1961);
McNe-ilab , Inc. 1). American Home Procls. C01'j. 501 F. Supp. 517
525- 28 (S. DS. Y. 1980);
T1fcO Ind"s. Inc. v. Lego S1fstems , Inc. , 5
2d 1023 , 1028
(V. J. 1987),
aitd 853 F. 2d 921 (3d Cir.
('ei't. denied 109 S. Ct. 392 (1988).
See also Sun Oil Co.

Inc.

v.

The Commission s endorsement of the results of closed-ended

questions R conforms with the practice in thc field of marketing
research , where these questions are widely used to delermine the
response to ads (F. 116).

Closed-ended questions have one potentia! drawhack: they may lead

a respondent to answer them on the basis of their language rather
than his perception of the tested ads. Kraft claims that this is the case
here ,

but while the questions in the :VIOR copy test mighl have been

worded differently and were suggestivc in some cases , they werc not
CIJJllliso:or! staff
,;;s n.'lied O: ti1e resui' cf (J1;e"e' dd (; est 's in t!w Wi"!,a CD'" CnllJi!I'
iliu i,ii/k
ud"(''
ldi 'i8()I J HUlin! , 94 FTC 429 . 46; (: 979: , but 1\' ("(11: (J5(';C s lch as Thrlii,lSU'l .1J((I/(oi , "v hcre t;'
COlllllliso:o:: l' E'icctf'n th? I' li;'o cf SLiCi' ,eo,s e;:f'n, thc :e!1 ti1' lIt: :li y of Ol!f':e:,rll'! Vt' 'LS Closl'd.ended
qll(' stion i!1 the Cor !T:jssi( .s mille'
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leading because they did not force respondents to answer in a
particular way (F. 144).

The MOR closed-ended questions are similar to thosc in copy tests
Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 804:

rclied on by the Commission in

Q2: Based on the commercia! you just saw , does the product in the commercial contain

aspirin
Compare question 2 in

Thompson Medical

with MOR question 11:

Does this ad sayar suggest anything about the amount of calcium in a slice of Kraft
Singles compared to the amount of calcium in five ounces of milk? (F. 104).

(68)

Although this question and other questions in the MOR survey can
be answered yes or no , they do not suggest the answer which should
be given.
See Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 696 (I.D. ) and Sun Oil

84 FTC at 260 , in which consumers were asked if the challenged
advertisement made any of the following statements:
(6) When your gasoJine is blended with the aelion of Sunora 260 you will get aU the
benefits of using the highest octane gasoline at any station anywhere.

(8) Gasolines blended with the action of Sunoca 260 are unusual beeause they
provide more power than you would get with other

gasolines.

Kraft argues that MOR questions 11 and 12 which use the word
compare "

would lead respondents to agrec that the advertisement

compared the amount of calcium in a slice of Kraft Singles

to the

amount in five ounces of milk , or that they compared Kraft Singles to

imitation cheese slices , but similar questions were used and relied on
in
McNeilab 501 F. Supp. at 525:
From what you have seen or heard in the commerciai , do you think that they were
attempting to compare Maximum Strength Anacin to the brand of pain reliever you
yourself use most often:

Thc following question in :\cNeilab is comparable to question 14 of
the :\0R copy

test (F. J 08):

laximum Strength Anacin contain
Based only on what the commercia! said would
more pain reliever , the same amount of pain reliever , or less pain reliever than the
brand you , yourself , currently use most often:

Considering the acceptance of closed-ended questions in Commis-
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sion and COUlt cases and in market research , and comparing the

(69)
were relied upon in other litigated matters , I reject Kraft' s argument

closed- ended questions used in the MOR test with those which

that the MOR results cannot be relied upon to dctcrmine the messages
which consumers took from the challenged advertisements.

Kraft also complains that the l'OR test results are invalid because
the control advertisement used by Dr. Stewart did not account for and
eliminate external sources of bias , such as pre-existing beliefs about
Kraft Singles '

calcium content. Dr. Stewart testified that the control

ad which he chose was appropriatc. I accept his opinion on this issue
and note that while it was not relied upon , ORC used the same
advertisement as a control in its copy test (F. 126). The Commission
recognizes that because of pre-existing bias , control advertisements
should be used in copy tests , but it has not required the use of nonexposure control groups or purged test advertisements , as Kraft

Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 806 n. 3J , 807- , suggests
urgcs.
that a copy test may use various kinds of controls (" there arc many

ways of reducing the yea-saying hias ). While Dr. Jacoby preferred a
differcnt approach to the control of bias (F. 148), I find that Dr.

Stewa,t' s

control was appropriate , and that the

MOR test was

methodologically sound (F. 149- 50).

After taking into account the responses of those who were exposed
the MOR closed- ended question reveals that the
challenged ads communicated deceptivc claims to a significant
number of reasonable consumers (F. 127- 31). COInpeLTe Thompson

to the control ad ,

104 FTC at 805.

Medical.

The ORC and AS! copy test. rcsults relied on by Kraft used opencnded questions (F. 172 , 178) and although the CWI test used some
closed-ended questions , Kraft rclies only on the open-ended questions
in that tcst (F. 173). For the reasons discussed above , I find that none
of these tests provide a valid measure of the messages which

consumers took away from the challenged advertisements . and that
See Thompson
only the results of the MOR copy test arc probative.
Mecl'cal 104 FTC at 805 , where thc Commission found that while the
answers to unaided recall questions supported respondent: " The

results from the aided recall qucstions . . . tell an entirely different
story. "
B.

Kraft' s

K,' aft' s

Clauns Were False And Un.snb.stant1:ated

claims as to milk equivalency and calcium superiority were

),
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objective product claims and carried with them the representation that
it possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis for those claims.

Deception Statement 103 FTC at 175 , n. 5. (" . . . most ads making
objective claims imply, and many expressly state , that an advertiser
(70)
specific grounds for the claim. " ) The milk equivalency
has certain
and calcium superiority claims were false and Kraft offered no
convincing evidence supporting those claims (F. 211C.

Kraft' s

, 235- 36).

False Cla'cms Were Material To ConsumeTS

A challenged representation must be material for

deception to

occur. A material misrepresentation is one which is likely to affect a
Thompson
consumer s choice of or conduct regarding a product.
Deception Statement 103 FTC at 182.
Medical 104 FTC at 816;
All express claims are presumptively material ,

and where there is
evidence that an advertiser intended to make an implied claim , the
Deception Statement 103 FTC at
Commission will infer materiality.

182. The challenged claims were not express , and Kraft did not intend
to convey the milk equivalency or imitation superiority claims , but
materiality may be presumed if the challenged ads made implied
claims concerning the " central characteristics of a product. . . such as
those relating to its purpose. . , forJ efficacy, " as well as those which
Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 816- 17;
significantly involve health,
RuuueT Co.
FiTestone TiTe
Deception Sta.tement 103 FTC at 182;
aird 481 F. 2d 246 (6th Cir. cert. denied
81 FTC 398 , 456 (1972),
414 U. S. 1112 (1973).
The implied claims in the challenged ads were created because

calcium was considered of importance to consumers and Kraft spent
about $15 million a year disseminating this message over a long
period of time (F. 23, 87 , 90-

, 189).

Since the calcium claims in the challenged advertisements made

health claims of importance to consumers (F. 188), those claims were
material. The importance of these claims to consumers is further
reflected in the success of the advertising campaign , which contrih-

uted- even though to an unknown degree- to
Kraft Singles (F. 190). The

the increased sales of

conclusion that the ads

successfully

convinced consumers of the importance of calcium is reasonahle (F.
191). See Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 816.

A claim is material if it was a factor in the decision to buy the
product or if it affected the consumers ' conduct regarding the product.
FTC v. Colgate- Palmolive Co. 380 U. S. 374 , 386 , 391- 92 (J 965);
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Deception Stalernent 103 FTC at 182. Kraft' s matcriality survey
limited respondents ' choices to " continue " or " stop " buying and did
not test other ways in which consumer conduel might be affected by
thc milk equivalency claim , that is , consumers might buy fewer Kraft
Singles , or they might

(71)

decrease their milk consumption in

reliance on the claim that Kraft Singles provide an equivalent amount
See Leonard Porter 88 FTC 546 , 628 (1974), in which the
of calcium.
Commission criticized the ALl' s assumption that " the consumer has
only two behavioral options , to buy respondents ' produels or to buy
the more expensive native products.
In conclusion . I find that the challenged ads made material
representations to consumers , and I reject Kraft' s arguments that the

implied claims did not materially affect consumers ' behavior toward
Kraft Singles (F. 210).
D.

The PI')Josed O;yle1' Is Too Broad

Complaint counsel argues that the deceptive claims

in the chal-

lenged ads were serious violations of Section 5 of the FTC Act , and
were deliherate ,

justifying an order which

requires Kraft to avoid

making false or unsubstantiated claims about the nutrient content of
any of its cheese and cheese- type products.

Kraft' s misrepresentations wcrc not an isolated occurrence LittmL
Tlwmpso;1
Indl'st;' ies, Inc. v. FTC 676 F. 2d 364 , 372 (9th Cir. 1982);
Medical 104 FTC at 834 , but , while they were material , Kraft did not
intend to make them; whether Kraft should have known that the milk
equivalency and imitation superiority claim could be inferred from the

challenged ads is debatable , for while Kraft might
have suspected that the Imitation superiority claim would be conveyed
language of

the

to some subset of reasonable consumers (F. 96- 97), the verbatim
results of Kraft' s copy tests- which the Commission itself has relied

on in the past CcLlijomia Milk P;oducu' 94 FTC at 429 (1979)gave Kraft arguable support 1'01' its pre-complaint position that the ads
were not deceptive (F. 80 , 175 , 181). Even as coded by Dr. MacInnis
the ORC copy test showed a borderline number of respondents taking

away the challenged

claims I'rom the ads (F. 184).

Absent the order sought by complaint counsel ,

Krafl could make

false and unsubstantiated nutrient content claims about its other

cheese products but the question is whether it will do so. I do not
believe it will , for the challenged claims were an unintentionally
deceptive response to significant competitive pressures and although
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they were ineffective , Kraft did respond to criticism of the ads by
adding a superscript to some of them (F. 28 , 133). Furthermore , the
record does not reveal that Kraft has , in the past , been involved in the
Hemo'VatTOn

dcceptive advertising of its products.

Thus , I do not find here , as the Commission did in

104 FTC at 833 ,

(72)

Slip op. at 25.

Thompson Medical

a persistent , long- tcrm pattern of deceptive

advertising which evinces a " massive ,

long-standing effort" to

persuade consumers.
Caution aboul lhe broad product ordcr sought by complaint counsel

is also dictated by provisions in the proposed order which prohihit
Kraft from
Misreprcscnting in any manncr , directly or by
implication , the caleium content or amount , or the content or amount
of any other nutrient. . . . " While this , and similar provisions arc
appropriate in this casc and do not violatc the Constitutional rights of
prohibit only deceptive advertising,
Centml
Hnd.son Gas
Electric Corp. v. Pnblic Sen'ice Comm ' n of New
Kraft because they

York

447 U. S. 557 , 562 n. 5

Vir,g1:n-ia State Hoard oj'

(1980);

Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consn1ler Conncil Inc.
748 , 772 (1976);

Sew'

, Roebuck

Co.

1'.

PTC 676 1". 2d

425 U.
385 ,

399

Jay Noms , Inc. v. FTC 598 F. 2d 1244 , 1251- 52 (2d
cert. denied 444 L. S. 980 (1979);
Nat1onal C01l11 n on Egg
Nutrition v FTC, 570 F.2d
157, 162- 68 (7th Cir.
1977),
Gert.
denied 439 U. S. 821 (1978);
Warner- Lwnbert Co. v. FTC 562 F.
at 758 , realism suggests thal Kraft could be liable , in the future , for
implied claims which il never intended to make , and could not have
predicted it could be found to have made. For example , Dr. MacInnis
testified lhal " Shopping Dad" and " Tell Me When " neither of which
(9th Cir. 1982);

Cir.),

mentioned calcium nor were challenged by the Commission , were

deceptive because consumers could imply a calcium superiority claim
67). Apparently, some would (F. 86) bul many

in these ads (F. 20 ,

others would not. Kraft is ,

therefore

, justifiably concerned that
might be madc if its

unpredictable interpretations of its ads

compliance with thc order is challenged in future proceedings , and I

see no reason to burden Kraft unnecessarily by including products
unrelated to the issues in this case in the order which I enter.
Lnder the circumstances , I find that an order limited to false or

misleading claims about the amount or comparative amount of
calcium or any other nutrient in individually wrapped slices of
pasteurized process , imitation or substitute checse products is
appropriatc.
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conducted and evaluated in an

qualified to do so

(74)

objective manner by persons

, using procedures generally acceptcd by others in the

profcssion or science to yield aceurate and reliable results.
D. Representing in any manncr , directly or by implication ,

the

comparative calcium content or amount , 01' the comparative content or
amount of any othcr nutrient of any such product , unless at the time

of making such representation rcspondent possesses and relies upon

competent and reliable scientific evidence
Competenl and rel1 able

that substantiates the

shall
mean for purposes of this order those tests , analyses , research , studies
or other cvidence conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by
representation.

sC1:enl1fic evidence

persons qualified to do so , using procedures generally acceptcd by

others in thc profession or science to

yield accurate and reliable

results.
II.

It is fuxlhe;' oTdeTcd That for three (3) years after the last date of
dissemination of the representation ,

respondent , or its succcssors and

assigns , shall maintain and upon request make available to the
Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying copies of:

1. All materials that were relied upon by respondent in disseminat-

ing any representation covered by this order; and
2. All test reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations

01' other

evidence in its possession or control that contradict , qualify, or eall

into question any representation that is covered by this

order.

It is fLtTtheT oTdeTed That respondent shall notify the Commission

at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
rcspondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale
the emergence of a successor corporation , the

(75)

resulting in

creation or dissolution

of subsidiarics or any other change in the corporation which may

affect compliance obligations arising out of this ordcr.
IV.
fnrther ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this order to each of its operating divisions and to all
It 1:S
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distributors of products manufactured
which are subject to this order.

or marketed by respondent

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order

, file with the Commission a report ,

in

writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
OPll-ION OF TIlE COMMISSION

Comm'issioner:

By OWE

1. \),' TIWDCCTlON

Respondent Kraft , Inc. (" Kraft" ) is one of the largest food products
companies in the United States. Kraft produces and markets a broad

line of cheese and dairy products under various brand names. One
such product is Kraft Singles American Pasteurized Process Cheese
Food (" Kraft Singles ), which consists of individual cellophanewrapped slices of pasteurized proccss cheese food sold in various
count packages. Kraft is charged with violating Sections 5 and 12 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act by materially misrepresenting the

calcium content and rclative calcium benefit of Kraft Singles in a
series of nationally disseminated broadcast and print advertisements
that ran from early 1985 through mid- J 987. .

The challenged advertiscments are known as the " Skimp "

and the

Class Picture/5 ounce " (or " Class PicturelI" ) ads , which were

developed as part of Kraft' s overall " Five Ounces of YIilk" advertising
campaign. The " Five Ounces of Milk" strategy was developed in 1983
hy Kraft and its advertising agency, J. Walter Thompson , to respond
to Kraft Singles '

cost non- dairy
. Refe

market share loss to the increasing number of lower

imitation and substitute slices that were appearing on
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the market. The latter were advertised as bcing both less expensive
and marc nutritious (2) than dairy slices such as Kraft Singles. 2 IDF
14- 18; ex 3 , CX 44F. :vost advertisemcnts in the " Five Ounces of
Milk" campaign focused on the thcme that a slicc of Kraft Singlcs has
five ounccs of milk as an ingredient , while imitation slices use very
little milk , or are made predominantly from vegetable oil and water,
See

IDF 19 ,

21

, 26; CX 276. One purpose of the campaign was to

educate consumers about the difference in milk content between Kraft
Singles and non- dairy sliccs because Kraft believed that consumers
were unaware that the price differential between these products was

attributable to differences in ingredient costs. IDF 18.
The " Skimp " ads ran nationally from February 1985 through . June
1987 , and featured the message that Kraft Singles have five ounces of
milk per slice , while imitation slices use " hardly any milk."
IDF
See
23; ex 276. The " Skimp " ads differed from previous executions in the
Five Ounces of Milk" campaign in that they

were designed to

communicate the nutritional bcnefit of Kraft Singles by referring
expressly to calcium in the ad copy as (3) the key nutritional element.
IDF 23- , 87; see CX 276C.
Calcium was identified as an example of
the nutritional benefit provided by Kraft Singles in order to capitalize
on high consumcr intercst in calcium at the time , and to respond to the
increasing number of products , including competing sliccs , thal were
being advertised as good sources of calcium. !DF 27.

The " Class Picture/5 ounce " television ads ran nationally from June
1986 through January 1987. IDF 10;

see

ex 276F. They reflected a

different creative strategy than the " Skimp "

ads ,

and were intended

to communicate that Kraft Singles are an " excellent

calcium. " IDF 38;

,see

IDF 39. Although the " Class

source of

Picture/5 ounce

in tl:is (',\s\' P,i'tl", iZl'l:
such as Kraft Sing!es . '("r subirct II) a Food Silr. D"ug: Adlli' is7i' ;)t:1l (" FDA " ) ddiTli i()l'
CiTid standar" rl 0:" idcncity t:1E: :' cquires a eel ain :,l:nil1llll ;eve: of :llanr. a:ol" Y ingrc(:ients , and pej'lli s spec:tied
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be slibsti\l;tec fot' pastellt' IZec p ocessed c!leesc fooe!, UlI: l!iey ul l ue :"beLed " illi:ation,
Jd.
ypieal!y,
imitation sEres are a ro:;1binatim: of walet. , vegetal) e 0:1, fb.voring "gents,nri fOI. tify: g ingTfdients- !Dr- I)
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ads stated that Kraft Singles are made from five ounces of milk per
slice so they are " concentrated with calcium " these ads are not
expressly comparative in that they do not mention imitation or

substitute slices. IDF 38.
On June 17 , 1987 , the Commission issued a complaint alleging that
the aforementioned advertisements materially represented , directly or
by implication: (1) that a slice of Kraft Singles contains the same
amount of calcium as five ounces of milk (the " milk equivalency

claim; Complaint '1 6), and (2) that Kraft Singles contain more

calcium than do most imitation cheese slices (the " imitation superiori" claim; Complaint,- 8). The complaint alleges that neither of these
calcium claims is in fact true
(Complaint,-,9), and further alleges
that Kraft represented in its advertisements that it possessed and

relied upon a reasonable basis for the challenged representations

, 11). The complaint charges that
'I'"
these representations were thus false and misleading in violation of
Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The matter
when it did not (Complaint

was assigned to Administrative Law Judge Lewis F. Parker for
hearing. The trial began on July 5 , 1988, and ended on November 17
1988. The record closed on :\ovemher 29 1988. The parties filed their
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law on January 10 1989
and their answers on February 10 , 1989. The initial decision and order

of the ALl were filed on April 3 ,

1989.

The ALl found Kraft liable for making both of the alleged calcium
claims in each of the challenged ad series. ID at 64- , 69. He found
that the claims were material because they involved important health

concerns. ID at 70- 71.

product claims ,

He also found that the claims wore objective
and that they were false and unsubstantiated. ID at

69- 70. The ALl' s order adopts the relief proposed by comp1aint
counsel in the notice order attached to the Commission s complaint
with the exception of the scope of product coverage. He concluded
that Kraft did not intend to make the misrepresentations ,

was insufficient evidence of a persistent ,

long- term

that there
pattern of

deceptive advertising, and that (4J the order proposed by complaint
counsel would expose Kraft to liability in the future for " unpredictable

interpretations of its ads. " ID at 71- 72. Accordingly, he rejected the
scope of product coverage proposed in the notice order , which would
have included " any product that is a cheese , related cheese product
imitation cheese . or substitute cheese

" and limited his order to

individually wrapped slices of pasteurized
suhstitute cheese products. " ID at 72.

process , imitation or

': .

()'
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Kraft appeals from the AU' s initial decision and order. Kraft'
principal arguments on appeal are that: (1) ncither the AU nor , by
implication , the Commission can find the alleged implied claims in this

case based only on review and analysis of the challenged ads , but
must rely on extrinsic evidence; (2) the ALJ erred in finding that
based on the cxtrinsic evidence in the record , consumers would take

the alleged implications from the challenged ads; (3) the ALl erred in
concluding that the alleged calcium claims would have been material
to consumers; and (4) the entry of any order based on the ALJ'

underlying liability findings would prevent Kraft from engaging in
truthful informative advertising for covered products , and would thus
be an unconstitutional restraint on commercial speech. Complaint
counsel appeals the narrow scope of product coverage of the ALJ'

order.

We affirm liability undcr Scctions 5 and 12 of the FTC Act , 3
although we differ with the initial decision in certain rcspects , as
discussed in this opinion. In particular , we agrce that the milk

equivalency claim is conveyed by both the " Skimp " ads and the " Class
but we conclude that the imitation supcriority
claim is conveyed only by the " Skimp " ads. We generally agree with

Picture/5 ounce " ads ,

the ALl's findings and conclusions to the extent they are consistent
with those set forth in this opinion , and , exccpt as noted herein , adopt
them as our own. Based on our consideration of the record in this case
and the arguments of counsel for both parties , we grant complaint
counsel's appeal. The order we adopt includes the broader provision
for product coverage as set forth in the notice order. (5)
Kraft does not appeal the ALJ' s findings that the alleged calcium

claims are false and unsuhstantiated if they are in fact made in the
challenged ads. Accordingly, we adopt the ALJ' s findings and
conclusions on this issue. IDF 211- 280; ID at 69- 70. Thus , with
rcspect to the milk equivalency claim ,

Kraft Singles has 70

we find that a 3/, ounce slice of
percent , not 100 percent , of the calcium of five

ounces of whole milk ,

by Kraft' s

own analysis and admission. ' With

-I J5 L. C. 45 !r. d 5 Section:; of ht' FTC Art d!'clal'
cs un; ,lil' 01' dccep:ive acts o ' practices li;. lawful.
Sectio 12 ,JI'
oilibits fH:SC' advC'l"tis:::g likely to imlul'e thl' pliThase of food , drL;gs. e:C'vil'es 01' ccsl etics, Section
15 oftbe Act deCnE's false advE'l. illg fOI' plll' IX)Sf'S of Sprtio: 12 as arivprtisll g that:s misleading:n a rnate i,,1
espec\. ;:,

c. 55, 1: a: act 01' ); act ice viu:ates Sectiun 12 , it also vlulates Section ,j.

l,S

L"S.c. 52(b)

T:w cailidJil in KI, ft Sing-Ips is r. f'rivpr: fl'on :Ill' f'e dail' y "OllTf'S: n
: r:we::p , whey, ar. d skim mi:k , wi:'
:i:e largC's: lx' entclW' of ealcillill (' olling fnm: tlit' natura: cI:t'p:;(" l' np():elll. ror 7, Even : uug: it takes c :ve
Oll ('es uf milk tu : lakl' thC' I
ul' ,,1 c:wcse c n:iI:neG I' : ,\ 3/'I- (HIIICl' slicl' d Kraft Sl: g:es , L12l slier cuntains
iesO' r.l1a l tl f' al oullt 0:' n' .I:I' :en:5 fDl;d ic :ivC' (;l;:
(,C'S of : ,ilk dul' te wlxy :csses associated wit
('he(:sclI,lkilig ,Hll: the (1:lItO' f'fif'I': of oii:f'l' illg-rf'r', :f'Il " adr'. pd 1. Ilie c!if'f'Se fOI!I , A:,:;w(:r
i: ex 100: sec.
r,,

;') !DF 12 .

2,1 , 212
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Both express claims and implied claims can be deceptive.
Removatron Inlemational Corp. III FTC 206 , 292- 95

884 F. 2d 1489 (1st Cir.

1989).

See ,
(1988),

e.

afl'd

(7)

Advertisers can be liable for misleading consumcrs by innuendo as
See Deception Statement 103
FTC at 175 n. 4 , 176- 77; Cliffdale 103 FTC at 170- 71; Fedders
Corp. v. FTC 529 F. 2d 1398 , 1402- 03 (2d Cir. cert. denied , 429
well as by outright false statements.

S. 818 (1976). Evidence of intent to deceive is not required to find
See Chrysler Corp.
FTC 561 F. 2d 357 , 363 & n. 5 (D.
t'

liability.

Cir. 1977).

The primary evidence of what claims an adve!tisement can convey

to reasonable consumers consists of the advertisement itself. While
express claims are necessarily self-evident from the ad . implied claims

See Deceplion Statement 103 FTC at
176. We are often able to conclude that an advertisement contains an

mayor may not he apparent.

implied claim by evaluating the content of the ad and the circumstances surrounding it.

Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 789 ,

799;

Cliffdale 103 FTC at 164;
Decepllon Stalemenl 103 FTC at 176.
This technique is primarily useful in evaluating advertisements whose
language or depictions arc clcar enough to permit us to conclude with
confidence , after examining thc interaction of all the constituent

elements ,

consumers
Thompson Mediml , 104

that they convey a paJticular implied claim to

acting reasonably under the circumstances.

FTC at 789.
, based on our initial review of the evidence from the advertisement itsclf , we cannot conclude with confidence that an advc!tisement
can reasonably be read to contain a particular implied message ,

wc

will not find the ad to have made the claim unless extrinsie evidence
reasonable.
ThompoonMedical 104 FTC at 789;
Bristol- Myers Co. 102 FTC 21
319 (1983),
ajj' 738 F. 2d 554 (2d Cir. 1984),
eert. dem:ecl 469 U.
1189 (1985). Such evidence can include reliable results from methodoallows us to conclude that such a reading of the ad is

Thompson Medical 104 FTC at
790. The Commission might also consider evidenee respecting the
common usage of terms , as well as gcnerally accepted principles
drawn from market research showing that consumers generally
logically sound consumer surveys.

T!iOlJip80P Mer/1m! 104 FTC
t 7S9 1\/. A: advcrtioement that reasonably ra!1 :1f' inrf'J'p-etcd ill a I1jis:eaiing
way is dereptivp , E'V1"n tlcOllg 'j oliler' , r:o::- m:'ilcad::;g ill:crprcH:ions may be f'ri Jally possible.Jr!. ,It 78911.
i:nS; Br;SIOI- /vl!fN8 Co. 1Q2 FTC: 2: , 320 (1983), (,:0'
738 r. 2d J 'I (2d Cir. 1984), rel' l. drii!ed , 469 LS
1189 (198S). Adveltiset 1en:" IlJ) ' ?:"o ('ontain " ec0nrli1:' Y mcssage J in lenr.
s to suppa: , or '" f'- f'r:fo'ce rho'
pt- iTlOlI'V 1;c5sagc,

though tilC prilla

TI c sc-conr. HI'Y :;wssag-e uTlI:l' r,!!)::d ;' 1)' l' ;J,(): '!I)II' 1' ()Il
y Ill'SS,g-c :3 arrllnlte,
J)(,'rplioi'

!1Wr,;:, ,\ct:o:;a lc if c:erept:ve even
Srnlf'lll-lIt , lC3 FTC at 17811.:21.
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respond in a certain manner to advertisements that are presented in a

The Commission can also consider the opinions of
expert witnesses in the proceeding as to how an advertisement might
reasonably be interpreted , if such opinions are adequately supported.
Id.
at 790 & n. ll.
In all instances , the Commission will carefully consider any cxtrinsic
particular way.

Id.

evidence that is introduced

, taking into account the quality

and

Deception Statement 103 FTC at 176.
reliability of the cvidence.
Whether looking at evidence from thc ad itself , extrinsic evidence , or
both , the Commission considers thc (8) overall , net impression made
by the advertisement in determining what messages may reasonably
be ascribed to it.

Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 790. An interpreta-

tion may be reasonable even though it is not shared by a majority of

consumers in the relevant class , or by

particularly sophisticated

consumers. A material practice that misleads a significant minority of
IJecept1:on Stalement 103 FTC at
reasonable consumers is deceptive.
177 n. 20.
B.

The challcnged " Skimp "

The Cla1

and " Class Picture/5 ounce " ads do not

expressly state the alleged calcium claims , but complaint counsel
argues that the ads can rcasonably be interpreted as conveying the

claims by implication. Kraft denies that its ads make either of the

representations specified in the complaint. We examine each of the
alleged claims to determine whether consumers acting reasonably
under the circumstances would interpret the challenged ads to have
made the alleged claims.
1. Milk Equivalency Claim
a.

The " Skimp " Ads

Thc following is characteristic ad copy
commercial version of a " Skimp " ad: 9

taken from a television

Ladv (voice over) : I admit it. I thought of skimping. Could you look into those big blue
eyes and skimp or. her? So I buy KRAFT Singles. Irr:tation slices use hardly any milk.
But KRAFT has five ounces per slice. Five ounces. So her litte bones get calcium they
need to grow. No , she docsn t kno\v what that big KRAFT means. Good thing I do.
more milk m&kes ' em good.
Singers : KRAFT Singies. .:ore milk makes '
Ladv (voi over) : Skimp on her': :.o V.,-lY.

em.

t:aC l t\levi"ior. a:.d ;JI::lt exeC', :::o . Wii-" somewhat diffc" c::t , 2.nr: most we:. c disseT:".in;Jtect with a J
vanatJOns.

UTT.bc:.

d

"j:

, "
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See

ex 62 C & Z- 72

in Appendix A hereto);

(television ad); CX 62 Z- 33 (print ad) (reproduced
see also

Complaint

5 and

(9)

Exhibits A-

IDF 26 , 44. The visual portion corrcsponding to the statement

imitation slices use hardly any milk" shows a small amount of milk
being poured into the bottom of a glass. The audio continucs
but

Kraft has five ounces per slice. Five ounces. So her little bones get
calcium they need to grow. " Simultaneously, milk continues to pour

into the glass , filling it up to the five ounce mark. Thc commercial also

shows milk pouring into a glass which then animates back onto a
package of Kraft Singles , the front label of which displays the phrase

5 oz. milk slice "

inside the image of a glass. CX 95.

In January 1986 , Kraft ran a revised version of the " Skimp " ads

which changed " Kraft has five ounces per slice " to " Kraft is made
from five ounces per slice. " IDF 28;
see
CX 276F , CX 106. In July
1986 , J. Walter Thompson developed several additional copy alternatives , which Kraft declined to adopt at that timc. IDF 89. In :-1arch
1987 , near the end of the " Skimp " campaign , Kraft made a further
change to the text of the ads , adding the disclosure " one 3/4 ounce slice

has 70% of the calcium of five oz. of milk" as a superscript in the
television commercials and as a footnote in the print ads.

IDF 28;
CX 275B.
The ALJ found that the reference in the " Skimp " ad copy of the
prccise amount of milk in a Kraft Single , together with the reference
to calcium , can be interpreted as implying that a slicc of Kraft Singles
contains the same amount of calcium as five ounces of milk; because
CX 276I;

see also

there is no mention that calcium is in fact lost in the processing of
cheese , the " Skimp "

ads convey the milk equivalency claim. IDF 45.

He concluded that reasonable consumers would take the net impression of milk equivalency from the language uscd and its interaction
with the various elements in the challenged ads. ID at 63- 64. Finally,
he found that most of' the ads did not try to dispel the impression of
milk cquivalcncy, and that the few later ads that contained altered
copy (" has " rathcr than " is made from ) or added a disclaimcr (" one

.1 ounce slice has 70% of the calcium of five ounccs of milk" ) were
ineffective due to the confusing and inconspicuous nature of these
modifications. ID at 64;
see
IDF 57- , 133.
We agrce that each ad in the " Skimp " series , viewcd as a whole
conveys an ovcrall net impression that Kraft Singlcs contain the same
12. RC.'pom:cnl al
I'Je bOlles g-E

o e

calcium "

1S ,hac a J ird rhHTlg-f\V,," matir tr- the " Skinl/' ;ie copy, ;',
.- the I;: n!se " so I
I f! !: le bOlle;: g-et raid . '11.
RAE! fit :6 n,

wa, alkged!y ('hanged tD " pLio

, \'n'
hel' c i . I:OII('WI'
y !:Uc 1'('('01'1 ev:de:" re

;Jf'!taining to rhis rh!ege
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(10)
Several elcments
amount of calcium as five ounccs of milk.
rcinforce this impression. Thc word " has " and the repetition of the
precise amount of milk in a Kraft Singles- five ounces- followed by

cxpress refercnce to a

specific nutrient- calcium- linked

by the

causal word " " suggest that a slicc of Kraft
much calcium as the five ounces of milk from which it is made. Thc
visual image of milk being poured into a glass up to a fivc- ounce
mark , which is then superimposed onto a package of Kraft Singles
further reinforces thc linkage between the specific amount of milk
ingredient in the product and the product' s calcium value , which is
mcntioned in the audio portion of the television advcrtisement and in
the print ad copy. We agree that no elcmcnt in the ads successfully

Singles contains as

dispels this impression.

We also find that the later- added copy modifications and disclosures
werc ineffective to dispel the nct impression that Kraft Singles contain
the samc amount of calcium as five ounces of milk. For example , the
superimposed caption in the television commercials appears briefly in
a middle frame in conjunction with another caption (" milk amounts
based on cheese contcnt" ), and conveys a complicated quantitative

message (" one % ounce slice has 70% of the calcium of five ounces of
milk" ). Generally recognized marketing principles suggest that , given

the distracting visual and audio elements and the brief appearance of
the complex superscript in the middle of the commercial , it is unlikely
See
effective as a corrective measure.

that the visual disclosure is

Deception StateThompson Medical 104 FTC at 797- 98 & n. 22;
ment 103 FTC at 180. We conclude , based on our review of the
television and print versions of the " Skimp " ads themselves , that they
consumers to
contain the same

contain elements that are likely to cause reasonable

interpret the ads as claiming that Kraft Singles
amount of calcium as five ounces of milk.

Respondent asserts that the implied claims at issue in this case
involve " languagc which relatively few consumers would interpret as

making "

the claims at issue , in contrast with the implied claims at

Removalron which were " virtually
and
synonymous " with express claims , and where it was " entirely
appropriate to find from a mere reading of the ad copy that consumers
were likely to take away those implications. " RAE at 19- 20. Although

issuc in

Thompson Medical

respondent attempts to contrast the Kraft ads with those at issue in
Removatron we view the relevant ads as
and
Thompson Medical
more comparable than contrasting in that they all contain facially
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evident elements that indicate the existence of implied claims. For
example , in the " Aspercreme " ads , the visual image of two aspirins
being replaced by a tube of Aspercreme is similar to the visual

technique used in Kraft' s (II) " Skimp " ads in which a glass is shown
filling to the five-ounce mark with milk. As reinforced by these visual
(e.
images , the textual passages in the two advertising campaigns
Kraft has five ounces... so her litte bones get calcium " and " with
amazing Aspercreme , you can get the strong relief of aspirin ), place
both ads in a very similar position; that is , they both contain implied
claims that are close to express.

, the implied effect of some of the statements in the
Skimp " ads was similar to the effect of some of the ads in
In addition

Advertisements for the Removatron device stated that it

Removatron,

works toward dehydrating and destroying the papilla , which is the

source of nourishment for the hair " and that " further hair growth is
prevented. " The natural implication from this statement that
destroying the papilla prevents further hair growth- is that the hair
won t grow back. Similarly, when the Kraft " Skimp " ads proclaimed
that a slice of Kraft Singles hJls or

Ls made from five ounces of milk

her litte bones get calcium " (emphasis added). the causal link of
the phrases naturally implied that a Kraft Single has the same amount

of calcium as five ounces of milk.

Because we find the evidence

from the ads themselves to be

sufficiently clear , we find it unnecessary in this case to resort to

extrinsic evidence in order to conclude that the milk equivalency claim
is made by the " Skimp " ads. 1; We reject (12) Kraft' s argument that
the Commission cannot , as a matter of law , find the implied claims in
this case based on evidence from the challenged ads themselves , but
19- 21; RRAB at 7must rely on extrinsic evidence. l2 RAB at 3
I Itcspcndcnt claims that the testimc:1
v of s:x 0:"

i:s witnesses o.nd two or (,ollp:a:: t cOllr. s expclis
oi1tenlion t: at conSlillCI" sUI,' cy cvidence :.'i reC;' .lirec1 in this case to r. ctcI'1;ine whel!wl
e challc: gcd ads- RAE at 20 & n. 18
sun e)' s a"p :ikely to take cb. e allegcl: imp:ic(: culcun: ('Iain:s f:' om 1.r.
Vie read ::,e :esLrr,ocy c:tec: by K!' aft, 1. say that , as a general matter 0: l1ethodolog-y, reliable consurnel
sun' ey evicence is the preferreu rneaJls Gf confi!' mil;g wr.al lle ages l' onS' l1€!'S artua:I)' take fl'rr.
Vie do not find that
JOIntifying thl' dpW' pp to which those messages arc CO'11ll,ni('at('d,
advel :seme ts and fj'
y be tllc;' :d throllg!1 consc;mer s' Jrveys, ortr O\: no
this testi cny cS:o.I:::sl:es t:1at tr. e clai!llS in t!lis case ca!
eme fron: the ads :I emselve", \Vhel' e we cannot
reasonable inlerpretation of tl:e ad!: can be lr. arieoased on evie.
clHiciude that ,UI ar.vel'tisement cor. ta:;;s a par::cula:' impiied :r,essage !lased 0:: o' ;!' I' eview of e\'idence fror
the ad itscl" , we will give gr' eat weight to n"liab:e conS'..:"er' survey evider. cp, Thull'pSOIi Medlcol. 104 FTC a:
759- 90. In t is case , we disagrc' e witl respondent':; overly rigid I' ead: g of the chaile:g('d ad copy, and find
tha we do not ;Jeed extrinsic ev:de;Jce given l' Cl;' llbinati ::: of 'nislead:: g elei;,ens eleol)' ly pn' ,;en OJI I:("
SlirpO!"

face 0: tile Olr.
1:1 At Dr'

OlI argl::lle! , cDunsel for K:' aft a:.pean' l': to concede that it io tlw Cor. :issio: s province to rietern ine
whnr. cr the l'xislcr, ce of '.1:e i:llr:lier. cl:;ir:s at isoue io ;:llbJect tD i;. terul' etatio" ' 'oer. CII e\':de :ce :l'om L1e ads
the1T. se:ves,

1217/89

r Ol'a: A -glJlle:;1
Tr' nscript c,

\'"'

:;'

g '.'

:('
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13. It is well settled that the Commission can determine whether a
claim is made in an advertisement without resorting to extrinsic
evidence even if the claim is implied.

Thompson Medical

104 FTC at 789;

RemoDatron 111 FTC at 291- 96;
Cliffdale 103 FTC at 166;

See also Amaican Horne
, 319 (1983).
2d
681
,
687
& n. 10 (3d Cir. 1982);
FTC
695
F.
Prodncts Corp.
2d
523,
528
(5th Cir. 1963). !\or
FTC 323 F.
Carter Products , he.
do we agree with Kraft that the First Amendment mandates that the

Bristol- Myers

Co. 102 FTC 21

Commission rely on consumer survey evidence to find an implied claim
that we find evident from elements on the face of the ad itself. RAE at
19- 21; RAB at 7- 13. In discussing the extent of constitutional
protection accorded commercial speech , the Supreme Court clearly has
stated that:
r\v:!hen the possibility of deception is as se!f- evidcnt as it is in this ease , we need not
require the State to " conduct a survey of the. . . public before it lmayJ determine that
the (adve!tisemcnt: had a tcndency to mislcac..

Zewde,' er

o'ff' ce of Disciplinary Counsel 471 C. S. 626 , 652FTC" Colgate- Palmol1t' e Co. 380 U. S. 374 , 391-

1'.

(1985), quoting

(1965),

We conclude t.hat our review of the evidence from the " Skimp " ads
themselves is suffcient to establish that they contain the milk
equivalency message. However , because extrinsic evidence has also
been offered on this issue , we also considered that evidence, We find
that the weight of the probative extrinsic evidence is consistent with

oU! determination that the " Skimp " (13) ads convey the milk
equivalency r:aim to at least some groups of reasonable consumers.
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b.

The " Class

The " Class

Picture/5 ounce "

Picture/5 ounce

Ads

" ads were not part of the earlier

Skimp " campaign , and were executed somewhat differently. The
visual elements depict a group of school children having their group
pictures taken. The following is characteristic ad copy taken from the

television commercial version of these ads:
Announcer (voice over): Can you see \vhat' s missing in this picture? \Ve!l , a
government study says that haJf the school kids in America don l get alJ the calcium
recommended for growing kids. That' s why KRAFT Singles are important. KRAFT is
made from five ounces of milk per slice. So they re concentrated with calcium.
Calcium the government recommends for strong bones and healthy leelh.

Photographer :

Say Cheese!

Kids: Checsc

Announcer (voice over) : Say KRAFT Singles. ' Cause kids love KRAFT SingJes , right

down to their bones.

CX 2751 & CX 62 Z- ll

CX 62 Z- 55 (print ad)
IDF 38. The " Class (15)
Picture/5 ounce " ads were disseminated with a superscript that
3/,
states: " loJne
ounce slice has 70% of the calcium of five ounces of
milk, Id. ; see also
CX 62 Z- , Z- 13; CX 276F- G; CX 277D.
According to the
the copy elements that prompted his finding
of the milk equivalency claim in the " Skimp " ads were also present in
the " Class Picture/5
ounce " ads. ID at 63;
see
IDF 57 , 59- , 134
165. He conc:uded that ads containing those elements were likely to
See

(reproduced in Appendix B hereto);

(television ad);
see also

AS1 C.ary test I'
esults reiiec upon ' y Kraft in his proceeding del' \'e from a sUl' vey 1€thoriology cesigner:
pi":mal'i:y to measun' ao 111€rt:OI' al:ility, am: ,. 01. ,ld com:;lli:; :cation. As a l'esl;it , we find that the AS1 survey
questions ctiri not f' J!:y probe fo!" ail 0: t le rnes.';iigc:;, inci'cing srcanda:)' messages , conveyed by the ads In
survey pal1icipar,
ts. See IDF 18, . Wit:- 'espec: to the oUl' VCY concucted by Opin:o:1 Research COI' pol' atio
ORC" ), we aga:l'. fine: th2t the sl vey
:;tions
'ieldjng
::1C rcs' J:ts ' Jpon which respo:1oent I'
elies wen' no'
ffk:f'nt:y riirerted to cD:;;pe11sa:e for ::wTIi!1 \' iiriatiGl1s in ('005' ::;1('r5 ' ability to t" eea!: arod a:1:iculate tr. eil
mprcssions on viewing tile test ads , and thus dir. no: f:.:ly e!ic:t the :!wssage , i cludi:lg 'il'condary rr, essages
reccivec. The OH. e res' !ts :11HY th:.s L;:ldel' stc, :e tr. e n:.mber of s:::"\e ' rarticipants that I" ceivcd :he cr, ailengec
clai';'i fl' or:, thc tC'it ads.
See!DF
183 , 184, We have a:so cOI sidel' . but al' e ':ot perH;"ded by, the tC'itimcny,
i:wllJdi ,g expc11 testimony, del by Kr"ft;'1 SUPDOI"t 0:' the propositio . that the ope:1- enried ques:ioTis lised in
the COnS'
J:llel ' surveys :r. qc:es::o . did elicit a!: of the Ir. cs:;"ges taken bi' consumers.See RRAB at 47 n,
'i0
4f) Eil. 52 & n. 48, 53, 55; see rii" o RAB at 5,1. 55. Xthougr. the:'c Ilay weL be ins: iJces whel'e the on:y

reliable extrins:c evidence consists of I' esponses :0 oren- c::ded qlles;ion , Ir. at :s not the case here, l,\'e
therefore find t:1e exninsic evidence cited by Kl' aft to D
' e insuf:ir:ently Pl' obative to outweigh thc I' CCOI'
cvidence tr.
at is cO Jsistent with OUl readi:lg of the " Skimp " ads, See ThoillPS01i Medin:!, 1G4 FTC at 805
(while results fror.1 llr. a:ded recall questiom suppcrtf'r. " esponc'. f'n: s position, re ults frer., "icec :uall
que:; t ion s " tell a n c n t i . e lye: f: e I' e n t s t ():. y .. ) .
I'll' disagl"C' tl1at o r ccnclusion J'ega:' ing the 'illn' '.! evider. ce l'f':ieri upon by :' esponder:t in this cC.se creates
ir. tolel"b e liH' cl"tainty fot. advl':-:isl':' " who use this form cf copy tening in thf' oniinal".' coursc of lJlsines'i
RAB at 56 ';he quality of any l' OTlSL;:nCt. rcsea:Th of:cl' cd a'i evidetHT \vi:i bf' eval' dated :1'. tl,e toraWy of the
Cil"ClllT.stance'i, :nc:liding IIhcthn thc advcrtiset. \\HS a:e!1eli to ;Jotent:a::y misleading- rnessc.gc. s in i s ads See
TJwllliJSlli Merlim l 101 ?TC
c.t 035- 36; r.isl'ussioll "i("" at l'al1 V

~~~
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give rcasonable consumers thc net impression of milk equivalency, and
that the superscript disclosure was

ineffective to correct this net

impression. ID at 64. We agree that the " Class

contain copy clcments substantially

Picture/5 ounce " ads

similar to the " Skimp " ad

elements that convey the impression of milk equivalence. Those

elements include juxtaposition of the reference to the five ounces of

milk used to make Kraft Singles with the statement " so
concentrated with calcium

they

" a linkage that is reinforced by subsequent

repetition of the reference to caleium. We also find , for the reasons
discussed abovc in connection with the " Skimp " ads , that thc
superscript disclaimer does not effectively correct the ad' s overall
impression. Considering all clements , we conclude that the " Class
Picture/5 ounce " ads convey a net impression that Kraft Singles

contain the samc amount of calcium as five ounces of milk. While this

conclusion can be suppOIted by evidence from the ads themselves , we
also find that this conclusion is consistent with the

weight of the

probative extrinsic evidence in the record , including inferences

reasonably drawn from the same evidence

that supports such a

conclusion with respect to the " Skimp " ads. ' (16)
2. Imitation Superiority Claim
a.

The " Skhnp " Ads

In examining the " Skimp " ads with respect to the imitation
superiority claim , the ALl considered such

charactcristic ad copy

language as:
ImitatloTl slices use hardly any mi!k. But KRAFT has fIve ounces per slice. Five

ounces. So her little bonf's get

calc:L111 tiley need t.o gnnv

He also considered the visual elements in the ad that reinforced the ad
copy message. The ALJ concluded that reasonable consumers would
I:

See

1(le lR , SIIPi' : IJJF 1:

sl1ow:: g t!l,,

pd
1C,5, We have ,1Isa CGn;;:dp"

:I:f' extrinsic evic:ence c:tcd by I' ('s:)or.

tlw " Class P' ct\lf'!5 ouncc " ads l1:d I:ot convey the mil;' f'q' Jiv"Ic:

cy claim Sr'r RAB at

t as
9 1l.
'Jl.

"lll 'er ;:ll ""e v l'vi(:l'nec eOllsists of I' f'sults f1'ol-:, CC:J:,
, 5:- 52 & Id8.
')9; HEAB ,It 47 8. n.
S concLc' l'(: for K:-,, :t in the o" (:inil!')' COLlI' Sf' of b' ls: ess by AS! ;.: rkc Rt:sparci1 (Rx R, RX 128: see IDF
:ioll WOl'k"l op ! C() ,J()I' aled ("CWJ" ) (RX 9. RX 128; 8rr lDF 73 , 82- , 1.3.
1(2), ;lTd by CO 11'
/3,
:()Tly derl by KniC1 ,, c disc.iSSf'l
j)l' ct !e !I:f' ASl sUI' ve)' I' csults ,illG the tl'S
1, OUI' co' illsiolls \\itl
ahove at JJ(\l' 13 Wi : 1'E'Spcct:o tile SIII'\' ey ronr.lIctc'd by eViL IH' cOlleLde :I:al t: le slilTey c uestio ,s y:elriing-

tf'S

e I'
CS. ::ts

:' ('Iied upon b:i hl' ,llt

ill this pmcceding did

t prol)(' s,

"vey p!!' icipam

sllf:' jc:c' Il' ly. UIl:PI'

! for
' hi!!. ,;, to prol':clc ,: ' l,li,!!!li' 1 :('aSllP 0: the;1essages , i: clud:::g "eronr.
o (')ITl'('
concii,:ol:'; l' alrulatec1
l1lSsage,;, 'pceil'f'c1 by rhlsoll,d)lp rOllS' llC S. See WF :1'5 We :herf:"o e hld t!w extl'ins:c c' l'il:fJlre riter. b)
Kr,dt tl) !IP :' s\J:"f:c:(,Il:ly pr()lJat l'e:o ollt\\l'ig-ll''e "ri PI ir, fllce that:s (,o: 5is:(,Il wi:: : OUI' ill:fl"PH \ioll cf
c " Cia"" ;'ir: L; 'l! 5 ou Ill' " e,r:"

" "
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take away the net impression

that Kraft Singles are superior to

imitation slices becausc they have five ounces of milk and the
cquivalent amount of calcium , whereas imitation slices (which
according to the ad , usc hardly any milk) have less calcium. ID 64;

IDF 44 ,

47,

We agree. The imitation superiority message is raised by the
express reference to imitation slices in the audio and copy portions of
but"
the ads and the use of comparative language (" hardly any,
We find that the visual image of a glass containing vcry little milk
during the audio reference to imitation slices , followed by the image of
the glass being filled to the fivc- ounce mark while the corresponding
audio portion refers to Kraft Singles and states " so her litte boncs get
calcium they need to grow " create a net imprcssion that Kraft

Singles contain more calcium than most imitation slices, Since no
element in thc ads effectively corrects this impression , we conclude
that the " Skimp " ads on their face contain elements that reasonable
consumers are likely to take as communicating an imitation superiority message. We also conclude that the weight of thc probative
extrinsic evidence in the record is consistent with our conclusion that
one net impression conveyed to reasonable consumers hy the " Skimp
ads is the imitation superiority claim. l5 l17)
b.

The " Cla, ss

HctuTe/5 ounce "

Ads

While the Initial Decision can be read as holding that the " Class
Picture/5 ounce " ads also convcy the imitation superiority claim , the
precisc basis for the ALJ' s conclusion on this issue is not clear. His
gcneral statement that:
ads cor.aining the same elements. . . are likely to give reasonable consumers the net
impression of imitation supcriority as charged in the complaint

(ID at 64) is not dispositivc, The imitation superiority claim cannot be
ascribed to the " Class Picture/5 ouncc " ads by relying on the presence
of elements found to convey that claim in the " Skimp " ads , because
the ALJ found that " rthe " Class Picture/5 ounce J ads were not
)' Thio ev;nencc iJle!' Jc:cs , but is I:C( ::l1i:ed Ie , the )IOJt sur,' ey rpSl:lts which , taking into accuu,, \ control
t!lilt lJPtween 23 pel'ce: t and 39 pC:Tcnt of s:JI'Vey l' csjJo:1dents took tile i:;J :taticn
gf't1 " Skimp " ad ianguage i . l' esponse to closed-cnded q' ;esc:o::s (10 at
:;Jet' iority :1lssage fron; :r- c rilaJ:f'r_
fig; 8fe IDF 161- 163 170- 171; srI' (1180 ID at fig; IDF 92 , 95 , 18 ); anc: the opi;J ion of IU, l'kcting expert DJ
Stewal1
(IDY 71; oW 1:' l081- i:2:' We I:'lve rons:dered tl c extrins:c f'vioenre cited by Kraft::1 sUJx10t1 of it"
m; cl)fc!llie tk, t tr. is evider.
co;, tcn ion th,!t the " Skimp " aris do :1C! ccnvey an ::'I:taLol: SJfJe!'ic:' it)' claim
doc"
ot OJ7\\ifigh t!w t' ecord evidence thut i, (,o' lsislen wi:l our reading of hese ar.,,- Sa oisc1 "sion 51_pi' a at
g-I Jp I'
PSpO:1SE'S , inc'. icate

ote 1:

" (, ''
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expressly comparativc . . . . L due to the fact that they J did not mcntion

imitations or substitutes. " IDF 38;
ALJ did conclude that:

compare IDY 47. Howcver ,

the

other valid extrinsic evidence in addition to expert analysis of the ads ' language
establishes that the challenged messages which I and complaint counsel' s experts find

in the ehal1enged ads were actl1a!J /

conveyed to consumers

ID at 65.

The extrinsic evidence cited in the initial decision consists of certain
results from Kraft' s 1986 Communication Workshop Incorporated
CWI" ) copy test (IDF 96), and the opinion of Dr. Deborah Maclnnis
one of complaint counsel' s

marketing experts. lG IDF 66 ,

69. Thc

ALJ' s conclusion would not appcar to rest on the CWI data , however
because he separately coneluded that none of Kraft' s copy tests
including the CWI copy test , are (18) probative. " ID at 69. And while

the ALJ found thc opinion of' Dr. MacInnis generally to be entitled to

substantial respcct" (ID at 65), the initial decision does not indicate
what conclusion if any he drew from Dr. MccInnis ' opinion on this
specific issue.

W c have reviewed the " Class

Picture/5 ounce "

ads and are not able

to conelude with adequate confidence , by looking solely at thc ads

themselves , that reasonable consumers would undcrstand them to be
elaiming that Kraft Singles contain more calcium than most imitation
or substitute
KRAFT

slices. Such representative ad copy as:

is made from five ounces of n::ik per slice. So t;ley re (,cJnccntratco will:
government, recO!11n;nds fur strong bones and l ealthy teeth.
be

calcium. Calcium

contains no explicit comparison bct\veen Kraft Singles and non- dairy
sliccs. Instead , the ads make claims only about thc attributes of Kraft
Singles , and do not contrast these attributes with those of non- dairy
slices. Similarly, there are no visual cues that prompt a comparison
with othcr slices. Whcrc an examination of the ads does not provide us

with sufficient information to determine whether reasonable consumIt :'0 otl1(1' pXIJtI-: w:tne'iS :Jls:d

01', .\' h,d:'

;5 5''''(' 1: a:: or:nioll that ,11( " C'HSS

P:cturci5 o\lrcl'

c;(:s

, DI' , Ste\\' H:': who ,Iit:g::rd 'J:e .\1011 rop:,- test \\l:irll l('std t!lrn'
Skim:!" ,'lb , uffel'f'r. a: opin:o:: 01111s to :I:f' oilliI8rit - In ;,:1 (' or, 1P:wf'e: t:lP teoted " Skimp " H(i Hnd thl'
165: J(' StCII' "r: 1'1
Clas l'iC:UI' l'/, l c';nce " ads HS that pf'r:aillC'd to tllC wilk E'1;, lival!': r." rla:I , :Dr

rOl1vl'yer. ll1e i:'datioll sl:,JEriorit\' cla:':

J:55-)6

l'r" df'd ql :E'."::o: " \I
"Jpropl'i"l(' ODF J87:
Whi:c tllc A:J f(ll;: d tllat l' dH11I' f' on :, f' :' rcn"l' to (':(1
(, JDF
til)l cited in I:is : 'l:iTlr " C' , :I is iss"e "0 a " :(1'l'(:- l'm:l'( Gucsti('II
96j, it i:i r:ot ('If'a:' that Ill :: tl'''dcc tr ex('c;Jl till' :l' pCillot' 10 ' I'is C!1C CW: ql,i' jO: :rol : 11i gCI1P"all' onr: oll
tl: ,t j. I' , :'r (IVJ (G,JY trol I1G: pl'o!)al:\ '

iiwl: till" one C\\"J cUl'
ar. d dcsl':'

g"

p;'

:'" g,

,.

()'
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ers take the implied message urged upon us by complaint counsel , we

will requirc extrinsic evidence before concluding that the ads convey
the alleged implication.
See Thomp8on Medical 104 FTC at 812;
Sterling Drug, Inc. 102 FTC 395 , 756- 57 (1983).
In this instance , we find the extrinsic record cvidence insufficient to
support a conclusion that the imitation superiority claim is conveyed
by the " Class Picture/5 ounce " ads. Both complaint counsel and the
AU' s findings cite results taken from Kraft' s CWI copy test which
took an imitation
CAB at 73- 74; 12/7/89 Transcript of Oral
Argument at 48- 49; IDF 96. Howevcr , we are unable to conclude that
this evidence is , on balance , reasonably reliable. l9 We also are not
persuaded by complaint counscl' s marketing expert , and find her
opinion to be (20) inadequately supported with respect to this issue.
indicate that 45 percent of the (19) people surveyed
supcriority mcssage. 18

See

See Thompson Medical 104 FTC 790 & n. ll.
We therefore , conclude that the milk equivalency claim is conveyed
I, T:1C C\\'1 cO)JY test Slil"

U:ere was anylh:r.

veyed fOl1y participants : . one city. ex 54 G- H; ex 36 B. Pal1icipants were asked jf
said or shown liT! the adJ that n cs
J tI ink KHAFT Shg!es is dJfel' en! from other

onmcs of inc::vid'Jally wrapped cheese slices. !DY 96; see ex ,'i11 Z. 3. Aceal"ding 'J:c CWJ' cochg
r.elhonolog::i,
5 perrent (If the partiei;Jar_ ts sa:d that what dit'fcncntiated Kraft Sj g:es was that they con:ain
more rakiurr. tr.n other" individua!ly wt' apped
hee e slices IDF 6; see CX 57 1:- 32. Respo:.dent argL.es tr.
the 4,S pet' cent figure is not a:- aCCL. ate re::ertion O f the r1C'ssages COllsumns took fro:n the tested ad , and that
it ovet' state" the artua: t' espor.se rate baser: on t:le lI dcrlying dati! RAB 58 n. 45; Sfe Simo:, Tr. 20352039; HX 151; HX 128 1:133- 1:237; Simon Tl' , 211619 \;
0 ;11l'aSLlt'
es wet. l' LIsl'e in thl' CWI survey to conee! for pt' ex:sthg
or inhe" €nt :;l;
"CY b: \s. COIT.pal'
7'hOlJlpSOII Medica! 104 FTC a 807- 08 (co;1trol :neaSl; es used with botr. aided anr: una:ded reca:: questions to
m:r, imizc
ias), T: l' l!vpat' l'llt 45 percl'nt I' l'sponsl' ra:e si1ggest: g that an imi:ation supel" ody me"sage was
takenoy survey pa!"ticipan s IT.a,\ weil be at t'ibll ablC' tu cons' :Tll'rs ' prior l'xpos' re to the " SkilT. " ads, which
did con:air, an expEri comparison:o imitat:o:. slices , ane \\(J :ch \\WC disscn inateci exter. sively prior to the
Class Pict:.re/5 o'Jnce " ads. See , e,
CX 34C: CX 136R. We :, ote tbt the control ads used ::. com :ai;Jt
cOL.r. sel's , Mal'ket Op:;. ion Research (" MOR") sUl' vey a:so received I' elatively higl: respor. se rates in SUppOI". 0:
an ::-:tatio:l supe!'iori y message. See IDF 126. 1,::1: ex 196 , pp. 51. 84. FJe MOR sUlvcy res. :ts :b\t we fine,
proba:ive , howcvct. , at. c tht' nct !"esults derived from t:1e test and eo'" nol ads :ogethe See notcs 13 & 15.
SIII)I(I,

see also lD 69; lDF 127- 31.

20 Dt.

. \laci;, :S i;. tc'" jJl'\cd thc " Class PiCtU!T/5 oU:. " ads as imp:ying that K af: Singles have mOrE'
calciur; than cor.1pcting cheese slices. lDF 66; Tr, 117- 19. As the b2sis for her copy ana:ys:s , Dt. . Macinnis
cited bcU: " prCigrnatic ;IT. cations " thcory, whicr. COllcc!"ns
linguistic constructions that a' !.mat:caLy cause
listenel' s to heal" more than what ' 5 directly assc ed, a;. d be ccrcLa!"y concept 0: "i:nplied slu!' " :1',
1:M- 1H, According to Dt. . \1arInnis, by stilting
Kra:t Singles a e concentl'ateri \'/ith calcium , t:ie
ir. plica:iol1 is that cO TJpetil1g slices are no: concentt' ed with C"Ic:Ur:1,1"r, 118- 19. See also Tr, 163, 64.
HowPI' ei' , given he absence 0: any f'xpEc:t cC'llpal' ativl' elemcr. ts from the " Class PictL.el.S oL.!1ce
" ads, we
are u;.wil!:ng to read all imitation sL.pel'iOl'ity
implicaticn :;.
to these ads withou

' cvidc:.
ce

that

casor. able consume s would be likely to take sueh a 111essage, See , e, g" H)'lsloi,
M!Jus Ce" 102 FTC 21, 32627 (1983), DI' :\bcInn:s cited t:le CWI (,opY tc:;t rcsults , discusscd above, as cOl"obc ating r. ' analysis witI'.
respec . to ' he elevlsioTi comme!'Tial ve!"s:o'"; of " Clas:; Pinure/5 OdnCe " 11'119, 168- 69; see T 275 , 329
Howevet , r:Othiilg in :1€I' test:mo;.y alleviates our eOl:cerllS ,lbou
le reliabity of the CWl survey evicence
a;. d tr.us it does nnt p!ovide :1er opinior. wit 1 aJequa:e S'JppOI't Dr :\1aclnnis aise !'efenec to empir:ca:
research S'PPQ1't:;. g :Ie genei' al j:i' ciple of " imnlied slur " in r. er iinz,!ysis 0: hc " Class J'ietu c/5 oUllce" ad
copy. See T1' 80, 83. 139- 4Q, Ho\Veve
11 this ease we find f:c" Groau references
o suer. rcsearch to
su:Lcient ' as:s on which :0 cstablis 1 that applicatkn of tll!" ge €Ial j1inciplc '; app!'op iatc in cbs P \!t:clila
instance, Srr

S2-

, 27S
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by both the " Skimp "

ads and the " Class Picture/5 ounce " ads ,

that thc imitation superiority claim is

and
conveyed only by the " Skimp

ads.
C.

Ki'(jt' s First Amendment Arguments

In addition to the First Amendmcnt arguments discussed earlier in
connection with the type of evidence required , respondent also
contends that complaint counsel' s theory of implied deception violates

its First Amcndment rights because certain evidence presented in this
case would also classify as deceptive several other Kraft Singles ads
that were not challenged in this procecding. Respondent argues that

the underlying findings of liability based

on the

record fail to

distinguish meaningfully between lawful and unlawful advertising,
thus violating First Amendment principles. RAB at 23 , 31- , 44- 49;
RRAB at 18- , 56- 57. Specifically, Kraft cites to testimony by
(21)
unchallenged
complaint counsel' s expert , Dr. MacInnis , that two
ads (" Shopping Dad" and " Tell Me Whcn ), neither of which mention
calcium . are deceptive because consumers could infer a milk cquiva-

lency claim from the reference to milk made in those ads. RRAB at
18- 19; RAB at 23. Kraft also argues that results from complaint
10R copy test show that the unchallenged control ad used
counsel'
Taste of Cheese ) conveys both of the implied calcium claims even

though it does not mention milk , calcium , or competing products , and

cites testimony by complaint counsel's experts in support of this
argument. JtAB at 25 , 32; RRAB at 20- 22. Finally, Kraft argues that
the AU' s apparent reliance on the testimony of Dr. 'Vlaclnnis to find
that the noncomparative " CJass Picture/5 ounce " ads convey the

imitation superiority daim simiiarly fails to distinguish meaningfully
see
RAB at
between deceptive ano non- deceptive advertising. IDF 66;
22- 23;

RRAB at 19- 20.

Respondent' s arguments ,

to the extent hased on record evidence

relating to advertisemcnts not c.hallenged

in this proceeding, arc

without merit. It is no defense to a finding of deception in this c.ase to
assert that unchaJlenged ads might also be deceptive. The Commission

is not obligated to challenge in a single proceeding all of the deceptive
See , e. , Mooy
practices in which a respondent may be engaged.
, it would be
355
U.
S.
411
(1958).
Moreover
file.
v.
FTC,
Indus!nes
inappropriate to speculate on the likelihood that we would find the

unchalienged ads to which respondent refers to be deceptivc , since a

full recoro on the potential of those ads to deceive has not

heen
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developed and is not now before us. Respondent' s

argument that the

findings in this case relating to the challenged " Class

ounce "

Picture/5

ads are unconstitutionally overbroad is also without merit in

light of our own findings and conclusions regarding liability with
respect to that ad , as discussed in the preceding

section.

III. WERE TilE eLAIMS LIKELY TO MISLEAD REASONABLE eONSCMERS'
The standard by which advertising is judged is whcther it is likely to
mislead reasonable consumers; proof of actual deception is not

Cliffdale

Deception Statement 103 FTC
having found that certain implied calcium claims
are conveycd by the challenged ads , and having adopted the ALJ'
findings and conclusions that such claims are false and unsubstantiatrequired.

103 FTC at 165;

at 176. In this case ,

, we also conclude that such claims are likely to mislead consumers
acting reasonably under the circumstances.
Despite respondent's assertions

(see

RAB at 21- 22 & n. 21; RRAB at

16- 18 & n. 14), we agree with the ALJ that it is reasonable to presume

that a significant number of consumers are not aware that the calcium
in five ounces of milk is reduced or lost during the processing of Kraft
Singles , and that they arc also not aware that imitation cheese slices
may be fortified with (22) calcium. 2I ID at 65 & n. 6;
see
IDF 70. The
implied calcium claims in this casc are credence claims because
consumers cannot readily determine by purchasing and consuming

Kraft Singles whether or not they are in fact providing the amount of
calcium benefit implicitly promised, 22
Thompson Medical 104 FTC at
834; Am. erican Horne Products Corp. 98 FTC 136 , 370 (1981),
affd
695 F. 2d 681 (3d Cir. 1982). Therefore , reasonable consumers would

not be aware of thesc facts,
IV. WERE THE CLAIMS 1\IATERIAL?

The Commission will find an advertisement deccptive if there is a
21 !

. appropriate rirCG-:sta;jces,

he Comm:ssiOIl can presJ:J1e h

beliefs aboli! a pl'duct because 0: ar. omission.
Deception

Stolell€llt,

CO:lSlilT. crs 011'
0 likely

(a !' cach false

103 FTC at 177. We aloo agl"
CC that the

s assel1ion that consur ers ge,. era:iy wouir know tllat pmcessed foods do
aL of tr. e same ;. Lltrients in he samc amoun:s as the ingredie,. ts from w:1:cr. tl ey are made (ID at
65; 3re EEAB at 16, 17), CI' that a s:gn ficar. t r.lIrrbe!" of consu!r. el' s were aware at he
imc tr,
e ads were
record rioes ot SUPPOI't !'esponc1e

not cO;.
ta:n

disscm:"ated that :r-:,
itaLo;J

22 :\01" co we find:t reaso:-a

by comparing

e !".
Litrient

substi:ute slices, even thoug:

cheese slices mav be fOl1:fied wih calcium (ID at 55 & TI. 5;
olc:o expect COn

fol":

IDF 70)

1erS to ascel"ta:n t: e accur' acy of res;1onder. t's ca:c:um clain-.

"tion provided 011 the :abels of mi:k ,

Kr"aft S:r.
g:f's , and :rr,
i:ation

it may be technically possible to do so.
See Allerlcall

and

Home P," oducts COi P" 98

FTC 1.% , 370 (1981), of!!,
695 F. 2d 681. 688 (3c CI" . 1982) (disciosUlf' Ol prod~ct label did ;. ot cUIe
ceception In advel' Lslng). A CO!lljJ!'ison between ' he calc m cor, tent of Kraft Sir. g:es anc. rr.
wouk l" eqLi:rc
co;. s:del' able calculat.ion s: :ce ;I:e nl.U" :en; infor!11 t:01 on n ilk ca11o! s is not basec on a :ive OU' ice sel'vil:g. See

CRB at 17 n, :6. Kraft

sr

,,,:er:al'ty slJrvc' )' sholls that 98 ;JUTCn! of tile 5ul"' ey pa!""icmams o:d r, ot knQw bOlv
o: :ces of rn::: RX 82E , Z-

mLich C,,!cillr., is conca:"ed in\"'

) \\
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claim or omission that is likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances ,

and the claim or omission is material.
Cliffdale 103 FTC at 164- 165;
Thompson Medical 104 FTC at 816;
Deception Stat.ement 103 FTC at 175- , 182- 83. A " material"
misrepresentation is one that involves information that is important to
consumers , and that is therefore likely to affect a consumer s choice of
or conduct regarding a product. Proof of actual consumer injury is not
Deception Statement 103
required.
Cllffdale 103 FTC at 166 n. 11;
FTC at 183. The Commission presumes several types of claims to be
material: express claims; implied elaims where thcre is evidence that
(23)
or omissions
the seller intended to make the claim; and elaims
,
safely,
or
other
areas
with which
that significantly involve health
those pe1taining to a
reasonable consumers would he concerned
Thompson Medical , 104
product' s purpose , safety, effcacy, or cost.
FTC at 816- 17; Deception Stalement 103 FTC at 182- 83. In addition
to information that is presumptively material , the Commission may

also find materiality based on evidence that the claim or omission is
likely to be considered important by consumers.

Deception Stat.ement

103 FTC at 183.

The ALJ

concluded that

the

calcium claims in the challenged

adveltisements are significant health claims and thus presumptively

material. !DF 188 , 190; !D at 70. He also ciled

alia

as probative

inter

evidencc that the calcium claims were intended to induce

consumers to purchase Kraft Singles , and that Kraft believed that the

challenged ad copy contributed in some degrce to the increased sales
IDF 28
87. He
189 191- 93; see also
of the product. IDF 90rejected survey evidence that Kraft introduced to rebut the materiality

of the claims , finding that the survey had not prcscnted parlicipants
with sufficient response options to reveal all of the ways in which the
implied claims at issue might affect consumer conduct with respect to

Kraft Singles

01' alternative products. " !DF 194- 210; ID at 70- 71.

Respondent argues that the ALJ erred by basing his determinalion
on a presumption that calcium claims generally are material , rather
than explaining why lhe specific calcium claims at issue are material.
See
RAE at 61- 63; RRAI3 at 67- 70. We agree that the ALJ did not
explicitiy discuss why the " milk equivalency " and " imitation superiority " claims are independently male rial. Accordingly, we examine the
,\S Ib f"i:lil"f' to :1"11 sl;:-vr 1' rcsuo!ldc: I'i d:!!!
T:1E i\LJ found ll:at ;lllOthc:" 'iiW1:ir;clt ;' ,\!:l in the 3111" -l'
r ado llJci.e iI ('Idim Q:" :11:' k l'C' Ji\' CllcIlCY, t hUe pl- ovidi: g nc :');s:" : G' cl (' ()Il('llIsic J "s :0 the i Il pact of the ('Ia:ll
n C():SIlIl

l'r ' :wllivirn

!DF

"Gj

g"
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issue ourselves. We conclude that each of the implied calcium claims in
this case is material.
A.

Materiality of Mille Eq1tivalency Claim

We find that the milk equivalency claim is material. We agree with
the ALJ that the results of Kraft' s materiality survey confirm the
importance of calcium as a factor in consumers ' purchase decisions
with respect to the product. Of the survey participants , 71 percent

rated " a

source of calcium " as an " extremely " or " very important"

factor in their decision to buy

(24)

Kraft Singles.

see

" IDF 190;

82W. Other evidence shows that comparative information about the
calcium benefit of products would likely have been considered
particularly important to consumers with calcium deficiency concerns
mothers with children , pregnant women ,

and postmenopausal

, 726- 30. For
example , a January 1985 Kraft consumer survey shows that 52
percent of women surveyed who were purchasers of American cheese
slices , and 40 percent of total survey respondents , reported significant
personal concern about getting enough calcium, CX 137F- H; CX 33A;
CX 303C.
women. CX

41C; see also

ex 78A; Recker Tr. 594-

The record shows that Kraft

designed the challenged ads to

capitalize on consumers ' calcium deficiency concerns.

The target audience for both the " Skimp "

32C.
and " Class Picture/5
See

CX

ounce " ads was identified as female homemakers (aged 25- 54) with
children, CX 6J; CX 129E. The " Class Picture " ad copy, in particular
played upon the likely concerns of mothers with school- age
See

CX

54C;

children,

CX 56A. A Kraft analysis conducted to substantiate

claims made in an earlier , unchallenged version of the " Class Picture
ads points out that girls aged 9- , for example , require an additional
92 mg. of calcium per day on average to reach their RDA of calcium.

Cx 177E; CX 178D. Based on Kraft' s analysis , we observe that the 60
mg, difference between the calcium content of five ounces of milk and

-ounce slice of Kraft Singles would account for most of the
additional calcium needs of girls in this age group if a five ounce glass
of milk were substituted for a slice of Kraft Singles daily.
AccoTd
that of a 3f

Recker Tr. 603- 04; ex 327 , p. 72. Inasmuch as the calcium

equivalency claim would be difficult for consumers to evaluate
consumers would likely rely on the
'" About ha!f

O C aJ: AI1;l'ica

accuracy of the nutritional

. housel o:ds pllrclase Kraft Singles , the la!'
gesl se

inctivir.ua::y wl" uopec. j.' 'Ol'';S cheese foor. slires rategr,!' y,

my 13.

ling produc.t in be

():
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information implied in the ads. We thcrefore

conclude that the

misleading milk equivalency claim was a health claim of importance to
reasonable consumers , particularly those (25) segmcnts targeted by
see Cliffclale
Deception Statement 103 FTC at 182 n. 46;
the ads.
103 FTC at 172 ,

173,

We find further evidence of materiality in ccrtain conduct by Kraft
which suggests that Kraft itself considered that the challenged milk
equivalency ad copy helped to induce consumer purchases of Kraft

Singles. In October 1985 , the Center for Science in the Public Interest
CSPI" ), a consumer group, informed Kraft that it believed the
Skimp " ads conveyed the message that a slice of Kraft Singles had

the same amount of calcium and other nutrients as fivc ounces of
milk , and asked that the ads he changed. IDF 88. The chief marketing

cmployee for Kraft Singles recommended that the " Skimp " ad copy
not be changed in response to CSPI's complaint , stating as one reason
that" l t )he Singlcs business is growing for the first time in four years
IDF 191. Kraft eventually
see
due in large part to the copy. " CX 63B;
made a slight modification to the challenged " Skimp " ad copy, as
discussed earlier , but this change was not aired until January) 986.
In November 1985 , an earlier , unchallenged version of the " Class
Picture " ads was introduced on a regional test basis to determine its
viability as an alternative to the " Five Ounces of Milk" strategy. 26 CX
50; CX 6N- P; CX 67 A. This version , known as " Class Picture/4
times " (or " Class Picture/I" ), states that " ounce for ounce , Kraft
Singles have over four times more calcium than milk " which is a true
claim: one ounce of Kraft Singles has at least 4. 7 timcs the calcium of

one ounce of milk.

(26) CX

developcd a version of " Class

CX 98. Subsequenlly.

178C;

Picture "

Kraft

which incorporatcd the " five

See
CX 6 Z- l. According to contempora,
both
versions of " Class Picturc " were
documents
neous
Kraft
intended to communicate that Kraft Singles are good tasting and a

ounccs of milk" message,

"" Arrord:J.g to ' esponder , tl' (' te;:timony

two Ililr' keti:

g e.\fJ("

s 'I at r8n"llr ers Ilouid aiwilYs sU,:c il

prefer' ence for ,I ;:lice of Kraft Sing:es with 100 perrent of :; C calli\.:,1 0: fiw' Cl:nces d miik ever one \\:th IC
il1g;: bei::g equa:. sa \'s nothing abo' I: \1 1llI l'r !w r:J:er' cllcc b('\lll' (':: the::e arnOUI1:"
pe'Te: , aL othe
roby TI' , 366- 1 We finr1 , ho\\cl'n , ti ;lt
"r:ua:ly llat\\' S to ron:;\iI 1Er,,- RRAB at 7,1; oW S:el'. :mi TI'. 1116- .8; J:o,
11 t:1E cirl'un:stances ci this CCise , an illi/il'i: 30 1!ll'cent cxaggn,nion 0: t:1e r,,:c:UIl bl' lwfit in Kn\:1 Sing-lcs
::uft:cieml)' :ikely :0 l1avc a:feCted cOllsllmers ' rI oices \\i' rl's:Jer: tt: tile :JI' C\i\lt to Iw COlls:r1nec1 :;l":('I'i,l,
, IS8: ex 32., pSec Hecke" T1' ()03'" AI O(':obfl 1985 " CI' ('iltile !tcv:cw " b)' J. Wal' el TllOllpSt:!I s:,,:ed that " CSP! &, l:oll;Je:iLvc Clndillllt;:
; 986 " Cl'filt:\'' S::-aeg,l '' s:2. :er.
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good source of calcium , but the " Class Picture II" (5 oz. ) version
(dJirectly links calcium claims to 5 oz. of milk claim of the current
CX 36B; CX 56A,
see
national campaign. "" IDF 90;
In January and February 1986 ,

respectivcly, the FTC and the
California Attorney General's Office notified Kraft that investigations
had becn initiated to determine inteT al1 whether Kraft' s ads
see
CX 286 , CX 166.
conveyed the milk equivalency claim. IDF 88;
While copy tests conducted in late 1985 (on " 4 times ) and early 1986
(on " 5 ounce ) indicated that both versions of " Class Picture " wcre
acceptablc alternatives for meeting Kraft' s marketing goals (see CX
36E), Kraft ultimately selected the " Class Picture/5 ounce " version
for national dissemination in June 1986 , explaining that this was done
see

to avoid consumer confusion, Feldmann Tr. 1524;

CX 6 2

Z-

, Z-

13. Kraft also did not adopt any of several other versions of " Class
Picture/5 ounce " print and broadcast copy described in a J, Walter

Thompson memorandum as " acceptable options which do not imply
nutritional equivalence " even though there appeared to be some

recognition , reflected in contemporaneous Kraft documents , of a
possible " cause-effect relationship between ' 5 ox. milk' and ' calci-

CX 42; CX 84, We find it reasonable to infer
8A; see also
from Kraft' s persistcnce in using the challenged ad copy under these
circumstances , and in making only minor modifications , that Kraft
believed this copy contributed to consumer purchases of Kraft Singles.
um.''' CX

B.

Materiality

Qf

Imitation Superiority Claim

We also find that the imitation superiority claim is material. We

agree with the ALJ that there is evidence

suggesting that Kraft

intended the " Skimp " campaign to convey an imitation superiority
message. 2S IDF 91 189. We find this (271 evidence sufficient to allow
!i
lle o re,di?c lJCi
A 19% " C:' ;\'c SU- citq: " S:;; I: ;is olJ.ierlives "
adn' .t:"ing-."' ai rl " 1Jaxii 1:ZC illl).:al' l/ ' (',':(':llr :/5 0/. wssafe en a Tli\!i0ld ba
I, Fo" CX,I'
ll;ile,

, DprprJ;wi' 3. 198

?os: COllplf'::Dn S' dn)
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us to presume the materiality of this claim. 29 We also agree that
materiality is shown by evidence that the challenged ad copy led to
increased sales , and find that thcrc is suffcicnt cvidence to infer that
the imitation superiority message contributed to the increase in
consumer purchases of Kraft Singles at a time when that product was
See ,

priced about 40 percent higher than imitation slices. (28)

e.

IDF

American

190- 192; Deception Statement 103 FTC at 183 & n. 57;
Home PTOd-ucts Corp. 98 FTC 136 , 369- 70 (1981),
681 (3d Cir. 1982).

a/.rd

695 F. 2d

We have considcred the results of Kraft' s materiality survey, and
insufficiently probative to

agrec with the ALJ' s findings that it is

rebut the cvidence in support of the materiality of the milk

equivalency claim, 30 IDF 194- 210; see RX 82. In particular , we agree
that the limited response options offcrcd to survey participants did not

adequately elicit all of the ways in which consumer conduct with
respcct to the product might be affected by the implied claims at issue.
IDF 203 , 205 , 207- 10.
v. SCOPE OF H.ELlF:F

Having found that respondent' s ads convey material claims that are
false , unsubstantiated and likely to mislead consumcrs acting reasonably in the circumstances , we affirm the ALJ' s conclusion that thcse
ads violate Sections 5 and 12 of the Fcderal Trade Commission Act
and issuc thc attached order, The order we adopt differs significantly
from thc order entered by thc ALJ in that we broaden coverage in

Part I from " individually

wrapped slices of pasteurized process

imitation or substitute chcese products " to " any

cheese , related cheese product ,
Our CUt'

t ad\.

ising adc'.
csses

product that is a
substitute

imitation cheese , or

this situatiOJl ':J!, seek:r. g to fonv r(' COnS' J:l1C:" S that Kraft S:,.gjes i:;

DI1:1 its p)'e nilim pl'ire because of the l;fJe)'ior n' lrition2.1 va:lle :'

5"

oz. of :;,
ilk

in every siice."

ex 328
StC D(cp,nllol' Siolflllfiil, 103 FTC 2.118,2 & n, , ')1, citillg ;
368- 69(198,1).
The v(-ry fl\C'"
, that

:he tnll' :I

\lilfi";CrI!I

JI01!/fj';'Oiucis Corp..
98 FTC 136

AHP sOllg-l t to c:stingui h i-s prod' :cts from aspirin st!' ongly :11plies tbt ;'"owledge of

edients of t"JOSE' pl' ducls would be

mate!':al to purchasers

claill' Sllri as t: :s o! , whicr- r ot only ciesc"i8E'S thE' contE'nts of the adVE'11iscd prod' Jct bul also
aterial
is::r
es that prodllrt from comuet:' 1g pl'duct" , seems particularly likely to bc IT,
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cheese

" as proposed in the Notice order. 3J
(29)

misrepresentations

The final order prohibits

about the absolute or comparative content of
and prohibits

calcium or any other nutrient in the covered products ,

any such nutrient content claim that is not substantiated by competent
and reliable scientific evidence. We are persuaded that an order
extending not only to Kraft Singles , but also to Kraft' s other cheeses
and checse-related products , is warranted by the record in this case.
We disagree that the narrower order entered by the ALl is sufficient.
We thercfore grant complaint counsel' s appeal.

The ability of the Commission to issue

orders containing such

See ,

fencing- in requirements is well established.

e.

, FTC

1).

Colgate-

Co. v.
Sears , Roe/neck
380 L'. S. 374 , 394- 95 (1965);
Jay NOTn:s , Inc. v. FTC
FTC 676 F. 2d 385 , 391- 92 (9th Cir. 1982);
ITT
598 F. 2d 1244 , 1250 (2d Cir. ceTt. denied 444 U. S. 980 (1979);

Palmolive Co.

Litton
Continental Baking Co. 532 F. 2d 207 , 223 (2d Cir. 1976);
afJ' 676 F. 2d 364 (9th Cir.
Industries , Inc. 97 FTC 1 , 78- 80 (1981),
1982). The Commission has wide latitude in fashioning appropriate
orders to prevent inventive respondents from pursuing a course of

FTC

conduct similar to that found to have been deceptive in the past.

352 U. S. 419 ,

Co. l'.
L'. S. 608 , 612- 13 (1946). However , the Commission

v. National Lead Co.

429 (1957);

Jacob S1e,gel

FTC 327
discrction is subject to two constraints. First , to assure that the order
is understood by the violator , the order s provisions must be
FTC
sufficiently clear and as precise as circumstances permit.
Amerimn Horne Products
Colgale- Palmoli' ue Co. 880 U. S. at 393;
COTp, v. FTC 695 F. 2d 681 , 705 (3d Cir. 1982). Second , there must
be a " reasonable relationship " between the remedy and the unlawful
FTC v. Colg(lte- Polmol1ve Co. 380 L'. S. at
FTC" Mandel
1). FTC
327 U. S. at 618;
394- 95; Jacob S'iegel Co.
FTC
1:. RubeT01d Co.
343 U.
Bros. , Inc. 359 U. S. 385 , 392 (1959);
470 (1952);
Jay Non-is , Inc. v. FTC 598 F. 2d at 1250- 51; Avnet , Inc.
v. FTC 511 F, 2d 70 , 79 (7th Cir. 1975). To ensure that any ordcr
requirement bears a reasonable relationship to the unlawful conduct
conduct found to exist.

found to exist ,
seriousness of

the Commission considers the deliberateness and
the violation , the degree of transferability of thc

violation to other products , and any history of prior
:1: The ol"

violations.

der we is:;e differs :!" Oll the ALl' s onk:' in tlw c r::lowing otlle ' I' CSpEctS: In Pa:is 11 , 111, a: d IV o!'
, we (lave made SEVPlT,: lai gli"ge cb ,ge" :CI' clal" ification p'. :r)Jl)ses We I ilve also moctif:ed t!lC
the orde:'
anguage of P, r\ IV tD rerpi:" p Kraft:o DI"Ovide" cop.\' of till cIT:er to ul('h of it: ();)('rilting riil::s:ons ,Ilc'.
er becolu"s final. Finally. p,!'"
dis :bu:o s of ar. y IJ)"or!c;rcs covet" cd by t:le OI"IrI , \\itl in 111il1.1 rlays ,dtn the Olc.
V of the oder hils been al, en(:ed to t" ecdil'l' Krill': to file 2. C0llpi:a!1Ce :' olJol1 with LIll' COlllmio:sioll \\i:l in s:
('1i1\' require
days aftet. till' Ol" elp" iJpr(): ws fil1a:, as \\el! ,IS at SlIeI, o7, f'r ,illllS as :I l' CClllTlissioll
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Thompson Medical

FTC 676 F. 2d

104 FTC at 833;

at 391- 92;

see also Sears , Roebuck

Litton Ind'Ustr1:es , Inc.

676 F. 2d

Co. v.
at 370-

The ALJ found that while respondent' s misrepresentations were not
an isolated occurrence , they were an " unintentionally deceptive

response to significant competitive pressures. "
evidence past deception ,

As the record did not

he concluded that there was no persistent

long- term pattern of deceptive advertising. ID at 71- 72. We disagree
with the ALJ' s analysis , and conclude that the violations in this case

were suffciently serious and deliberate to warrant the broader
product coverage we adopt in the attached

order.

(30)

The seriousness of the violations in this case is evidenced by the size

and duration of Kraft' s

misleading

advertising campaign. The

challenged ads were widely disseminated in print and broadcast media
for two and one- half years at a cost of more than $15 million annually.
IDF 24- , 29- , 40- 42; Thompson
34C; see also
IDF 23 , CX
AmeT'can Home PTOd'Ucts Corp.
Medical 104 FTC at 833 & n. 79;
ajfd 695 F. 2d 681 , 707 (3d Cir. 1982). The
98 FTC 136 , 401 (1981),
seriousness of the violation is also affected by the fact that consumers
could not readily judge the truth or falsity of the implied calcium
claims.

Thompson Medical 104 FTC 834.

Deliberateness is evidenced by Kraft's persistence in running the

challenged ad copy despite repeated warnings from various outside
See Thompson

sources that the copy might be implicitly misleading.

834- 35. In early 1985 , prior to airing the

Medical 104 FTC at
Skimp " commercials , the ABC television network requested substantiation for the " milk and calcium comparisons for Kraft Singles and
imitation slices " that were conveyed in the " Skimp " script suhmitted
for broadcast clearance. IDF 93- 94. The record shows that Kraft'
response to ABC' s

repeated requests for suhstantiation was inade-

IDF 93, 94 , 235), and that a contemporaneous J. Walter Thompson legal memorandum acknowledged a

quate and misleading

(see

possible imitation superiority claim and recommended that substantiation efforts be undertaken. IDF 95; CX 283;

see also

CX 165A; CX

226. Additional warnings followed in October 1985 from the Center
for Science in the Public Interest , in January 1986 from the Federal
Trade Commission , and in February 1986 from the California
Attorney General' s

warnings suggests

Office. IDF 88. At the very least , this pattern of
that Kraft knew or should have known that more

investigation needed to he done to determine whether its ads were
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conveying misleading messages , notwithstanding Kraft' s initial internal assessment that they were not. Moreover , although respondent

was clearly aware of acceptable alternatives to the misleading ad
S1tpra.
at Part IV.
copy, it declined to adopt them. 32 See discussion
Respondent argues that it should be entitled to rely on its own
internal analyses of the results from its pre- dissemination consumer
surveys. Kraft claims that it reasonably believed ,

based on its internal

(31)
no deceptive
analyses , that the challenged ads conveyed
messages. '" RAB 56- , 70- 78; RRAB at 56- 62; see ID 71; IDF 80
84. However , respondent received repeated warnings from outside

sources throughout the challenged ad campaigns ,

which should at

least have alerted it that further inquiry would be appropriate

copy testing designed to measurc whether its ads conveyed the
dcceptive claims that wcrc allcgcd,

See , e. g" Thompson Medical ,

104

FTC at 835- 36 & n. 82. While Kraft did take some steps in rcsponse to
the allcgations concerning the ads
(see
IDF 28), it made no attempt to
determine whether those steps effectively corrected any implicitly
deceptive messages. Feldmann Tr. 1710.
See , e, g" Thompson Merlleal 104 FTC at 836. We find that Kraft' s reliance on its internal
cvaluation of its pre- disseminalion copy test results was not sufficient
in
the
circumstances.
Finally, we find that the violations in this case are readily
transfcrahle to othcr Kraft chccse products , given the general

similarity between Kraft Singles and the additional cheese products
that would be covered under the final order. 31 See Thompson Medical
104 FTC at

836;

Amc,' ican Home Pi'ducts

98 FTC at 405.

Accordingly, this order will apply to " any product that is a chcese
We 1' (')1:("" as i\ gl' oliml for :in iti 1g !:1e "eope of ' c ol'e:r
is case, 1:1C AU' s l'OnclliSIOIl that " K:' lr.
could be:iiloleinthe futJI'C fOI" in:p!iedc:ai:mi\vllil'h it neVl' I" intended t :llilke , ill:d l'ouk 1,0t Iwve)Jedil'tl'd:1
oliid be fOllr:d tl) Ili!V(= made, " il \IT!! d he evicienja'" v bibi U))I)' : w :iel: thilt l'ond. lsio:: i!)JpeClrs tl) re:;t
Src

10 72.
.Jj :\E'it:
wI" l:w :ack f :::le::1 r:ol' the e;. "le' ;c(= of grJlrl C aiti! is a defe ,;:e ,0 a Sedic!T , violatio::; i\1ve tise
are :ia0lr fOI' m",erially I ,is!e"ding da:: E or omissioi,S that thei:" arlve:-:ise:11el1to
ron\'y to rCflsorwb!c
co:,sume:' , eVE'r. if this i;: r. o:,e il1acivE'11e
Sre CI/i'
61 F,2rl 357 , 363 & n, ,j (D.C. Cir
usiu Cnip FTC
1977\; SOlll//Iesl SUlislles,
IH' 10, FTC 7 164- 65 (1985), ((Ii'd, 785 F, 2d l :n (9t:1 Ci:' ;, (Wi . riell!td , 479
'.is 828 O j86)

Jj Re

:; a d cheese p ()Liul's inl'I:H:e tile CI" acke' Bal" eI8i" and cheeses, Ph!adclp:,
,l Cht.' ese, an( Velveeti! !'ilsteUI" ized Process Cheese Spread- JDF 2. Respondent was O' nO\il'l' of

)Jl)ndl'Tlt' s Oti1l'1' l'lCe

Brand CI"
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related cheese product , imitation cheese , or substitute cheese. " We do

not find that the lack of a prior history of violations

of this type

outweighs the factors in support of such product coverage. (32)

Respondent argues that any order entered in this case would chill
and thus unconstitutionally restrict nondeceptive commercial speech.

RAB at 70- 78; RRAB at 56- 62. We find these arguments to be
without merit. First Amendment protections do not extend to
Peel v. Attorney

commercial speech found to be false and deceptive.

110 S. Ct. 2281
ZaudeTer v. Office qf DisciplinaTY Counsel 471 U.
2287 (1990);
Bolger v. Youngs DTUg Prod?lcts Corp. 463 U. S. 60
626 , 638 (1985);
455 U. S. 191 , 203 (1982);
Central
In re R.
68- 69 (1983);
n
of
New
York
447
Elec.
Corp.
v.
P?lblic
Servo
Cormn
Hudson Gas
Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy v.
S. 557 , 563- 64 (1980);
Virginia Citizens Consumer Cmmcil , Inc. 425 1'. S. 748 , 771DisciplinaTY Com?n?:ssion of Ilinois

Registration

(1976). In this case , the only categories of commercial speech

prohibited under the order would be

advcrtising that is either

unprotectcd speech that
expressly or implicitly false or deceptive
the government is free to restrict. We find that the record in this case
establishes a reasonable fit between the violations found and the scope
of the order s prohibitions. 35 See Board of Trustees of SUNY v. Fox
109 S. Ct. 3028 , 3033- 35 (1989) (First Amcndment does not require
use of " least restrictive means " but mcrely requires that there be a

fit' between the legislaturc

s ends and the means chosen to

accomplish those ends.
VI. CONCLCSJON
For the reasons set forth above ,

Judge

s finding of

we affirm the Administrative Law

liability, and modify the initial decision

as

dcscribed. An appropriate order is appended.
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action to er.forcE' the Ol' dei" , the Cor:nr.issioYI woulri have ':r. e burdc:l of proving- tflat the cr.ai:engec.

covet' pdoy the al" der

'ia:e a lloun: 0:' rid
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APPENDIX A - " SKIAIP
(Selected television and print advcrtiscments J

CoMPA.,IY
r j. WALTER THOMPSON
CHICA
f;75 NORTH MICHI(.r-,; AVENUE-

' c-

ILLINOIS bO'!

TElEVISION COMMERCIAL

coeE NlJER:

S4Z31

TITLE: . SKIMP/BLUE (YES.

CLIEPI:

Krlft, In!:.

LENGTH: :30

PRODUCT:

Prcc

STATUS: AS PRODUCED

1/25/B5

",1

ss Singles

VIDEO

AUDIO

CU OF LITTLE GIRL' S FACE.

lADY

tU OF GIRL PICKING UP PACKAGE OF KRFT
SINGLES.

sl:i

I admit it. I thougr, t of

1ng,

blue ey

CU OF PITCHER POURING MILK INTO GLASS.
JT ONLY FILLS UP PARTLY. MILK CONTINUES

TO POUR. IT FILLS UP GLASS FARTHER.

SUPER

MlLK AMOUNTS BAS D ON CHEESE CONTENT

KID EATS SINGLES SLICE.

Could you 1001: in thc:.e tiS

s and sl:i

on her?

KRFT Sing'es. Imitation 51 ices use

hardly .ny 1\111:.
ounces per slice.

But KRFT has fi \Ie
Five ounces.

So her little bones get ca'cium they nee

row,

PACK OF !:FT PACKAGE & UTTLE GIRL EATING I

to

19B5 Kraft. Inc.

that big KRFT means.

rISS T0 CU OF ..ILK POUP.jI.G INTO GLASS WHICH
ANI/tATES BACK INTO r-AFT PACKAGE.

SINGERS

em... lnre
LJISS TO KID IoITH PACKAGE.

So I b

lADY

No, she doesn t I:now wlat

Goot: thing I c(;.

KRFT Singles. More
mill: mal:es '

rril1: m.l:e

err. good.

Sl:imp on her? No Ioay.

SUPER : MORE MILK HAKES ' EM GOOD.
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FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeals of
respondent Kraft , Inc. , and complaint counsel and upon briefs and oral

argumcnt in support of and in opposition

to the appeals. For the

reasons stated in the accompanying opinion , the Commission has

determined to affirm the initial decision of the Administrative Law
Judge ,

except as othcrwise noted , and enter the following

order.

Accordingly,

It

is

ordered

That respondent Kraft , Inc. , a corporation ,

its

successors and assigns ,

and its officers , agents , representatives and
employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or
other device , in connection with the advertising, labeling, offering for
sale , sale or distribution of any product that is a checse , related cheese
product , imitation cheese , or substitutc cheese , in or affecting
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith ceasc and desist from:

A. Misrepresenting in any manner , directly or by implication , the
calcium content or amount , or the content or amount of any other
nutrient of any such product;

B. Misreprcsenting in any manner , directly or by implication , the
comparative calcium content or amount , or the comparative content or
amount of any othcr nutrient of any such product;

C. Representing in any manner , directly or by implication , the
calcium content or amount , or the content or amount of any other
nutrient of any such product , unless at the time of making such
representation respondent possesses and relies upon competent and

reliable scientific evidence that substantiates

the

representation.

Competent and reliabLe scientific eV1:dence shall mean , for purposes

of this order , those tests , analyses , research , studies or other evidence
conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified
to do so , using procedures generally accepted by others in the

profession or science to yield accurate and reliable results; or
D. Representing in any manner , directly or by implication , the

comparative calcium content or amount , or the comparative content or
amount of any other nutricnt of any such product , unless at the time
of making such representation respondcnt possesses and relies upon
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competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
Competent and Teliable scientific ev-idence

representation.

shall

those tests , analyses , research
studies or other evidence conducted and evaluated in an objective
manner by persons qualified to do so , using procedures generally
mean ,

for purposes of this order ,

accepted by others in the profession or science to yield accurate and
reliable results.
II.

It is f1trther ordered That for three (3) years after the last date of
dissemination of any representation concerning any product specified
in Part I of this order , respondent , or its successors and assigns , shall

maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying copies of:
J. All materials that were relied upon by respondent in disseminating such representation; and

2. All test reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations or other
evidence in its possession or control that contradict , qualify, or call

into question such representation.
III.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the
respondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
cmergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising under this order.
IV.

It is furllw' ordered That respondent shall , within thirty (30) days
after this order becomes final , distribute a copy of this order to each of
and to all distributors of any product
manufactured or marketed by respondent that is specified in Part I of
its operating divisions ,

this order.

It is fnrther Q)'

dered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days

KRAFT ,
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after this order becomes final , and at such other times as the

Commission may require , file with the Commission a report , in
writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
Commissioner Starek not participating.

